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A TEXAS FIFTY
Aesthetic departure.

After 16 years, TXI Buff still passes with flying colors.

The builders of Dallas/Fort Worth Airport wanted a concrete made with the natural warmth and consistency of buff cements—and the durability to stand up to over 700,000 aircraft operations and 50,000,000 passengers a year. The solution was simple: TXI Buff cement.

TXI Buff cement enhances the beauty—and creates a warm, aesthetic environment with consistent, natural color. For more information, call TXI at 1-800-366-4894.

Texas Industries, Inc. 7610 Stemmons Dallas, TX 75247

For more information, visit us at booth #430 in Fort Worth, or circle #102 on the Reader Inquiry Card.
Did you know you could heat water with a cooling system?

You can, with an electric heat pump or a waste heat recovery system. Air conditioning and heating are usually a business' largest energy expense. What if you could use energy captured from the cooling system to heat water? You'd save a pot of money every month.

Cooling systems and other equipment produce a lot of heat. The waste heat can be recycled simply with a heat pump or heat recovery system. This heat, typically 120 to 220 degrees F., may be used for space heating, water heating or for process heating such as steam presses, sanitation equipment, food processing and other thermal requirements.

The energy efficient heat pump can deliver up to six times the energy it consumes. Use the heat and enjoy the savings.

How do you make hot water from your cooling, refrigeration or other waste heat producing system? Easily, with electricity. Contact us and we'll get you in touch with your local energy expert.

Electricity. The better energy choice.
Write to: EEAC • P.O. Box 7428 • Beaumont, TX 77726-7428
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Get fresh inspiration from Elgin-Butler’s new modular Isolated Ceramic Base System. A structural, durable, modular, glazed, ceramic answer to cove base applications. One that’s just as functional and fitting with concrete block as it is with stud, plaster, brick or any other wall system.

This strikingly handsome, smooth glaze-finished ceramic cove base enhances carpet, terrazzo or marble. Or, add a permanent touch of scuff-proof glamor to such utilitarian applications as linoleum or concrete floors. Available in cove or straight base, offering complete design flexibility.

No special masonry tools or techniques are needed. Standard ³⁄₈" mortar joints achieve nominal 8"×8" modular dimensions.

Get excited! Combine design aesthetics with durability and utility. Specify Elgin-Butler’s new Isolated Ceramic Base System.

Check the Yellow Pages for our nearest sales office, or phone us today for complete information.
Elgin-Butler Brick Company
P.O. Box 1947, Austin, Texas 78767
(512) 453-7366

ELGIN-BUTLER
Over a century of family pride, craftsmanship and accomplishment.
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On the Cover
From houses and schools to churches and office towers, from late eclectic to modern to postmodern, from one-man offices to thousand-person firms, Texas Architect celebrates Texas architecture since 1939.

Editor’s Note
Thanks to the writers, editors, and others who made this special issue possible.

NEWS
A concert hall resounds to raves in Dallas; San Antonio’s Majestic Theatre is restored as the start of an Arts District; Sesquicentennial Park opens in Houston; Capitol progresses in Austin.

ISSUE FOCUS
A Texas 50 for TSA’s fiftieth anniversary

INTERIORS
Cunningham Architects’ power house; Lawrence Connolly’s pool house; and Davis Sprinkle’s port house.

CAD USER REPORTS
A survey of products for computer-aided design, reviewed by Texas architects.

CONFIRMATION OF CONTEXT
UT Austin has renovated and expanded the School of Architecture’s Goldsmith Hall. The architects reclaimed and extended the building’s understated Mediterranean-style elegance, but is it just a lesson in respectful design, or an inspirational educational environment?

FIFTY YEARS OF TEXAS ARCHITECTURE
A fold-out timeline tracks fifty of the state’s most significant architecture firms that have practiced during the last fifty years from their beginnings long before the 1939 creation of the Texas Society of Architects through the growth and change they have experienced throughout the last five decades.

A TEXAS 50
Fifty significant architects from the last 50 years

Adams & Adams ........... 42
Atlee B. & Robert M.
Ayres ................... 42
Howard Barnstone ...... 43
Donald Bartheleme ..... 44
Ralph Cameron .......... 44
Carroll & Dauble .......... 45
William Caudill ....... 46
John S. Chase .......... 47
Wiley G. Clarkson ...... 48
Bartlett Cocke ........ 48
George L. Dahl .. 49
Charles S. Dilbeck .. 50
Ehr & Granger ........ 50
Alfred C. Finn .......... 51
Fooshee & Cheadle .... 52
O’Neil Ford ........ 53
Kenneth Franzheim ... 54
Preston M. Geren, Jr. . 55
Giesecke & Harris .... 56
Harrell & Hamilton .... 56
Harwell Hamilton ....... 57
Wyatt C. Hedrick .... 58
Robert H.H. Hugman .. 58
Jessen & Jessen ....... 59

CONFIRMATION OF CONTEXT
In the Next Issue
The 1989 TSA Design Awards program honors the best work by Texas architects. Our portfolio will describe and illustrate the winning projects.
When you select new Softone™ Cashmere™ Ceilings from Celotex, you can have the best of both — design choice and size flexibility. Aesthetically, Cashmere Ceilings are characterized by a unique surface treatment that gives the look of fine designer linens, making Cashmere ideal for today’s applications where subtle elegance is desired.

**New Cashmere From Celotex.**

And Cashmere Ceilings achieve excellent sound absorption without the need for conventional pin perforations or mechanical fissuring.

A full range of sizes, choice of edge details and five face-scored styles make Cashmere Ceilings highly versatile for modular flexibility. And when the need for color arises in your design, Cashmere Ceilings can be specified in any of eight designer colors — Heather Gray, Balsa, Reed, Sage, White, Haze, Adobe and Vanilla. Cashmere Ceilings are also available in Protectone™ where time-rated assemblies are required.
When you consider all the advantages our new Softone Cashmere Ceilings afford, the choice is obvious.

For more information, see the Celotex 1989 Sweet's Acoustical Catalog.

Today's bathroom has evolved into an environment that reflects your personal style. A haven that can start your day with inspiration—and end it with a soothing “good night.” Eljer can make it happen for you.

This Eljer bath features the Canterbury™ collection of fixtures in Dusty Rose with Alvera™ fittings in polished brass.

Personalized elegance for today’s bath. From Eljer, of course.

**ELJER**

Capture the Elegance

**Texas Distributors**

**Dallas**
Apex Supply Co.  
214/741-5463

**Mesquite**
Moore Supply Co.  
214/289-0711

**San Antonio**
Groff Plumbing Supply  
512/225-0278

**Sherman**
Johnson-Burks Supply  
214/892-6148

**Pharr**
S&S Wholesale Supply  
512/787-8855

*Circle 6 on Reader Inquiry Card*
Recognizing our many contributors

While every issue of Texas Architect is a collaborative effort involving many contributions, this special issue, commemorating the 50th anniversary of the founding of TSA, required planning and hard work from several times more people than usual. Special thanks go to Lila Stillson and Eloise McDonald, respectively the curator of the Architectural Drawings Collection and the head librarian of the Architecture Library at the University of Texas at Austin; they began planning with us in February, then worked throughout the year. The errors here are ours, while the successes are in large part theirs. Among other contributors:

Nia Dorian Beeneil is Assistant Professor at the University of Houston College of Architecture. She is researching a book on John S. Chase, FAIA, for Texas A&M University Press.

Stephanie Hetos Cocke is an architectural historian with Killis Almond & Associates in San Antonio.

Judith Singer Cohen is the author of Cowtown Moderne, published this year by Texas A&M University Press.

Stephen Fox, a Texas Architect contributing editor, is a fellow of the Anchorage Foundation and the author of the forthcoming AIA guide to Houston architecture.

Duncan Fulton is a partner in the Dallas firm Good, Fulton & Farrell.

Robert Garland, FAIA, is a partner in the El Paso firm Garland & Hilles Architects.

Mary Carolyn Hollers George is the author of the forthcoming biography O'Neil Ford, Architect: The Benevolent Fanatic, to be published by Texas A&M University Press.

R. Lawrence Good, FAIA, a Texas Architect contributing editor, is a partner in the Dallas firm Good, Fulton & Farrell.

Bruce Jensen is an architectural historian in Austin.

Christopher Long is an architectural historian in Austin, currently working on the Handbook of Texas.

Gerald Moorhead, a Texas Architect contributing editor, is the principal of Gerald Moorhead, Architect, in Houston.


Robert Steinbomer, a member of the TSA Publications Committee, is a partner in the Austin firm RioGroup Architects.

Jan Feltner Winters is a partner in the Dallas firm Providence Architects.

Willis Winters is an architect with F&S Partners in Dallas and a frequent contributor of both stories and photography to the magazine.

For those misled by the editor's page in the September/October issue, this is the new graphic format I was talking about. Associate Editor (and now Art Director) Ray Don Tilley and the rest of us on the TSA staff look forward to getting your comments on our new look. We await your comments, too, on this issue, which we think brings together, for the first time, some vital information. Please fax us a note at 512/478-0528, or write us at 114 West Seventh Street, Suite 1400, Austin, Texas 78701.

Joel Warren Barna
Debut of Meyerson erases public doubts

Dallas

In 1988, when the Dallas Symphony Association leaders decided to build a new concert hall in downtown Dallas, they began a roll of the dice that would end either in a masterpiece or a multi-million-dollar dud, like the hall in New York's Lincoln Center, which cost millions to recondition acoustically. Russell Johnson of Artec Consultants, the acoustician hired by the Dallas Symphony Association to work with architect I.M. Pei & Partners, had technical expertise to spare, but no guarantee that his work would provide the sharp, sculptural sound that a great concert hall possesses.

The wait is over, and luck has smiled on Dallas: opening week concerts in the center's 2,062-seat Eugene McDermott Concert Hall, ranging from Mahler's massive Resurrection Symphony to a solo cello recital by Mstislav Rostropovich and a rendition of Jimi Hendrix's "Purple Haze" by the Kronos Quartet, show that the Meyerson Center is a winner.

The McDermott hall is at the center of the Morton H. Meyerson Symphony Center in the Dallas Arts District (see T.A. Sep/Oct 1989), which was designed by architect I.M. Pei & Partners of New York and constructed by the contractor J.W. Bateson of Dallas. It was built as a public-private venture for an estimated $81.5 million (some 69 percent over the original budget). But Symphony leaders announced during the opening festivities that, with a line of credit from NCNB, they had raised enough in private pledges to cover all the association's $43.2-million share of the construction costs, calming worried city officials.

The spare, cool geometry of the Meyerson's exterior and public spaces seems a natural extension of the monumental modernism of Pei's other Dallas commissions: Dallas City Hall (1978), Dallas Center (1979), Ares Tower (1984), and First Interstate Bank Tower (1986).

But the concert hall interior, given its architectural expression primarily by architect Charles T. Young, an associate partner in Pei's firm, is something else again. Its part Wright, part Olbrich, and part 1920s-atmospheric theater, featuring deep-toned griddered wood walls, brass accents, a red terrazzo floor, and backlit onyx panels set into the upper balcony fronts, all under a sky-blue ceiling and a giant movable acoustical canopy. Behind the scenes, Johnson's cloth panels, movable concrete doors opening into a ceiling-level reverberation chamber, and other features shape the experience in unseen ways. Johnson himself says that the hall will not sound the way it's supposed to until early next year, when all the equipment is operating and adjusted, but the intense, clearly defined sound heard during the first week had some concert-goers in tears.

"We tried to give a sense of architectural order to the hall that Mr. Johnson had designed as optimal acoustically," says Young. "When we disagreed, we gave in wherever a change would have had a negative acoustic effect." Records show that disagreements were, in fact, frequent, although Pei has tried to downplay them in recent interviews; he still disparages Johnson's original, unarticulated design for the acoustic canopy. "The tongue," Pei calls it. Even as the opening concert series began, architect and acoustician sparred about the height at which the canopy should be placed. Other adjustments may need to be made as well: one mink-clad patron took a very unfunny pearlfall stepping from the entrance onto the steep and slippery orchestra aisle the night the Kronos Quartet played.

Clearly, however, Dallas has a new symphony center that just might one day replace Southfork when outsiders think of the city.

Joel Warren Barna
Eberson's Majestic is new concert hall

SAN ANTONIO

Dallas is not the only city with a new symphony hall. The San Antonio Symphony in September inaugurated a series of concerts in its new home, the restored 2,500-seat Majestic Theatre, which forms the first phase of a downtown arts district planned along Houston Street.

The Majestic, which originally opened in 1929, is an “atmospheric” theater designed by the Chicago architect John Eberson, decorated with three-dimensional Moorish-Spanish village scenes, mudjar ceilings, heraldic medallions, clouds and twinkling stars, even an aquarium—an almost delightful splendor created with plaster and paint.

The restoration work was funded with $4.4 million from Las Casas, a nonprofit group (headed by arts activist Jocelyn Krause) that is managing the formation of a San Antonio arts district. Las Casas leases the Majestic and the adjacent Empire Theatre, a traditional opera house, from the city.

The Majestic was revamped by an earlier owner in the early 1980s for use by Broadway road shows (the job won Barry Moore Architects of Houston a TSA Design Award in 1984), but much more extensive work was done in the latest restoration.

Theater-restoration experts Ray Shepherdson and Sonya Winner of Detroit joint-ventured with San Antonio architect Milton Babbitt & Partners on the project. They removed a lobby bar that had been added earlier, cleaned all the plasterwork for the first time in decades and rebuilt it where necessary, repainted, and replaced the wiring and restored lighting fixtures. Scraps of the original carpet and seat covers were found; new sets were loomed to match. Extensive work was done in the basement, where Babbitt combined dressing rooms for the Majestic and the Empire, alleviating cramped backstage conditions. The area now also houses a music library, instrument storage, and offices. Babbitt also created a new lobby bar in space leased from an adjacent parking garage, restoring the Majestic's lobby to its earlier size.

Low and wide, with three balconies and all those crannies for sound to get lost in, the Majestic would seem an acoustical nightmare. But acoustician Christopher Jaffe installed an “eyebrow”—a shell that fits under the proscenium arch for performances—along with a network of concealed speakers, creating sound that Dallas's David Dillon called “serviceable, if not remarkable.”

The Empire Theatre, to be restored in the next phase, will be used by chamber-music groups and opera productions. Phase three will include reopening old entrances and expanded seating in both theaters. Work on phase two is scheduled to start in 1990.

A back-to-basics effort makes the Majestic Theatre the new home of the San Antonio Symphony.
Waterproof. Restore. Decorate...

Full material and labor warranty available.

with Thoro’s “System” of compatible products formulated especially for concrete and masonry. Suitable applications include interior and exterior use on above and below-grade surfaces.

Thoro System Products has offered successful solutions and long-lasting results for over 75 years and continues to develop new products to meet the needs of today’s industry. And all Thoro products carry a full material and labor warranty.

For additional information, contact: Thoro System Products, 7800 NW 38th Street, Miami, Florida 33166.

For more information, visit us at booth #903 in Fort Worth, or circle #10 on the Reader Inquiry Card.

A tradition of excellence, building on tomorrow’s opportunities.
Texas Dealers
Best Service Building Materials
P.O. Box 17370
San Antonio, Texas 78217
512/349-4301

Blue Diamond Company
P.O. Box 15787
Dallas, Texas 75215
214/428-1331

Lynwood Building Materials
1201 West Elsmere
San Antonio, Texas 78201
512/332-9052

Featherlite Building Products Corp.
P.O. Box 355
Abilene, Texas 79604
915/673-4201

Featherlite Building Products Corp.
P.O. Box 425
Round Rock, Texas 78664
512/555-2573

Featherlite Building Products Corp.
9220 Acom
Houston, Texas 77092
713/936-6417

Featherlite Building Products Corp.
P.O. Box 9077
El Paso, Texas 79990
915/859-9171

Featherlite Building Products Corp.
P.O. Box 489
 Lubbock, Texas 79048
806/763-8202

Featherlite Building Products Corp.
P.O. Box 991
Midland, Texas 79702
915/684-8041

Featherlite Building Products Corp.
P.O. Box 67
Converse, Texas 78109
512/688-4631

Featherlite Building Products Corp.
P.O. Box 47725
Dallas, Texas 75247
214/637-2720

SS1 Construction Materials
3028 Main
Houston, Texas 77008
713/662-2900
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It's About Time
The Texas Fine Arts Association has invited 80 Texas artists and architects to create two-and-three-dimensional works that express the theme "Time." The pieces, which will be judged and then auctioned Dec. 3, will be exhibited at Trammell Crow Center's Upper West Pavilion in Dallas. For auction tickets, call 214/939-0064, Nov. 5 to Dec. 2.

Late '80s German Art
A look at art created since 1985 by 26 young, often little-known West German artists. Their art collectively presents a restraint, detachment, and precise execution in contrast to the neo-expressionism of the early 1980s. Contemporary Arts Museum, Houston, and the Blaffer Gallery, University of Houston (713/526-0773), Nov. 18 to Feb. 4.

Border Architecture
The bi-national conference "Border Architecture: Division or Integration in the Design of the Built Environment between Mexico and the United States?" will be held at the Autonomous University of Baja California in Mexicali, Mex. Box 826, Calexico, Calif. 92231 (619/357-3193), Feb. 8-11.

Heart Strings
The Design Industries Foundation for AIDS/Houston will host "Heart Strings: The National Tour" at Junes Hall. Proceeds from the musical will go to the Bering Foundation's AIDS programs and DIFFA/Houston (713/850-1293), Feb. 3.

Icons of Faith
A symposium and workshop on the preservation of religious architecture in Mexico and the Southwest, sponsored by the National Trust for Historic Preservation, the National Park Service, and Lubbock groups. Texas Tech University College of Architecture (806/742-3136), Nov. 2-3.

That Exceptional One

The Work of Hasan Fathy
A lecture on Fathy's work by James Steele, professor and author of "Hasan Fathy," Texas Tech University College of Architecture (806/742-3136), Nov. 15, 4 p.m.

Czech Modernism: 1900-1945
An exhibition of Czechoslovakian art from expressionism to surrealism. More than 100 works—paintings, sculpture, works on paper, photography, and film—are included. Museum of Fine Arts, Houston (713/639-7540), through Jan. 7.

IBD Student Day
An educational program and an opportunity to talk to practicing interior designers, with factory tours, seminars on CAD and lighting, and showroom visits. The Design District, Dallas (214/742-4250), Oct. 27-28.

Steve Wiman's mixed-media "Time in a Bottle"

Rive Gauche: An RDA Soiree
The third annual fund-raising gala by the Rice Design Alliance will honor Gerald D. Hines, developer of One Shell Plaza, Pennzoil Place, Transco Tower, and RepublicBank Plaza. Dinner, entertainment, and a silent auction. 1100 Louisiana Building lobby (713/520-7111), Nov. 4.

Healthy Downtowns

Matteson Public Library
Design Competition
Matteson, Ill., a suburb of Chicago, is holding a competition for the design of a $2.6-million public library. Rules: 801 South School Ave., Matteson, Ill. 60443. Registration closes Dec. 2, Submissions due Feb. 23.

We Do Windows
A seminar on architecture and designer collaboration, with Mary Ann Bryan and Barry Moore, FAIA. Decorative Center Houston (713/961-9292), Nov. 9.

News, continued on page 13
Choosing Sides

*Hexsign*® *Lavatory and Taboret*® *Faucet.* Side with better design and color on your next project. Kohler’s distinctive shapes and exciting color range are not just for residential use. Enameled cast iron fixtures and cast brass faucets stand up to heavy usage in commercial applications. The cost stays within budget. And everyone knows Kohler’s reputation for quality.

When you can have so many designs in so many colors, why go white? Make your project look as good as it functions, by simply choosing Kohler.
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**Austin planners see the future of cities**

**A professional team** led by architect Milosav Cekic of Austin and two student teams led by Simon Atkinson and Wayne Attow at the UT Austin School of Architecture won three gold medals awarded in the recent International City Design Competition.

The event, sponsored by the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee School of Architecture and Urban Planning and subtitled “Future of the Industrial City,” asked competing architects, planners, and students to generate visions of a prototypical future industrial city. Specifically, they were asked to pay attention to areas that are common to all such cities: the central city district, mature residential neighborhoods, and the growing edge of the city. Milwaukee served as the prototype city for the 260 entrants.

Santiago Ahasolk of Argentina was the sole student on one UT team, while Sandali Hedge, Meera Sanghavi, Sandhya Savant, Naida Shamsi, and Shoba Sivakulunidu, all of India, composed the other team. The Cekic-led group included James L. Cormier, Niko Letunic, Roy B. Mann, Anthony DeGrazi, and Neal Hubbel, all of Austin. The winners will divide the $75,000 gold medal prize.

**Houstoun architect and UT Austin instructor Natalye Appel was named the 1989 Houston Chapter/AIA Young Architect of the Year at the chapter's awards program Sept. 25.** Highway House A+B, a project she designed for Galveston Island, was featured in the May/June 1989 issue of *Texas Architect.*

**A**rchitecture magazine has named Deborah K. Dietsch editor-in-chief, effective Nov. 1. Dietsch had been executive editor of *Architectural Record* since 1988. She joined the magazine in 1985 after writing about architecture for such magazines as *Progressive Architecture, Interiors, Skyline, Contract,* and *Old House Journal.* Dietsch replaces Donald J. Canty, Hon. AIA, who left *Architecture* in August and now, ironically, has been named editor-at-large on the staff of *Architectural Record.*
47 shades of astounding, unbounded, knockout grout. From translucent tints to serene pastels, from raspberry and evergreen to earthy wheat and walnut. To match, contrast and glorify tiles. And set your imagination free. Write us for your free Custom grout color cards. Do it now. Your clients will bloom. From the originators of Designer Grouts. LOS ANGELES, DALLAS, ATLANTA

For more information, visit us at booth #725 in Fort Worth, or circle #14 on the Reader Inquiry Card.

Polyblend Colored Tile Grout

standard series
designer series
tasty II series
Downtown park's first phase complete

HOUSTON

THE FIRST PHASE of downtown Houston's Sesquicentennial Park, a commission that Team IIOU won in a 1985-86 design competition, was dedicated Aug. 22. The built portion brackets the west edge of Wortham Theatre Plaza with brick pavilions and ramps that lead to the Buffalo Bayou watercourse. A water cascade and mini-plaza beneath the large overlook pavilion (Buffalo Monument) will be the southern terminus of a future promenade, which will run alongside Wortham Theatre and connect to larger, northern park areas. The overall concept contains linkages to future parks in the Buffalo Bayou Master Plan.

The park has required few changes from the competition design, consisting primarily of refinements during the design-development process. Although construction cost, especially for a 150-foot-deep retaining system, was more than expected, only one major element was deleted: an island, eliminated more for flood control than for cost reasons.

The design was divided into two phases to facilitate funding. The City of Houston, along with private donors, paid for the first phase; the second phase will be financed by Harris County and private donors. Consultants were engineers VanSickle, Mickelson & Klein, civil and hydraulic; Republic-3D/I, civil and structural; and Esmond & Clifford, mechanical, electrical, and plumbing; landscape architects Lauren Griffith and 3D/International; fountain designer CWS Collaborative; and lighting consultant Richard Jeter. Construction on the second phase should begin in mid-1990.

The pavilions, ramps, and retaining walls are faced in two tones of brick, which unfortunately neither complement nor contrast each other or the adjacent watercourse. Although Mark Hewitt has commented (see TA Jul/Aug 1986) on the park's kit-of-parts postmodernism, the built artifacts seem less stridently avant-garde than they appeared in the marvelous competition watercolor renderings.

Gerald Moorhead

Contributing Editor Gerald Moorhead is an architect practicing in Houston.

News, continued on page 21

Sesquicentennial Park: night view of Buffalo Monument (top), plan (above left), Buffalo Bayou elevation (above), and relationship to the Wortham (left).
The beauty of GRANITIFIANDRE® makes you forget its most important quality: superior technology. The result of endless research, matchless creativity and sophisticated technology, GRANITIFIANDRE® in polished or matte finish allows for infinite creations of stunning beauty. GRANITIFIANDRE® is porcelain stoneware through and through. Stronger than granite, it is a perfect blend of function and aesthetics. GRANITIFIANDRE®, architectural projects that leave a mark forever!

For more information, visit us at booth #727 in Fort Worth, or circle #16 on the Reader Inquiry Card.
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IN AUDIO VISUAL, ONE COMPANY STANDS OUT.

Over sixteen years of experience in consulting, design, fabrication and installation of communications facilities has earned us a place as proven industry leaders.
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Choose the pay phone that costs less than the pencil you’ll use to draw it.

It's from Southwestern Bell Telephone. And it's the best way to add the convenience of pay phones to your designs without adding additional costs.

That's because we install our pay phones free. Repair them free. And maintain them free.

What's more, no one knows more about pay phones than we do. And we'll work closely with you to help choose locations and styles that are right for your building.

All of which makes our pay phones the best pay phones to draw into your blueprints right from the start.

So pick up your pencil and write down the number of your Pay Phone Consultants. It's 1-800-255-SWBT, extension 170. When it comes to pay phones, it's the best call you can make.

The one to call on.

Southwestern Bell Telephone

For more information, visit us at booth #505 in Fort Worth, or circle #20 on the Reader Inquiry Card.
As if to remind the State Preservation Board of the dire need for its current $154-million restoration and addition project, the State Capitol suffered a minor basement fire just four days before the board's Oct. 2 meeting to approve schematic designs by architects Ford, Powell & Carson, Inc., of San Antonio (restoration) and 3D/International of Houston (addition). The fire was small but required the building's temporary closing until dislodged asbestos particles could be cleaned up.

At the Oct. 2 meeting, Gov. Bill Clements restated the concerns he had voiced at the board's Aug. 24 meeting about the need for the addition to be aesthetically compatible with the Capitol. "Some radical departure to a '1990' scheme is not appropriate," Clements said in August, adding disparagingly that the UT Austin campus exemplified a lack of compatibility. The architects reassured Clements that a Dec. 15 meeting to review design-development drawings would provide a chance to evaluate the addition at a greater level of detail.

The restoration architects have completed detailed surveys of the 1888 building and are developing alternatives for repairing and modernizing its structure and service-distribution system. The architects are refining an interior parti-

News, continued on page 23
ALL THESE BURNING ISSUES WERE ADDRESSED IN TWO LETTERS FROM THE LAB.

We don’t get letters like these every day. Nobody does. So when over 800 of our Decorative Tambours received Class I or A fire ratings from Underwriter's Laboratories, Inc., we thought you should know.

This means you can fill out your next tambour application with any one of our Design Group 1™ laminate colors and patterns, Decorative Metals, or wood veneers. And give it a first class fire rating to boot.

If you’d like the technical story behind our success, call us. We’ll still give you the same prompt service you expect from North America’s number one laminate manufacturer.

They’re letter perfect now.

For more information, visit us at booth #218 in Fort Worth, or circle #22 on the Reader Inquiry Card.
News, continued from page 21

A new wall system that will handle office-space needs and thermal and communications distribution, while removing the drop ceilings and other accumulated modifications that have obscured the original spaces. The architects also are tackling solutions to touchy historical questions surrounding such items as the 1916 installation of the terrazzo state seal in the floor of the rotunda. Relocation or replication of the seal in another part of the project is being considered, says Capitol Architect Allen McGrew, FAIA, who is in charge of the project. McGrew says that the floor would be reinstalled on the Preservation Board's original 1994 legislative mandate to "return the building to its original architecture."

While discussion of the Capitol continues, work has begun to restore the General Land Office building southeast of the Capitol, which was included in the Capitol restoration's funding.

Excavation of the Capitol addition's site should begin next spring, says McGrew, while the addition itself, and the Capitol's exterior restoration should begin in early 1991.

---

Not just another shopping center...

another high quality, on schedule
Varco-Pruden facility.
Providing superior service has made Varco-Pruden a leader in the nonresidential construction industry. With the backing of VP's advanced design capability and quality products, independent Varco-Pruden Builders provide superior construction to building decision makers throughout the U.S. Learn more about VP services with the free planning guide "Building Concepts". Call 1-800-238-3246 or write for yours today.
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Kennon, Wood set new college agendas

HOUSTON

The appointments of Paul Kennon, FAIA, and Peter Wood to the respective deanships of the Rice University and University of Houston schools of architecture ended extended searches by both schools and promise significant opportunities for educational change.

Wood earned a bachelor of arts degree in 1965 and a master of architecture in 1971, both from Yale University. He has served as the national AIA director of continuing education programs and as an educator at UT Arlington and the University of Nebraska at Lincoln.

A UH faculty member since 1980, Wood faces the task of filling the spot left by Dean William Jenkins, FAIA, who died Aug. 26. Continuing and building on Jenkins’s 18-year legacy as dean will be his primary goal, he says. “The im-

Paul Kennon, FAIA (above), is the new dean at Rice University (above); at the University of Houston (below), Peter Wood (below) follows William Jenkins, FAIA.

News, continued on page 27

A PERFECT WAY TO PAVE

Paverlock’s colored, interlocking concrete pavers make driveways to walkways to patios perfect. These areas come alive with warmth and elegance when pavers are used.

Make your next project a more beautiful place with the texture, pattern and color of interlocking concrete pavers. You can personalize any outdoor area with graphic mosaics or contrasting bands. Paverlock pavers are locally available in a variety of warm, earth-tone colors that resist fading.

Better than beautiful, pavers are practical and durable. Properly installed, pavers won’t shift or sink. They remain virtually maintenance-free in all types of climates and conditions. This unmatched durability makes pavers a superb long-term value.

From porte cochere to patios, from plazas to parks, why not perfect your next landscaping project? Look into Paverlock colored, interlocking concrete pavers today.
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In 1929 this building was built to last. The windows didn't.

When the windows on this building at Missouri Valley College in Marshall, Missouri, finally started to show their age, Peerless Products was chosen to replace them.

For many good reasons. First of all, Peerless is very experienced at solving the special problems school districts and universities face when replacing old, energy-wasting windows. We've worked with schools from Maine to California for more than 35 years, so we understand how important aesthetics, energy efficiency and reducing maintenance costs are to you. And we make sure our windows meet those needs no matter how demanding your project may be.

We also understand your necessity for summer completion of most renovation projects. Especially, replacing windows. So we respond with quick delivery, no matter whether you're replacing 2 windows or hundreds.

Plus, most of our clients discover an extra hidden benefit when they let Peerless replace old windows: quieter classrooms.

So now that you know why Missouri Valley College let Peerless replace the windows on this building, wouldn't you like to know what we could do for you? One phone call is all it takes to find out. Call today.

Peerless Products, Inc. 3138 Quebec St., #108 • Dallas, 75247 • (214) 638-1819 1301 North Globe • Lubbock, 79403 • (806) 765-6631

For more information visit us at booth #1036 in Fort Worth, or circle #25 on the Reader Inquiry Card.
Today, fluid, open interior spaces are the preferred living environment. And PC GlassBlock® partitions, windows and walls provide this effect because they visually eliminate the barriers that confine and enclose space.

The often-restricted dimensions of baths or kitchens can take on an expanded sense of openness. Yet, through pattern selection, the degree of privacy is controlled by you.

With PC GlassBlock®, transmission of natural or artificial light produces dramatic interior and exterior effects. Walls, windows, dividers, door sidelights, become warm and inviting ... or cool and sparkling.

Exciting, functional PC GlassBlock® panels insulate as well as any thermal window, provide excellent home security, and are easy to care for.

We can help you to enhance your home's style, luxury and value by providing design assistance and professional installation. Call us today.
News, continued from page 24

The importance of Bill Jenkins is self-evident," Wood says. "He so closely fit the soul of this place, and he nurtured it along in a wonderful way. We hope we can keep up what he began and resist the urge to tinker with good programs."

Beyond that respectful goal, Wood hopes gradually to reduce the school's enrollment from 630 students today to about 400 by raising admission standards. "We get about 165 students each year," he says, "but we know only about 75 will actually graduate. We would rather get in 90 [students each year] and have 80 graduate," so that student work can be more enriching. At the same time, Wood wants graduate enrollment to become a much larger part of the student mix, with the current level of 100 students increasing to 200 within a few years; he hopes to develop more specialized fields in the graduate program, building on current programs in space architecture and health-facilities design.

Wood sees a need to reestablish closer ties with the city itself. "The whole issue of contemporary urban thinking needs to infuse our program," he says. "The nice thing is that we solved the problem long ago of getting really good design work out of the studios. We can experiment now, as long as we don't do any harm to good design."

At Rice, Kennon similarly hopes to continue past legacies, especially the preceptorship program begun by CRS founder William Caudill, FAIA, over 20 years ago to allow seniors to work in the offices of leading architects before returning to school to complete their studies. "The purpose of architectural education," says Kennon, "is to truly immerse our young in the culture of architecture, then to expose them to diversity, bringing in the best minds out [in practice] today and their diversity of ideas. This fosters a self-discovery where creativity comes out, enhancing the studio process with an approach that will take us into the 21st century."

Kennon replaces O. Jack Mitchell, FAIA, who resigned in 1988. Kennon taught at Rice from 1964 to 1967 under then-Dean Caudill, before leaving to join Caudill, Rowlett, Scott. He was educated at Texas A&M and received his doctor's from the Cranbrook Academy of Art, where he attended on the Eliel Saarinen Memorial Fellowship.

Kennon describes the School of Architecture as a cultural "link" between science and the arts and humanities at Rice, and says he hopes to maintain that fundamental role. He says his immediate goals for Rice include enriching the graduate program with a more active student recruitment program, enhancing the school's tradition of hosting prestigious visiting critics, and developing a stronger connection with Houston. One way Rice is reaching out to the public, he says, is by opening up its visiting lectures and holding them at night when the city's professionals are able to attend.

Although Kennon has retained his role as design principal for CRSS, he also has committed himself to teaching design studios at Rice. "Teaching is tremendously gratifying," he says. "The students are always incredibly bright. I've found that you always learn more [from interaction with the students] than you could ever teach."

And if it is true that the students determine the strength of a given studio, it is also true that deans are the keys to strong architecture schools. That being the case, Rice and UH are moving in ways that will strengthen and expand two already rich legacies.

**What to look for when you're looking for small business solutions.**

We know that one size does not fit all. That's why we offer the IBM® Personal System/2® family. From the low priced, high-powered Model 25 to the Model 80, our most powerful PS/2, there are seven quality models ready to help you.

Let us and our business partners show you solutions for your business problems.

No matter how small your business or how big your business problems, there's an IBM Personal System/2 to help you.

© Visit our booth #214, 215, 216, 217
TSA 50th Products Exhibition
October 27-28, 1989
Tarrant County Conv. Ctr, Fort Worth

IBM and Personal System/2 are registered trademarks of the IBM Corporation © IBM 1989.
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Symposium ponders education's future

DALLAS

The Dallas Chapter/AIA's Educational Liaison Committee hosted the fall regional meeting of the national AIA Architects in Education Committee, Sept. 22-23. The event included a series of panel discussions on such issues as secondary education, the role of the university in the development of the architectural profession, and the role of the profession in architectural education. The discussions all were prompted by AIA's "Vision 2000" study, initiated last year to examine the role of the architect in the 21st century.

The first panel discussion attempted to identify the directions and attitudes among today's educational institutions. The presenters argued in favor of integrating computer technology and various disciplines into educational programs (i.e., law, medicine, real estate development). They also expressed concern that architectural education overemphasizes design "trends or -isms" of the day and does not adequately cover the fundamentals of the profession.

The afternoon discussions addressed the responsibility of the profession and the individual firm in the continuous development of the intern. The panels outlined programs their firms have for staff development.

During the afternoon, the discussion produced a consensus among the panelists that in a professional community where the vast majority of firms employ fewer than five persons, the focus on specialization among most universities is probably an overreaction to the needs of large firms, which are few in numbers.

Wayne Drummond, dean of the Texas Tech University College of Architecture, presented a paper entitled "The Architect as Comprehensive" as a prelude to the evening panel's informal discussion of the architect's professional roles as generalist and as specialist.

Drummond explained that the common conception of the architect as the generalist who oversees all phases of a project has been called into question. Actually, he said, architects often enter a given project too late and finish their part in its construction long before all decisions have been made about the building's form and use.

Projections by futurists, Drummond said, point to a greater societal role for the architect in an information-age society. The "comprehensive" he described would require a four-year liberal-arts education and a three- to four-year architectural program, followed in turn by a two-year integrated academic and professional internship prior to licensing.

Once licensed, architects would be expected to pursue post-professional degrees in any of a variety of specialties.

Saturday morning's session focused on architecture in secondary education. University admissions would be improved, panelists said, if prospective college students could be evaluated not only through grades and standardized-test scores, but through a portfolio of actual work completed in high school classes.

The two-day conference ended with a guided tour of the Morton H. Meyerson Symphony Center.

Nestor Infanzón

Nestor Infanzón is an architect in the firm RTKL Associates Inc., Dallas.

News, continued on page 50
WHEN THE CHIPS ARE DOWN...

This may be the most important card you hold!

The hospital identification card carried by participants in the Texas Society of Architects' Group Insurance Program guarantees coverage for eligible expenses for the first two days of hospital confinement, allowing entry without delays.

Prompt claim payment, usually within 48 hours of receipt, is an outstanding feature of the TSA Group Insurance Program. Compare this to the weeks of delay common under most other group insurance plans.

Participants in the TSA Program receive personal hospital identification cards, personal insurance certificates, complete informational materials, and personal response. All reports and filings as required by ERISA for this plan are prepared for your firm by the TSA Service Organization, Association Administrators & Consultants, Inc.

You're a TSA member with a real name, not a number, with AA&C. Personal attention is just a toll free phone call away at 1-800-854-0491.

Association Administrators & Consultants, Inc.
19000 MacArthur Boulevard, Suite 500
Irvine, California 92715
1-800-854-0491 Toll Free!

For more information visit us at booth #1116 in Fort Worth, or circle #29 on the Reader Inquiry Card.
Eight from four win in chapter awards

SAN ANTONIO

ACKNOWLEDGING a consistent attention to design among four established firms, jurors in the San Antonio Chapter/AIA Excellence in Architecture Awards honored two projects from each for eight winners in a field of 38 entries.

Ford, Powell & Carson, Inc., in joint venture with Humberto Saldana & Associates, Inc., won an Honor Award for St. Philip's College Campus Center and Campus Green in San Antonio. The firm also received a special commendation for the Washington Hotel Office Building in Galveston.

Lake/Flato Architects, Inc., won an Honor Award for South Burke Ranch Headquarters in Zavala and Maverick counties and an Honorable Mention for the Emily Lake Residence in Austin.

JonesKell Architects and O’Neill Conrad Oppelt Architects each picked

A beautiful retaining wall that's so easy to install!

Add the great looks of a masonry retaining wall to your property without the delay and expense of brick or the eventual replacement headache of wood.

Keystone is a retaining wall system that looks like rock and comes in a variety of standard colors or can be custom matched to your own brick or stone.

Best of all, it can be installed in half the time of most other systems because it doesn't require a footing, mortar, skilled labor or any special equipment.

Use it as a lawn or flowerbed edging or even around pools.

Give us a call today at 1-800-223-8686, Ext. 180 and we will be happy to tell you more.

For more information, visit us at booth #1034 in Fort Worth, or circle #30 on the Reader Inquiry Card.
up two Honorable Mentions, JonesKell won with the Sunset Ridge Development and the Cornerstone Church, both in San Antonio. O'Neill Carval Oppel's winners were Prassel Auditorium at the Witte Museum in San Antonio and the Texas Maritime Museum in Rockport.

Jury for the design-awards competition were architects William Cannady, FAIA, a principal of Cannady, Jackson & Ryan, Architects, Houston, and chairman of the graduate architecture program at Rice University; and Stan Haas of Dallas, chairman of the 1989 TSA Design Awards committee; as well as Larry Paul Fuller, Hon. AIA, a principal of the Austin graphic-design firm Fuller Opal & Stamper and a former editor of Texas Architect.

---

**Eurocobble**

**WALK THE STREETS OF EUROPE WITHOUT GOING THERE!**

Natural granite cobblestones...the same stones from the quarries that have paved the streets and walkways of Europe for centuries.

Pre-assembled in modules to facilitate shipment and installation.

Exclusive U.S. Importer:

**MICHAEL VANDEVER ASSOCIATES**

4265 Lemp Avenue, Studio City, CA 91604 (213) 877-5012

NEW YORK (212) 627-5803
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THE GREAT WALL

Great architectural accomplishments are never forgotten. That's why great architects specify Texas Quarries Cordova and Lueders limestone for its proven performance against extreme temperature changes and resistance to the elements. It's a blend of rock solid strength and hand-tooled craftsmanship. Goldsmith Hall Architectural Bldg., Univ. of Texas, Austin is a beautiful example of the unlimited options in creativity using Cordova Cream and Cordova Shell limestone.

The 3M Company Research and Development Lab and Office Bldg., Austin Center features Featherlite's Burnished Masonry Units...a ground face that gives an exposed aggregate finish which adds that technical sophistication. The elegance of simplicity and ease of workmanship are two strong reasons to specify "Burnished" for your next great wall.

The Hypermart-Garland, Texas is Sam Walton's newest development and gleams with Spectra Glaze® block in midnight blue. The architect chose Spectra Glaze® as an economical exterior material with unique qualities, performance and design flexibility. Architects have specified Spectra Glaze® for its highly satisfactory performance for over 35 years.

The Great Wall...a blend of creative craftsmanship, rock solid strength, ease of workmanship and great building products that never disappoint you...that's Featherlite.
The 50 years since the Texas Society of Architects was founded in 1939 are among the most eventful in the history of Texas, with war, upheaval, and economic turmoil matched by unprecedented peacetime prosperity, growth, and progressive social change. These five decades also represent the first 50 years of practice for the architectural profession in Texas. Certainly, there were able architects practicing before 1939. But the elements that set architecture apart as a profession—a basis in formal education, ties between the practitioner and a peer group that works for continuity and improvement, and recognition by a law designed to protect public health and safety—have become effective in Texas only since 1939.

To commemorate the beginning of TSAs fiftieth year, we chose to present profiles of 50 architects and firms. To be included, the architects or firms must have been connected with TSA; their practice must have included a significant number of years after 1939; and they must, by their design, by work within the profession or with the public, or by their role in architectural education or training, have exerted an important influence on the practice of architecture in Texas. There are scores of architects who deserve inclusion under these criteria, but we were able to choose only 50.

The profiles presented on the following pages were written as individual pieces, but what emerges as one reads them is a picture of a group with complex and important interconnections—a profession in which ideas and effort have compounded to create a built heritage.

Joel Warren Barna
Regional Sounding \& Surveying Companies of Texas

Houston

- 1910: William Ward Watkins
- 1920: Alfred C. Finner (marked for Sounding & Survey in 1904)
- Wyatt C. Hodrick (see Fort Worth)
- John Staub
- Kenneth Franzheim

Beaumont

Austin

Page Brothers

Lower Rio Grande Valley

Giesecke & Harris

Ruth Young McGonigle

R. Newall Waters
A Texas Fifty

The following forty pages commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the Texas Society of Architects' founding in 1939, with profiles of fifty Texas architects who have made a lasting impression on the state's built environment and on the architectural profession during the last fifty years.
Adams & Adams

Adams & Adams was a leading commercial architecture firm in San Antonio from the 1910s to the 1950s. Carleton W. Adams (1885-1964), principal of the firm for most of its existence, was born in Alma, Neb., and moved to San Antonio with his family in 1890. He studied architecture at Columbia University and after graduating in 1909 returned to San Antonio and founded Adams & Adams with his uncle Carl C. Adams in 1910. Little is known about the elder Adams after his death in 1918, Max C. Friedrich, a senior employee, became an associate in the firm.

Among Adams & Adams’s early commissions was “Santa Gertrudis,” the sprawling main house at the King Ranch, completed in 1912. The firm, however, came to specialize in commercial and public architecture. During the 1910s and 1920s Adams and his associates produced a series of monumental buildings in the Beaux-Arts style, including the San Antonio Drug Company (1919), the San Antonio National Bank of Commerce, the Great American Life Insurance Building (1925), the Sames-Moore Building in Laredo, the West Texas Utilities Building in San Angelo, the Plaza Hotel in Corpus Christi, and the Nixon Office Building in Corpus Christi.

Like most large architecture firms of the period, however, Adams & Adams designed works in a wide range of types and styles. Perhaps the best known of these works is the Spanish-colonial-revival Jefferson High School in San Antonio (1930-32) which received national attention after it was featured in a story in Life magazine. Adams also experimented with art moderne, producing two of the state’s best examples in the Texas State Highway Building in Austin (1931) and the Cenotaph to the Heroes of the Alamo in San Antonio (1936, with sculptures by Pompeo Coppini).

Carleton Adams’s political savvy gained the firm many state commissions, including the prestigious Hall of State Building (1936) at the State Centennial Fair.

Among the firm’s later works are the Student Union Building at Texas A&M University in College Station (1950), and the Texas State Archives in Austin (1962).

Carleton Adams died while on a hunting trip at his ranch in Devine in 1964.

Christopher Long

Atlee B. & Robert M. Ayres

Atlee B. Ayres (1873–1969) and his son Robert M. Ayres (1898–1977) were two of Texas’ most important architects in the early 1900s. Their partnership spanned almost 80 years and left a lasting mark on South Texas’ Spanish-influenced architectural style.

Atlee Ayres founded the firm in the late 1890s and in 1924 was joined by his son, Robert, fresh from the University of Pennsylvania, where he had studied under Paul Cret. Ayres & Ayres designed many important buildings in San Antonio, including the Municipal Auditorium of 1926, which they designed with Emil W. Jackson and George Willis, and the Smith-Young Tower (1929), which was San Antonio’s first skyscraper and the tallest building in Texas for several decades. In addition, Ayres & Ayres drew plans for courthouses in Kingsville (1924), Alice (1912), Refugio (1917), Del Rio (1915), and Brownsville (1912). In San Antonio, they designed the Administration Building at Randolph Air Force Base, known as the “Tiq Mahal” (1934), the Plaza Hotel (1927) and additions to the Menger Hotel (1950), as well as the Federal Reserve (1928), Guaranty National (1957), and Frost National (1965) banks.

The firm also was prolific in residential design, with several hundred houses in Texas and other states, including New York, Kansas, and Oklahoma. Although Ayres employed several revival modes, they were perhaps best known for introducing a distinctive Spanish-colonial-revival style to residential architecture in Texas, as shown in the elegant Thomas Hogg Residence (1923) and the Ayres Residence (1927, now the McNay Museum), suburban San Antonio homes that were influential in the formulation of a distinctive regional style. Robert Ayres, unlike his father, worked in a variety of styles, as shown in the palatial Georgian style of the H. Luther Brown Residence (1933) and the plantation-inspired residence of Gilbert Denman (1937).

Atlee Ayres was State Architect of Texas in 1915. He was a charter member of TSA and was instrumental in the passage of 1937 legislation for the state licensing of architects. He received the third such license and was later elected a Fellow of the AIA. The firm was always purposefully small and ceased operation after Robert Ayres’s death in 1977.

Stephanie Hetos Cacke
Howard Barnstone

Howard Barnstone (1923-1987) was one of the state's best known and most influential architects, educators, and architectural writers. A native of Maine, Barnstone attended Amherst College and received a master's degree in architecture from Yale in 1948. While visiting relatives in Houston in the summer of 1948, he was offered a teaching position at the University of Houston and, luckily for Texas, never returned home from his summer vacation.

Barnstone resisted European modernism in his early residences, such as the Hartman House (1949) in Beaumont. It was during his partnership with Preston M. Bolton (1952-61) that he came under the influence of Mies van der Rohe through Philip Johnson's commissions in Houston for the Menil Foundation. A series of strongly articulated residential designs, including the Blunt House (1954), the Winterbotham House (1960), and the Owsley House (1961), thrust Barnstone into the limelight. By the mid-'60s, his work became more expressively articulated in its massing and structural expression, as in the Mahler House (1964). Barnstone's work continued to evolve over time, perhaps because of his continued involvement in teaching and the influence of subsequent partners. In 1966, he joined in partnership with Eugene Aubry, a former student, and produced work that ranged from the "new brutalism" of the Center for the Retarded (1966) with its sculptural masses, to the warm and intimate spaces of the Bell House (1968) with its allusions to vernacular house types. Barnstone and Aubry also took over the completion of the controversial Rothko Chapel (1971) after Johnson's resignation. Barnstone's new interest in the post was apparent in his 1966 publication, The Galveston That Was; his 1979 study of John Staub marked a conversion to postmodernism. Although Barnstone adopted the eclectic detailing of the movement, his designs still maintained the elegant sequencing of spaces that had characterized his earlier Miesian houses as seen in the Bramlett House (1982), the De Saligny condominiums (1983) in Austin, and the Peterkin House (1984).

One of his last major works, designed in association with Austin architect Robert Jackson, was the Schlumberger Austin Systems Center (1987).

Barnstone's work received numerous awards, including the AIA Award of Merit for Vassar Place Apartments (1966) and an AIA Honor Award for the Menil-Carpenter Residence (1978) in East Hampton, N.Y. He was named a Fellow of the AIA in 1968. A faculty member at the University of Houston for more than 25 years, Barnstone influenced generations of Texas architects.
As a teacher, Barthelme worked to convey the ethical responsibilities of architects, which he held to be greater than those of other artists.
Carroll & Daeuble

IN THE MIDST of the Depression, Edwin Carroll (b. 1912) stayed out of school and worked for two years to save enough money for his last year at UT Austin. Upon graduation in 1936, he joined the firm of Trost & Trost in El Paso for his apprenticeship. In 1941 he took the post of School Architect for the El Paso Public Schools, a position he held until he entered private practice and a partnership with Louis Daeuble (b. 1912) in October 1943, starting El Paso’s most influential postwar architecture firm.

The first major project of Carroll & Daeuble was Roosevelt Elementary School (1945); since then Carroll’s firm has designed over 100 schools in the El Paso area. Carroll and Daeuble were awarded several prestigious commissions, including the El Paso Public Library (1952), the El Paso Natural Gas Company building (1963, with George L. Dahl, the first high-rise building in El Paso since 1930) and Providence Memorial Hospital (1948).

George DuSang (b. 1933) and Patrick Rand (b. 1927) joined the firm in 1967 and the firm name changed to Carroll, Daeuble, DuSang & Rand. Upon the retirement of Louis Daeuble, the firm name was changed to Carroll, DuSang & Rand. Carroll now serves as a consultant to the firm and goes to the office daily.

Major projects designed by the firm in recent years include the El Paso Natural Gas Computer Center (1974), Texas Commerce Bank Building (1959), the Chamizal Memorial Theatre (1967), the First Presbyterian Church (1956) and, in a joint venture with Garland & Hilles, the El Paso Civic Center (1972) and the Sunbowl Stadium (1961).

Carroll was TSA president in 1954 and, with the assistance of Albert Goleman, was instrumental in hiring John Flowers, TSA’s first executive vice president. Carroll served on the Texas Architectural Foundation Board for thirteen years and saw the endowment grow from $25,000 to $600,000.

For 12 years Carroll worked with the Mexican Society of Architects to achieve U.S. and Mexican cooperation on border planning, and served as chairman for an AIA committee on planning for the border area; in recognition of these efforts, he was later inducted into the Mexican Society of Architects as an Honorary Fellow.

Carroll calls being an AIA Fellow (as is Daeuble) the highlight of his career, but it’s one of many honors bestowed on him. The Edwin Carroll Lectureship at UT Austin was established with $50,000 donated by his friends and colleagues. In 1983 Carroll received the Llewellyn Pitts Award. Carroll’s dedication to the profession and his professional and personal example make him Dean of Architects in El Paso. Robert Garland, FAIA

Above: The El Paso Civic Center, completed in 1972, was a joint venture of Carroll, Daeuble, DuSang & Rand with Garland & Hilles.

Upper Left: Ralph Cameron designed this unbuilt addition to the the V-plan Medical Arts Building (1926, now the Emily Morgan Hotel).

Ralph Cameron

A NATIVE SAN ANTONIAN, Ralph Cameron (1892-1970) began working as a draftsman for Alfred Giles at the age of 13, when his father became disabled. Later, while working for Adams & Adams in 1912, he worked on plans for and supervised construction of the main house at the King Ranch near Kingsville. A World War I assignment in Paris led to his eventual admittance into the architecture program at Fontainbleau, where he received formal architectural training. When he returned to San Antonio in 1914, he opened his own office in the Majestic Building; he was appointed architect for the San Antonio school board in 1915.

Cameron’s four best works reflect his classical training. His United States Post Office and Courthouse (1934-1937) in collaboration with Philadelphia Paul Philippe Cret, is a rare San Antonio example of a grand public building in the classical mode. Cameron also was supervising architect for the Scottish Rite Temple of 1924, a magnificent classical structure modeled after the Masonic Temple in Washington, D.C. He designed the V-plan Medical Arts Building (now the Emily Morgan Hotel), noted for its elaborate gothic-inspired ornamentation, in 1926.

Cameron also designed several residences in the fashionable Monte Vista neighborhood, including the colonial revival Hornaday House (1926), as well as the Spencer Residence (1929) in Olmos Park, with its interesting Federal revival details. Cameron was active in civic affairs and served as first president of both the San Antonio Chapter/AIA and TSA. Cameron was influential in obtaining the 1932 national AIA convention for San Antonio and helped lobby for the 1937 architects’ registration law.

Stephanie Hetas Cacke
William Wayne Caudill

THIS BELIEVE: Bill Caudill (1914-1984), as a leading practitioner, designer, author, educator, researcher, and theorist, influenced too many aspects of our profession to make writing such a brief profile easy. But he would have wanted it simple, so here goes.

Caudill was a small-town Oklahoma boy. A stutter plagued him early on, but it might in the end be credited with sparking Caudill's simple, clear, straightforward manner of thought and speech. After schooling at Oklahoma State and MIT, he founded Caudill and Rowlett in 1946 above a grocery store on Guadalupe Street in Austin. From these beginnings, Caudill led a team of professionals in a firm that became Caudill Rowlett & Scott, CRS, CRS/Sirrine, and finally CRS.

CRS won the AIA Firm Award in 1972 as much because of Caudill's pioneering in the process of architecture as because of the high quality of the firm's product. Among his innovations were the "Troika Plan," or "architecture by team" in which project and firm leadership are vested in coequal specialists in management, design, and technology. Another was the CRS "Squatters," groups that travel to a client's office or the project site for days or weeks at a time to program and design at the scene of the action. Still another was the programming method known as "Problem Seeking," which advocates the client/user's involvement in the process and structures programming into an organized, sequential analysis. Caudill's influence in design at CRS came both from his constant writing, theorizing, and speaking, and also by example. His early schools, most notably San Angelo Central High School (1955), were a boon to the firm's growth and national reputation. Other projects with significant Caudill involvement were the Olin Hall of Science at Colorado College (1961); the Jesse H. Jones Hall for the Performing Arts in Houston (1966), which won an AIA Honor Award in 1967; the CRS Office Building in Houston (1968); and the U.S. Embassy in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia (1981).

Caudill wrote 12 books, more than 80 articles and research reports, and taught 16 years at Texas A&M and Rice (where he introduced the preceptorship program, which has helped integrate schools and offices in the educational process nationwide). He also served as a
John S. Chase

John Sanders Chase (b. 1925), born in Annapolis, Md., has spent his professional career in Texas. He received a bachelor of science degree in 1948 from Hampton University in Hampton, Va., and was the first African-American to enroll in the UT Austin master’s program, graduating in 1952. He became the first African-American architect licensed in Texas. A member of TSA and AIA, he also co-founded the National Organization of Minority Architects. This impressive list of firsts paved the road for the future participation of African-Americans in architecture throughout Texas.

In 1952, Chase founded John S. Chase AIA in Houston; in the same year he was appointed assistant professor of architectural drafting at Texas Southern University (TSU). The early years of his practice focused on his love of the prairie style, championed by Frank Lloyd Wright. He designed the International Longshoreman’s Association Hall at the Port of Houston for the first African-American Longshoreman’s union, local 872. He also designed churches, residences, libraries, schools, and small municipal buildings.

In the 1960s, Chase led the effort to plan and build TSU, the most prominent African-American university in Texas. On TSU’s campus, Chase designed the Thurgood Marshall School of Law, the Education Building, several dormitories, the Martin Luther King School of Communication, the TSU Student Center, and several other university structures. Chase also developed the TSU campus master plan, which still guides the University’s building program. During this decade Chase also designed a number of residences in the Houston area, including the John S. Stone House (1967).

In the 1970s and 1980s his practice expanded to include architectural offices in four cities and involvement in a wide variety of projects, from federal government buildings to major municipal works commissions, educational/institutional growth studies, and master plans. Some of John Chase’s most notable projects in the 1980s include participation in the $130 million George R. Brown Convention Center; the Washington Technical Institute; Houston’s International Airport Crash, Fire, and Rescue Station; U.H. Science & Research Center III; Townview Magnet High School (the largest magnet school in the U.S.); the Harris County Jail Facility; renovation and addition to the Harris County Dome Stadium; and the Links, Inc., headquarters in Washington, D.C. Chase’s firm has recently been awarded its first international commission, to design the U.S. Embassy in Tunis, Tunisia.

In the past 36 years, John Chase has received many awards for his community service as well as his professional career. He has been elected to the AIA College of Fellows, awarded the AIA’s Whitney M. Young Citation, and appointed by President Carter in 1980 to the U.S. Commission of Fine Arts. By example and opportunity, Chase has contributed to increasing the number of African-Americans in architecture in Texas. Architecture, education, and community service are the framework in which John S. Chase has contributed to the landscape of Texas and the U.S.

R. Lawrence Good, FALA
Wiley G. Clarkson

Wiley Gulick Clarkson (1885-1952), who headed one of the two large architectural firms practicing in Fort Worth during the 1920s and 1930s, was born in Corsicana. After attending UT Austin for two years, he studied engineering at Chicago's Armour Institute of Technology and enrolled at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago for training in architecture. Returning to Corsicana in 1908, Clarkson practiced architecture for four years. In 1912 he opened his own office in Fort Worth. Between 1919 and 1921, he was associated with A.W. Gaines and resumed solo practice after Gaines' death in 1921 until the early 1930s.

Exhibiting Clarkson's strong preference for classical, gothic, Italianate, and Beaux-Arts styling, his commissions included residences in the exclusive Ryan Place and River Crest areas of Fort Worth, the Texas Christian University Library (1925-27), Trinity Episcopal Church (1925-27), Sanger Brothers Department Store (1925-27), Young Men's Christian Association Building (1925-27), Woolworth Building (1925-27), First Methodist Church (1929), W.I. Cook Memorial Children's Hospital (1930), and Methodist Harris Hospital (1939). He also designed the Sinclair Building (1929), a spectacular example of the zigzag moderne skyscraper, as well as the majority of Fort Worth's later art deco projects, including the Masonic Temple (1930-31), Collins Art Company (1932), United States Courthouse (associate architect with Paul Cox, 1933), Municipal Airport Administration Building (1936), North Side Senior High School (1937), W.C. Stripling Department Store (1937), Tarrant County Building and Loan Association (1938), and the City-County (John Peter Smith) Hospital (1938-39). Clarkson also completed McLean Junior High School (original building, 1935), and additions to the Denver Avenue (1935), and the D. McRae Elementary schools (1936).

In the early 1940s, Clarkson was associated with the architectural firms of Pelich, Gerecs, and Rady in projects for the U.S. Housing Authority and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Work completed in Texas for the government included the Liberator Village, Fort Worth; Army Air Force Station, Childress; McCloskey Army Hospital, Temple; and Harmon Army Hospital, Longview. One of Clarkson's last projects, in association with A. George King, Herbert Bayer, and Gordon Chadwick, was the Fort Worth Art Center (Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth, 1953).

Clarkson was a charter member of TSA, serving as president in 1942-43. He was also a charter member of the Fort Worth Chapter/AA and served as its president in 1948.

Judith Singer Cohen

Bartlett Cocke

Bartlett Cocke (b. 1901) graduated from UT in 1922 and attended the School of Architecture at MIT. In 1924, he returned to San Antonio, his hometown, and began his apprenticeship as a draftsman with the Kelwood Company. Three years later, he opened his own firm in partnership with Marvin Eickenroth, and in 1931 began a sole proprietorship under his name. During the Depression, when work was scarce, Cocke produced dozens of detailed measured drawings of pre-Civil War Texas structures for the Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS), for which he served as deputy director. Cocke designed houses in San Antonio and surrounding towns, deriving inspiration from vernacular Texas ranch houses and Greek revival structures that he had encountered while working for HABS. These houses attracted widespread attention and were often published in the national architecture journals.

In 1938, his first major public project arose when he won a competition, against such noted architects as Ralph Cameron and Ayres & Ayres, to build a distinctive, efficient department store for Joske's in downtown San Antonio on Alamo Plaza. Cocke traveled across the country to study 57 department stores, then designed an elegant Spanish Renaissance revival-inspired structure that drew critical acclaim. His practice grew to include public schools, industrial facilities and warehouses, office buildings, retail strip centers, malls, and college and university campuses, including, in joint ventures with O'Neill Ford, Trinity University and the University of Texas at San Antonio.

Cocke's firm developed a reputation as specialists in construction documents and project management; it also was one of the first to develop a plan for partnerships and profit-sharing for its architects. In the 1960s, the firm began to give increasing responsibility to its younger members, although Cocke remained active until his retirement in 1981. The firm became Chunn-Jones & Kell in 1980; among its significant projects are the GE&G Wincrest Credit Union Center (1990), the Citizens National Bank of San Antonio (1981), the San Antonio Museum of Art (1981), a joint venture with Cambridge Seven Architects), and the Ruble Center of Trinity Baptist Church in San Antonio (1984). In 1983, some of the firm's partners split off to form Chunn-Jones Crenutt Architects, with Jones/Kell Architects forming as the successor to Cocke's original firm. Significant projects by Jones/Kell Architects include the Palo Alto Community College (1987), and Sunset Ridge (1988), the redesign of a shopping center originally designed by Bartlett Cocke Associates in the 1950s.

Bartlett Cocke made many contributions to the profession of architecture in Texas, including serving as TSA president in 1944-45. A Fellow of the AIA, he received the Llewelyn W. Pitts Award, TSA's highest honor, in 1981. Recently Cocke became the first alumnus to be honored with a professorship in architecture in his name at the University of Texas at Austin. He lives with his wife, Mildred, in Alamo Heights in a house that he designed.

Stephanie Hesor Cocke
George L. Dahl

Until 1987, a delicate pen-and-ink perspective of buildings from the 1936 Texas Centennial graced the lobby of the firm founded by George Dahl (1894-1988), a reminder to visitors that they were entering the realm of a man whose legacy was nothing less than a National Historic Landmark. The drawing, by the young delineator Harwood K. Smith, also alluded to another Dahl legacy: his influence on a generation of prominent architects and the way they practiced.

George Leighton Dahl, born in Minneapolis to immigrant parents, spoke only Norwegian until he was seven years old. He trained as a fighter pilot and served in the Army Signal Corps during World War I. After graduating in architecture from the University of Minnesota following the war, he received a master's degree from Harvard in 1923. In 1922 he received a Nelson Robinson Traveling Fellowship, which enabled him to travel in Europe and Africa and to study at the American Academy of Arts in Rome.

Dahl first came to Texas during World War I. He returned in 1926 to aid Dallas's Herbert M. Greene in executing a massive commission for UT Austin. From 1926 until 1933, when the firm became LaRoche and Dahl, it was responsible for at least 17 buildings at UT (7 associated with Paul Cret), later completing 13 more. Greene, LaRoche & Dahl also designed three prominent department stores in downtown Dallas: Neiman Marcus (1927-28, additions 1940), Tietje-Goettinger (1931), and Volk Brothers (1930), the first fully air-conditioned building in Dallas.

In 1935, Dahl's drawings and salesmanship were instrumental in bringing the Texas Centennial Exposition to Dallas, and he was named its chief architect. Between July 1935 and June 1936, again working with Paul Cret, he coordinated the design and construction of 26 buildings, creating what is now Fair Park.

By the time he retired in 1973, Dahl had designed more than 3,000 buildings and structures. While many were utilitarian (water towers and an overhead crane are depicted in a 1942 brochure), others became landmarks. In the Dallas area, these include the First National Bank building, the Earle Cabell Federal Building, the Dallas Morning News building, Jesuit High School, Memorial Auditorium, and the SMU Fine Arts Center. Dahl also designed RFK Stadium in Washington, D.C., the Tampa Convention Center, 32 stores for Sears Roebuck, 15 prisons for the State of Texas, and what is now East Texas State University in Commerce.

Throughout his life, Dahl was a pioneer in architectural practice. Early on, his firm had a well-developed marketing program. In 1948, he hired a full-time marketing and public relations person. Dahl maintained a multidisciplinary staff long before such firms were common. His staff included not only engineers but also estimators, superintendents, and inspectors. Years before architects worked under construction and development managers, Dahl had them working for him. In the Dahl office no distinction existed between design and delivery. The office had a reputation for producing technically sound projects on time and within budget.

In recent years, many major developers have turned their attention to creating build-to-suit facilities for major corporations. In the early '50s, Dahl had already amassed much of his personal fortune by developing industrial facilities for the likes of General Electric and U.S. Rubber.

Dahl helped define the profession within the state. In 1937, he helped persuade the legislature to enact an architectural registration law. In 1939, he was instrumental in forming the Texas Society of Architects and became a charter member (after paying the $2 membership fee). In 1941, he became TSA's second president. Because Dahl chose to devote most of his considerable energies to the more-pragmatic aspects of architecture, some of his significant design achievements have gone unheralded. In 1938, he created the world's first drive-in bank. His Central Elementary School in Texarkana, a light and airy precursor to the schools that would later bring Caudill Rowlett Scott to national prominence, won an award in the first national AIA Awards program in 1949. In 1983, Fair Park was recognized as one of 20 architectural treasures. Dahl was an AIA Fellow.

Out of the environment that Dahl created, several architects emerged who later created firms much like his—among them Terrell Harper, FAIA; Harris Kemp, FAIA; Don Jarvis, FAIA; Dave Braden, FAIA; and Harwood K. Smith, FAIA. Of course their firms prospered. Having attended “Mr. Dahl's Finishing School,” their founders received a good education in the basics, as well as a glimpse of the future.

Duncan T. Fulton
The idiosyncratic houses of Charles Stevens Dilbeck (b. 1907), built mostly in the 30s and 40s, are among the landmarks of Dallas’s Park Cities and Preston Hollow neighborhoods. A contemporary of O’Neil Ford, the now-retired Dilbeck practiced a stylistically varied brand of regionalism that was born from an early self-education gained while working for his father in the building business in Tulsa and studying rural farmhouses. Although he did not get to Europe until much later, at a young age Dilbeck designed c tanks detailed Irish farmhouses and Provençal chateaux adapted for our climate and influenced by an intimate familiarity with construction methods and materials.

Dilbeck claims never to have solicited a client and, with his knack for reading the stylistic proclivities of his clients, claims never to have prepared two designs for a given project—the clients always liked the first one! His work was accomplished with a staff of four or five. Dilbeck did all design work and trained draftsman to think like him, often drawing an entire set of plans in one day.

The popularity of his houses is probably attributable to two sources. First, Dilbeck’s philosophy is that a house be welcoming. The small scale, natural materials, and finely crafted details of his work always fit this aim. Second, Dilbeck loved to deal in styles. Although his houses are always right for their sites, they tend to transport us to another time and place, a fanciful Normandy, for instance, of turrets and asymmetrical chimneys, half-timbering filled with brick nogging, and steeply pitched undulating single roofs. It is hard to dislike these romantic houses, particularly given the current quality of residential design. Dilbeck was a maverick, but his best houses are innovative in materials and details, and carefully designed to be responsive to site, climatic concerns, and the residents who love them so.

---

Fehr & Granger

Arthur Fehr (1904-1969) graduated from UT Austin in 1925 and walked straight into the building boom of the Roaring ‘20s. He pursued his practice and education in architecture until the early years of the Great Depression, working with Harvey P. Smith in San Antonio and Kenneth M. Munchin in New York City, and studying in New York and Fontambriant, France. When private commissions dwindled to a few hundred dollars per year, he accepted a job with the National Park Service, building Bastrop State Park near Austin between 1934 and 1937.

During those years, UT student Charles T. Granger, Jr. (1913-1966) joined Fehr in Bastrop as a summer draftsman. When Fehr landed a commission for the First English Lutheran Church (1937) in Austin, he left the Federal Government to reopen his private practice, sharing studio space with famed Austin woodcarver Peter Mansbendel. Granger joined the firm in 1939 following his graduation and experience with Richard Neutra in Los Angeles. Fehr & Granger’s practice included residences in the Austin area and church-related commissions. World War II interrupted their persistent struggle against a depressed economy, and both again took jobs with the federal government, this time designing army camps and airplane assembly lines.

After the war, Granger worked briefly with Saarinen and Svanse at Bloomfield Hills, Mich., but he and Fehr maintained their Austin partnership. Highlights of their post-war Austin practice include O. Henry Junior High School (1954); Robert Mueller Municipal Airport (1961), a P/A award; and the chapel at Episcopal Seminary of the Southwest (1965). All show a lively modernism, often using local stone.

Both Fehr and Granger died abruptly. Don Emerson (b. 1933) and Fehr’s son Kihan (b. 1942) continue the firm under the name Emerson Fehr.

---

Fehr and Granger won a P/A award for the design of Austin’s Robert Mueller Airport.
Alfred C. Finn

**Alfred C. Finn (1883-1964)** was Houston's preeminent architect for large commercial structures in the decades after World War I, as Houston grew to surpass Galveston as the regional center of commerce and became home base for the petroleum industry.

Finn was born in Belleville, son of a blacksmith. He left home at age 12 to work first in bridge construction and then for the Southern Pacific Railroad in Houston. He took a correspondence course in architecture and, with this training, moved to Dallas in 1904 with a job as apprentice draftsman for Sanguinet & Staats. Finn was transferred to the main office in Fort Worth in 1907, and again in 1912 to Houston.

In May 1913, Finn opened his own office, designing the M.E. Foster Building at 715 Main St. (1913) for the president of the Houston Chronicle. Soon afterwards, he completed his first project for Houston lumberman, developer, publisher, statesman, and philanthropist Jesse H. Jones. This was the Gulf Building (later called the Rusk Building), completed in 1915 next to the Foster Building; the project began a relationship spanning more than 40 years with Jones as client and benefactor.

Finn's major projects in the 1920s for Jones and others reflected and contributed to Houston's increasingly mature metropolitan atmosphere. Projects included residences (Wharton House in Shady Grove, 1920; Fondren House on Montrose, 1922; Ross S. Sterling House at Bay Ridge, 1926), churches (South End Christian Church, 1922; St. Paul's Methodist Church, 1927), theaters (Metropolitan, 1926; Loew's State, 1927), hotels (Lamar, 1927), and office buildings (Bankers Mortgage, 1922; Milam Building, 1923; Electric Building, 1923; State National Bank, 1923).

Finn's masterpiece, designed in association with Kenneth Franzheim and J.E.R. Carpenter (both of New York), was the 32-story Gulf Building of 1927-29. The design, featuring a strongly vertical tower on a slightly larger, lighter-colored limestone base with exuberant ornament in stone and metal, is strongly influenced by Eliel Saarinen's second-place entry to the Chicago Tribune Tower Competition of 1922.

Although Houston's economy slowed with the Depression, it was not as deeply affected as other areas of the country. Population grew about 32 percent in the decade of the '30s, exceeded only by that of Washington, D.C. Political connections also helped Houston during the decade; Jones served as Chairman of the Board of the Reconstruction Finance Corp. from 1933-39, supervising New Deal lending programs; and consequently directed much federal money to Houston—both the Houston City Hall (1939) and the Municipal Airport (1940), designed by Joseph Finger, were PWA funded. Jones also served as Secretary of Commerce in the Roosevelt Administration from 1940 to '45. Finn served as the first architectural supervisor for the Federal Housing Administration in 1934. His projects of the time included Jefferson Davis Hospital (1932), U.S. Courthouse and Post Office, Galveston (1934), the San Jacinto Monument (1937), and Sam Houston Coliseum and Music Hall (1937).

Renewed business activity and construction after the war brought Finn more work downtown (Gulf Building Addition, 1946; Commerce Building Addition, 1947; Houston Chronicle Annex, 1947; City National Bank, 1946; Sakowitz Brothers Store, 1950) and projects at the newly founded University of Houston, including the Ezekiel W. Cullen Building (1950).

Finn suffered a stroke in 1953 and, confined to a wheelchair, could participate only minimally in office affairs. Jesse Jones died in 1956 and a remarkable era in Houston's history passed with him. The increased formality of complex projects led to the financial ruin of Finn's office and family when fees on the Ben Taub Hospital project of 1953 were not paid.

Like his contemporaries Joseph Finger and Kenneth Franzheim, Finn was the business-getter, not the actual designer of his buildings. Finn's career has been summarized by archivist Michael E. Wilson for the Houston Public Library catalogue to the Finn Collection:

"[Finn] was ... a businessman in temperament... accustomed to talking with the business people of Houston, ... [who] responded by giving Finn their major commissions."  

Gerald Moorhead

---

Top: The Gulf Building in Houston (1927-29) was designed by Alfred C. Finn with Kenneth Franzheim and J.E.R. Carpenter.

Above: Finn's San Jacinto Monument (1937)
Fooshee & Cheek

Between world wars I and II, Marion Fooshee (1888-1956) and James Cheek (1895-1970) were two of Dallas's premier residential architects. Their eclectic houses are sprinkled throughout Dallas and in nearby towns such as Terrell and Tyler. Their best-known work is Highland Park Village, an exceptional complex of buildings that, in 1931, became the first self-contained shopping center in the country. In 1983 it was named one of the 20 outstanding buildings in Texas by TSA members.

Fooshee was born in Weatherford and grew up in Dallas. Instead of attending college, he apprenticed with Hal Thomson, who is best known for his eclectic mansions, many of which are on Swiss Avenue in Dallas. James Cheek was born in Hillsboro and studied architecture at UT Austin before apprenticing with Thomson in 1918. He first began practicing with Fooshee about 1920 in Wichita Falls during the oil boom. By 1923, they had returned to Dallas and established a small, personal practice, working independently on residential commissions but collaborating on larger work. Their office was a Spanish-style building they remodeled at 1901 1/2 Harwood Street; it was used until the final days of the practice. Fooshee's daughter recalls that they maintained only one full-time employee, but occasionally hired others for larger commissions.

Virtually all of the work of Fooshee and Cheek is eclectic, typically with Spanish derivations. Undoubtedly, this was influenced by the extensive study of vernacular architecture in Spain, Mexico, and southern California that preceded the design of Highland Park Village. Most of their known residential work is in Highland Park and University Park. This includes 4200 Beverly, 4304 and 4348 Overhill, 6767 and 6930 Turtle Creek, 6909 Vassar, and much of the 4400 block of Westway.

Their nonresidential work is limited but interesting. At Fair Park in Dallas, they had a hand in the Hall of State and the Aquarium Building, and Cheek is credited with the U.S. Federal Exhibits Building. They also designed several motels. The Grande Court Tourist Lodge on Zang Boulevard (1931) is a fine example of the picturesque charm exuded by many early motor courts. A Spanish-inspired gas station, for Magnolia Petroleum Company, was a further contribution to American roadside architecture.

After Fooshee's death in 1956, Cheek continued to practice until his retirement in the mid-'60s. Their office stood vacant for several years until it was razed in the 1980s to make way for Edward Larabee Barnes's Dallas Museum of Art.

Duncan T. Fulton

O'Neil Ford

Born in the town of Pink Hill, Otha Neil Ford (1905-1982), attended an elementary school in nearby Sherman with a progressive curriculum influenced by the arts-and-crafts movement. From the first grade on, he learned to draw and to build what he drew. Following his father's death in a railroad accident, Neil became the family breadwinner at age 12. To obtain work, he developed a flair for persuasive showmanship, one of many aspects of the complex Fordian persona that he was to invent as he progressed through his long and extraordinarily influential life.

The family moved to Denton, where, during his high school years, Neil haunted the libraries at the local colleges. In 1924, he entered what was then North Texas State Teachers College, a block from his home. He did well in manual training and Shakespeare, the subjects that interested him, but was forced to leave college after two years. His only formal professional training was a basic architecture course from the International Correspondence School of Scranton, Pa. Ford's lack of university education became part of his mystique.

In 1926, Ford entered the Dallas office of architect David R. Williams, where he served an apprenticeship. Flamboyant and often outrageous, Williams had "star quality" and, quite naturally, was Ford's first role model and mentor. Williams responded to Neil's abilities as a designer. Working together they produced a number of houses in North Central Texas that were distinguished by the integration of architecture and crafts and the use of native materials. The Hugh Drake residence in Corsicana is a notable example. Williams closed his practice in the early '30s as deputy administrator of the National Youth Administration from 1936 to 1941, and in influential posts with other federal depression-recovery agencies, he was able to direct commissions to Ford.

Ford formed his first viable partnership in 1936 with Arch Swank. Significant early jobs for the Dallas office of Ford and Swank were the Little Chapel in the Woods on the campus of Texas Women's University, constructed by National Youth Administration trainees and college art students; and a house on St. Joseph's Island for oilman Sid Richardson.

Ford's move to San Antonio was precipitated by his work as consulting architect on another NYA project, the restoration of La Villita. He married Wanda Graham in 1940 and settled into the Graham homestead, Willow Way. The house's ambiance dramatically influenced what came to be called the Ford style: a mix of worn stone and low-fired bricks, tile floors, and well-crafted wood, united by a lack of pretension.

In 1946, Ford formed a new partnership with Jerry Rogers that lasted until 1953. Their interest in innovative building systems, such as the Yantz-Slick lift slab process, was put to the test in 1949 when, thanks to William Wurster, another enthusiastic Ford supporter, Ford & Rogers won the commission to design a new campus for Trinity University in San Antonio in association with Bartlett Cocke & Associates. Work at Trinity would span three decades.

The firm known as O'Neil Ford & Associates was
established in 1953 (lasting until 1966), as was Ford's Houston-based partnership with Richard Colley and William Tanninga, which lasted until 1956. From the mid-'50s on, associated architects Ford, Colley & Swank, with planner Samuel B. Zisman, collaborated on many projects for Texas Instruments.

The partnership with Boone Powell and Chris Carson came into being in 1967. Campuses for Skidmore College in New York and the first phase of UT San Antonio (in association with Bartlett Cocke) are examples of the firm's work, as are scores of understated residences including that of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Steves in San Antonio.

Generations of bright young architects were eager to work for the dynamic Ford. In fact, his best work was done in collaboration with talented young associates who practiced what he preached. And preach he did, tirelessly traveling the lecture circuit. He made himself the grand old man of Texas architecture, simultaneously its eternal naughty boy and its valuable conscience.

Ford's work was nationally published. Among Ford's honors were his appointment by President Lyndon Johnson in 1968 to the National Council on the Arts by David Rockefeller, Jr., in 1973 to the American Council for the Arts in Education; and in 1977 to the advisory panel for federal Foreign Buildings Operations. The first endowed chair in the School of Architecture at UT Austin was named for Ford.

Until he died in 1982, O'Neil Ford was contentious and obstinate, and he never lost his childlike sense of wonder. Mary Carolyn Hollers George

Left: The Marshall Steves House by Ford, Powell & Carson

The Restoration of La Villita (below) brought Ford to San Antonio.

A Shaded courtyard at the then-new campus of UT San Antonio, by Ford, Powell & Carson and Bartlett Cocke Associates.

The Church of Reconciliation, San Antonio, by Ford, Powell & Carson, shows hallmarks of the Ford style.
Kenneth Franzheim

Kenneth Franzheim (1890-1959) was the third of a triumvirate, with Joseph Finger (1887-1952) and Alfred C. Finn (1883-1964), that dominated commercial design in Houston from the 1920s to the 1950s.

Franzheim was born in Wheeling, W. Va., son of a manufacturer/banker; he decided early on to become an architect. He graduated from MIT in 1913, then worked four years in Boston for Welles Bosworth. The war years 1917-19 were spent as a first lieutenant in the U.S. Army Air Corps at Ellington Field near Houston, operating a bombing school. While there, he married the daughter of Houston oilman Edward F. Simms. In 1920, Franzheim became a partner with the Detroit architect C. Howard Crane, a position rumored to have been secured by his wealthy father. He worked in the firm's Chicago and Boston offices until 1925, when he moved to New York and established his own practice. Building on his interest in aviation, Franzheim was one of the first architects to specialize in airport design, along with large commercial projects.

Franzheim was reintroduced to Houston in 1928, when Jesse Jones hired him to associate with Alfred C. Finn on the design of the Gulf Building and to design a temporary coliseum for the Democratic National Convention. Later commissions from Jones, including additions to the old Humble Building (associated with John Staub), brought Franzheim to Houston permanently in 1937, although his New York office was open until 1940.

From 1941 to 1944, Franzheim worked in Washington, D.C., on several government housing projects. In addition, he was Supervising Architect in 1946-47 to the Reconstruction Finance Corp., which Jones had headed in the late 1930s.

Returning to Houston after these wartime activities, Franzheim maintained a prominent commercial practice until his death. The firm's major commissions in Houston included the 17-story Humble Tower (1934, '38, '47, associated with John Staub); Lamar High School (1936-37); the downtown YMCA (1940); the second Hermann Hospital and Hermann Professional Building (1949, in association with Hedrick and Linsley, who were doing the Shamrock Hotel at the same time); the 18-story Prudential Building (1952); Foley's Department Store (1947, 1957), which received an AIA Award of Merit in 1950; the Blaffer wing of the Museum of Fine Arts (1953); Capitol National Bank (1955); and the 24-story Bank of the Southwest (1956). In San Antonio, he built the 21-story National Bank of Commerce (1957, with Atlee B. and Robert M. Ayres).

The Prudential Building, composed of three vertical slabs of varying height standing against each other, was, for 1952, a retardataire 1930s moderne design, lacking the interpenetration of volumes and balancing horizontals of better work in this style. The pea-green Capitol National Bank of 1953 was no less outdated with its solid masonry-like boxy mass and long horizontal bands of aluminum panels and windows. By sharp contrast, however, the Bank of the Southwest of 1956 was fully in charge of the skyscraper format at mid-decade, a glass curtain-walled tower rising from a horizontal masonry base covering the entire city block. Yet the tower retains a vestige of the '30s in its stepped massing. The Capitol National Bank Garage (1955) is still the boldest structure in downtown Houston, with its powerful light and dark horizontal bands seemingly cantilevered from a slender vertical core, all stitched together by the zigzag of exposed exit stairs.

Although designs like Prudential seem out-of-date for their time, Franzheim was not out-of-step with current taste in Houston. Bauhaus-inspired modernism did not replace art deco moderne in commercial design until the early '50s; Alfred C. Finn was still doing streamline moderne in the Brochstein Building, for example, in 1949. Lloyd & Morgan's Melrose Building (1950) brought European anti-ornamental modernism downtown, but that was a short-lived trend cut off by the recession of the late '50s.

Franzheim, a Fellow of the AIA, continued the affable lifestyle of his prosperous upbringing, collecting antiques, raising dogs on the office lawn, and keeping a butler at the office to serve tea. Nicholas Lemann said of him in Texas Monthly, "While [Franzheim] did not himself actually design buildings [Ben A. Dore, was chief designer], he was talented at arranging to be asked to design them and at later presenting the design to clients. It was not Franzheim's intention to invent any architectural styles, but he took care that his office not be so out of touch . . . that the client would be embarrassed."

--Gerald Moorhead
Preston Geren & Associates

PRESTON MURDOCH GEREN, SR. (1891-1969) was born in Sherman. He received a degree in architectural engineering from A&M College of Texas in 1912. Geren served as supervising architect for buildings on the A&M campus for two years and then spent two years in the architectural firm Giesecke and Geren.

After distinguished service in France during World War I, he joined the contracting firm of J.E. Johnson in Austin as chief engineer. In 1921 he joined the Department of Architecture and Engineering at Oklahoma A&M (now Oklahoma State University), where he served as professor and department head for two years.

From 1923 to 1934, Geren was chief engineer for the Fort Worth architecture firm Sanguinet, Statts, and Hedrick (later Wyatt C. Hedrick, Inc.), working on such Fort Worth landmarks as the Fort Worth Club, the Texas & Pacific Passenger Terminal, and the Fair and Electric buildings.

Geren organized his own architecture firm in 1934 and was joined in partnership by his son, Preston M. Geren, Jr. (b. 1923) in 1949. During the ensuing 35 years, the firm was responsible for the design of many outstanding structures in Fort Worth and as many as 150 school projects throughout Texas. In addition to the H自助ood Sanitarium (1937) and Farrington Field (1939), notable early Fort Worth buildings include the additions to the Lily B. Clayton Elementary School (addition, 1938); Arlington Heights Senior High School (1936); the Bank of Commerce; Continental National, First National, Fort Worth National, and Riverside State banks; and the Travis Avenue Baptist and First Presbyterian churches. In 1938-39, Geren was associated with five other architects in Fort Worth’s two public housing projects. He also designed the New London High School and the Greater Southwest International Airport (with Joseph R. Pelich), along with numerous buildings at UT Arlington and UT Austin, Southwestern Baptist Seminary, North Texas State University, Texas Wesleyan College, University of Dallas, Texas Women’s University, and Texas Christian University.

Preston Geren, Sr., was a charter member of both TSA and the Fort Worth Chapter/IAA. He remained active in his firm until his death in 1969.

Preston M. Geren, Jr., then led the firm, which was renamed Geren Associates. The firm was associate architect to Louis I. Kahn for the Kimbell Art Museum (1968-72). Other notable projects of Geren Associates include the American Airlines Stewardess College (1970), Fort Worth National Bank (1979), the Northwest Campus of Tarrant County Junior College (1973), The Western Company Building (1978), and the additions to Evans Library at Texas A&M (1980). In 1982, Geren Associates was merged into CRS, Inc., and went out of existence in 1987.

Preston M. Geren, Jr., an AIA Fellow, was president of TSA in 1972 and in 1985 received the Llewelyn W. Pits Award.

Judith Singer Cohen

Top: Elmwood Sanitarium (1937) was an early public project by Preston M. Geren Architect and Engineer.

Above: Geren Associates’ Western Company Building in Fort Worth was completed in 1978.

Left: The Evans Library additions at Texas A&M, designed by Geren Associates and completed in 1980, consolidated library services for a growing campus.
Giesecke & Harris

The practice of Hugo Franz Kuehne (1884-1963) and the firms that grew out of it have played a leading role in Austin architecture since early in the century.

Born in Austin, Kuehne received a bachelor's degree in civil engineering from UT in 1906 and a bachelor's degree in architecture from MIT in 1908. In 1910, he was appointed the first Adjunct Professor of Architecture at UT. His vision of a course of architectural study within the College of Engineering, based on the design traditions of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, soon brought him into conflict with the school's administration, however. Replaced as chairman of the new department in 1911, he continued teaching until 1915. He established a private practice and was subsequently named Supervising Architect for the Austin State School. Kuehne's eclectic historicism shows in works including the Georgian revival Ben M. Barker House (1921) and the Austin Public Library (1933). In addition, his background in civil engineering led to projects such as master plans for the Enfield Subdivision (1915) and the City of Austin (1928).

A charter member of TSA, Kuehne addressed its first convention and later served as a director. In 1943, he was president of the Austin Chapter/AIA. He was named an AIA Fellow in 1944.

In 1942, Kuehne joined Bertram Giesecke (1892-1950, the first graduate of the UT school of architecture) and R. Max Brooks (1906-82, who graduated from UT in 1933) in forming Giesecke, Kuehne and Brooks. Their best-known building was the Commodore Perry Hotel (1948) in Austin, constructed at less than half the typical construction costs of the time. R. Max Brooks served as TSA president in 1953 and as chairman of TSA's legislative committee in 1953-1955.

The firm became Kuehne, Brooks & Barr in 1950, with the addition of Howard R. Barr (b. 1910, a UT graduate in 1934). The firm, in a joint venture with Pitts, Melane & Phelps, won the commission for the U.S. Embassy building in Mexico City (1964).

Following Kuehne's death and the addition of partners David C. Graeber (b. 1928, a UT graduate in 1955) and J. Roy White (1907-1985, a UT graduate in 1929), Kuehne, Brooks & Barr became Brooks Barr Graeber & White in 1965. The firm was chosen as the “design contractor” by Brown and Root for the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston in the 1960s and as architectural consultant to UT Austin, with numerous projects on the UT campus, including the Jester Dormitory Complex (1969). Other important works include the U.S. Post Office and Federal Building (1965, in association with Page/Southerland Page).

In the mid-1970s, the firm merged with Neuhaus + Taylor of Houston in the creation of Diversified Design Disciplines, later 3DI, interrupting its continuity. Brooks, White, and Barr had retired by 1978, leaving Graeber, who resigned from 3DI in 1978 to join with Albert Simmons and Tommy Cowan in forming Graeber Simmons & Cowan.

Lila Stillson
Harwell Hamilton Harris

Although best known for the sensitive regional modernist style he developed in California in the 1930s and 1940s, Harwell Hamilton Harris (b. 1908) also had a significant impact on the development of Texas architecture. Born in Redlands, Calif., Harris first wanted to be a sculptor but changed his mind after seeing Frank Lloyd Wright’s Barnsdall House in Los Angeles. He applied to study architecture at Berkeley, but before leaving met Rudolph M. Schindler and Richard Neutra. Harris, fascinated by Neutra’s work, accepted his offer to serve as one of his apprentices.

After working for Neutra for three years, Harris opened his own practice. Over the course of the next decade and a half, Harris designed some of the best-known examples of the emerging California-inflected modernist style, such as the Friendship Park House (1935), the House for John Entenza (1937), the Bircher House (1941–42), and the English House (1949).

In 1952 Harris moved to Austin to assume the position of director of the School of Architecture at UT Austin. During his tenure as head of the architecture school, Harris worked tirelessly to build up the school’s reputation and faculty, hiring, among others, John Hejduk and Colin Rowe. In 1955 after a series of disputes with the university administration, Harris resigned his position as director of the UT Austin architecture school and moved to Dallas where he designed several buildings for the developer Trammell Crow. Harris established a practice in Dallas, producing a number of works, including the J. Lee Johnson III House in Fort Worth (1953–56), the Dr. and Mrs. Seymour Eisenberg Residence in Dallas (1958), the Greenwood Mausoleum in Fort Worth (1956–57), and the First Unitarian Church in Dallas (1961–63). In response to the harsh Texas climate and local traditions, Harris developed an architectural style markedly different from his earlier California style. Instead of the redwood siding and low hip roofs which had been the hallmarks of his West Coast work, Harris produced a string of masonry buildings heavily influenced by Louis Sullivan and Frank Lloyd Wright.

In 1962, after four years in Dallas, Harris accepted a position at North Carolina State University in Raleigh, N.C., where he now lives.

In the work of Harrell + Hamilton, now Omniplan, structural and architectural concepts are seamlessly joined.

Duncan T. Fulton

Left: Omniplan offices, Dallas; the firm of Harrell + Hamilton has expanded in the 1980s.

Facing Page: The J. Lee Johnson III House (lower left) and the Greenwood Mausoleum (bottom left), both in Fort Worth, show the heavy masonry that Harwell Hamilton Harris used in response to the Texas climate.
Wyatt C. Hedrick

WYATT CEPHAS HEDRICK (1888-1964) was born in Chatham, Va. He attended Roanoke College and graduated from Washington and Lee College in 1910. Employed as an engineer by Lane Brothers of Alta Vista, Va., from 1910 to 1913, he became associated in 1913 with the Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation of Boston as a construction engineer in their Dallas office. Hedrick ran his own construction company in Fort Worth from 1914 to 1921, when he became a partner of the architecture firm Sanguinet, Staats & Hedrick, which had offices in Fort Worth and Houston. In 1925 Hedrick established his own architectural enterprises, with offices in Fort Worth, Dallas, and Houston.

Hedrick's moderne-style buildings in Fort Worth include the Worth Theatre (with Alfred C. Finn, 1927), Lone Star Gas Company Building (1929), Hollywood Theatre (with Alfred C. Finn, 1930), Aviation Building (1930), Central Fire Station and Fire Alarm Signal Station (1930), Texas & Pacific Terminal and Warehouse (1931), Will Rogers Memorial Center (1936) and City Hall (1938) (both in association with Elmer G. Withers), and Mrs. Baird's Bakery (1938).

Although his firm became one of the foremost exponents of the moderne style, Hedrick completed many more local commissions in other stylistic idioms. He had an active practice in many cities (often with partners, simultaneously maintaining Hedrick & Lindsley and Hedrick & Stanley, for example) across the nation from the 1920s to the 1950s, and at one time his was the third-largest architectural firm in the country. Hedrick's other Fort Worth projects included the Medical Arts Building, Worth Hotel, Electric Building, Fair Building, U.S. Public Health Service Hospital, St. Joseph's Hospital, and the Tarrant County Civil Courts Building of 1953, which was resurfaced and given a disfiguring mural by artist Richard Haas in 1988.

He also designed the Sterick Building in Memphis and scores of educational facilities throughout Texas, including Texas Tech University in Lubbock, Texas Christian University and Texas Wesleyan College in Fort Worth and North Texas State University in Denton. Other important Hedrick projects included the Shamrock Hotel in Houston (object of a famous jeer by Frank Lloyd Wright, who, on seeing the rooftop sign in 1949, said, "I can understand the 'sham,' but where's the 'rock'?"), Scott and White Memorial Hospital in Temple, and U.S. Air Force bases in Iceland (at $221 million, the largest in his portfolio) and British Guiana. Hedrick was a charter member of TSA.

Judith Singer Cohen
Robert H.H. Hugman

Robert H. H. Hugman (1902-1980) left a lasting mark on the city of San Antonio with his plan for the beautification of the San Antonio River. Born in San Antonio, Hugman attended UT Austin and MIT. From 1924 to 1927 he lived in New Orleans, where he was impressed by preservation of the French Quarter.

Hugman returned to San Antonio to open his practice. His major early work was the Spanish-colonial-revival residence of William A. Turner (1928). Hugman's practice suffered with the onset of the Depression; he worked for the Works Projects Administration and began thinking about the endangered San Antonio River.

Following a series of disastrous floods, including one in 1921 that killed 50 people, city officials built Olmos Dam and removed several meanders from the river downtown. Plans called for redirecting the flow of the highest bend in the river and paving it over. The San Antonio Conservation Society, however, recognized the river's potential and had been working to save it. In 1929, Hugman provided them "The Shops of Aragon and Romula," a flood-prevention proposal that not only allowed for commercial development but maintained the natural beauty of the river and its flora. For the next six years, armed with Hugman's seductive drawings of quays, winding streets filled with shops and pedestrian activity, they lobbied city officials and property owners along the river. Funding did not come until 1938, however, when Congressman Maury Maverick secured partial assistance from the WPA. In a 1978 speech Hugman recalled how he discovered the opportunity for the remaining funds was negotiated by Plaza Hotel manager (and future mayor) John Wite and compliant city officials to exclude property owners opposed to the project and include the residents of the hotel who "owned so much as a watch."

Hugman was appointed architect for the project and work began in 1939. Although not as extensive as his original proposal, the WPA project resulted in the improvement of more than 21 blocks along the river, including the construction of 17,000 feet of walkways, 31 stairways leading from 21 bridges, and the planting of more than 11,000 trees and shrubs. The construction of the Arneson River Theater, located alongside La Villita, represented the picturesque vision of what the Paseo del Rio could become.

Nevertheless, things did not proceed smoothly. Hugman was dismissed from the project in March 1948 on the premise that he failed to hire a landscape architect at his own expense and to supply certain plans. He moved his office to the river level of James Rely Gordon's 1891 Clifford Building hoping to encourage others to locate along the river. But the Riverwalk began deteriorating in the mid-'40s, a process that continued until Hugman's original vision was rediscovered by a new generation of conservationists and city officials in the 1960s.

From 1957 until his retirement in 1972, Hugman was employed at Randolph Air Force Base. He was honored in 1978 with the dedication of the five bronze bells in the Arneson River Theater. The Paseo del Rio was cited as a Distinguished Achievement in the 1984 AIA Honors program.

Lila Stillson

Jessen & Jessen

The firm now known as Jessen, Inc., has its roots in the partnership that brothers Wolf and Bubi Jessen established in 1938.

Born and raised in Austin, Harold Everett "Bubi" Jessen (1908-1979) and Wolf Ernst Jessen (1915-1977) were both educated at UT. Bubi graduated in 1928 and earned a master's degree from MIT in 1931. Returning to Austin, he worked for C.H. Page and Son, where he designed the terrazzo floors installed during the 1936 and 1950s remodelings of the Texas State Capitol. The brothers formed Jessen & Jessen after Wolf's graduation in 1936. The Alpha Chi Omega Sorority House (1938) was one early project.

The firm, which became Jessen Jessen Millhouse & Grieveen in 1946, executed many projects for the State of Texas, including the Governor's Mansion restoration (1947-48) and the Texas Supreme Court Building (1956). Among their institutional works were the Texas A&M University campus master plan (1955-56) and Lester E. Palmet Auditorium (1959) in Austin. The firm became Jessen Jessen Millhouse Grieveen Crume Day & Newman in 1969 and Jessen, Inc., in 1971. An outstanding Jessen, Inc., project is the Austin Central Public Library (1978).

Both briefly taught at UT Austin. They were charter members of TSA. Wolf was Austin AIA president in 1949. Bubi was president of the Texas Board of Architectural Examiners in 1956.

Lila Stillson

Alpha Chi Omega Sorority House, Austin

Austin Central Public Library
MARK LEMMON (1889-1975), who practiced in Dallas from 1921 to 1968, was born in Gainesville and at age eight moved with his family to nearby Sherman. He graduated from UT Austin in 1912 and from MIT in 1916. Lemmon worked briefly for Warren and Wetherell in New York City, where he was assigned at least two significant jobs: the Commodore Hotel in New York, N.Y., and the Broadmoor in Colorado Springs, Colo. While in New York, Lemmon may have shared a Greenwich Village apartment with Houston architect John Staub. During the First World War, he was an officer in the U.S. Army Engineer Corps, stationed in France. He later returned many times to admire the cathedrals of Normandy and the great Gothic cathedrals.

In 1919, Lemmon went to Dallas to work for Hal Thompson, whom he knew from his school days in Austin. He worked in Thompson’s office for two years before establishing a partnership with Roscoe DeWitt. The young firm secured several substantial commissions, allowing Lemmon to work with clients that would return to him in following years. Work from this period included his residence at 3211 Mockingbird Lane (1926), Sunset High School (1927), and Woodrow Wilson High School (1927) for the Dallas Independent School District, many projects at Southern Methodist University, and the main sanctuary for Highland Park Presbyterian Church (1927).

DeWitt and Lemmon dissolved their partnership in 1927. That same year, through social connections, Lemmon received two important commissions; the first education building for Highland Park Presbyterian Church and an elementary school in Port Arthur. Both institutions became long-term clients. In Port Arthur, he designed 11 school buildings between 1927 and 1940, each in a different style. Other significant projects from this period include the Cotton Bowl (1929); the Third Church of Christ Scientist (1930), an enchanting Romanesque creation that was the subject of a feature article in Architectural Record; and two early Dallas moderne buildings: the Tower Petroleum Building (1930), and Boudle Storey Junior High School (1932).

Lemmon and his partner, Frank Kean, finished out the Depression working mainly on residential commissions and were saved from closing—like many Dallas architects—by the Texas Centennial Exposition. Lemmon was given two partial commissions by Centennial architect George L. Dahl: the Museum of Natural History (1933) and the Hall of State, for which he supposedly designed the art deco Great Hall and Hall of Heroes. Lemmon designed the art deco Cokesbury Bookstore (1933) and Alex Spence Junior High School (1938) before abandoning the style prior to the Second World War. Lemmon also started work on the main sanctuary for Highland Park Presbyterian Church (1939), a Gothic structure inspired by his visits to France and by the work of Bertram Goodhue, whose First Baptist Church in Pittsburgh he used as a model.

The postwar years saw Lemmon’s office focus increasingly on educational work. From 1945 to 1968 he held the powerful post of Consulting Architect to the Dallas Independent School District. Lemmon resumed work on the SAU campus, during its period of greatest expansion, from 1948 to 1959, completing over 18 Georgian projects, including the Fondren Science Building (1949), and Perkins Chapel (1950). He also received numerous commissions from the UT system for its campuses in Galveston, Austin, and Dallas.

By the early ’60s, the effulgence of his long revivalist period was replaced by a spare, bland modernism, which characterized the firm’s work for DISD and some later churches. His practice was brought full circle, however, by several final commissions from Highland Park Methodist Church and Highland Park Presbyterian Church, each project rendered in the cherished Gothic style with which Lemmon began his career.

Willis Winters
Hermon F. Lloyd

After graduating from Rice Institute in 1931, Hermon Frederick Lloyd (b. 1909) wanted to be an actor. A stint as a radio announcer for a notorious Del Rio radio station was followed by an unsuccessful attempt to break into films in California. He returned to Houston and set up an architecture practice in 1932 with Harvin C. Moore. Lloyd continued acting, however, appearing in local productions into the 40s.

Moore & Lloyd offices in the Studio Building on Main St., along with many of Houston's other architects, surviving on their small depression-era projects, working together and sharing their larger commissions.

Modernism in California had appealed to Lloyd during his visit there and he would have liked to develop a similar approach for Houston. But much of the pair's early work was speculative houses for developers, demanding the eclectic mix of traditional styles. A few modern designs were accomplished, such as the Children's Residence (1936) and Lloyd's house (1932), which has a rural California flavor in its picturesque assembly of simple gable-roofed masses.

Moore & Lloyd separated in 1940, and Lloyd continued working through the war years on residential and small commercial projects. William Byron Morgan (1906-63) joined him in 1945. It was an ideal partnership, combining Lloyd's sociability with Morgan's perfectionist approach to the technical aspects of practice.

The commission for the Rice University Stadium (1950, in association with Milton McGinty) was the firm's first major project. The stadium, set into the gully of a small bayou, was designed and built between football seasons, reusing column forms from the Gulf Freeway construction then underway.

Arthur Jones (b. 1923, B.S., Rice University, 1946) joined the firm in 1947. He was the firm's design principal from the beginning and was made a partner in 1963. Rice Stadium was the first project he worked on, followed by the Melrose Building (1950), Houston's first modern skyscraper.

Karl Schmidt (b. 1932, B.S., Rice University, 1955) joined the firm out of school and is still a designer.

Lloyd Morgan & Jones, as the firm was called from 1963 to 1973, pursued a variety of project types, including schools and residences. But in the early '60s, the firm began to focus on the speculative high-rise buildings. The Fannin Bank Building (1962) and the American General Building (1964) continued the firm's development of a modernist response to climate; both use glass window walls behind delicate sun screening.

The Harris County Dome Stadium, or Astrodome (1965, a joint venture with Wilson, Morris, Crane & Anderson), has been both a cultural icon and an architectural prototype.

Lloyd Morgan & Jones began their longstanding relationship with developer Kenneth Schnitzer of Century Development in 1967, winning a progression of projects requiring state-of-the-art building technology, utility-efficient skins, and bottom-dollar cost. Greenway Plaza contains the largest concentration of the firm's work, with over a dozen buildings, including nine office structures, a hotel, condominiums, the Summit sports complex, parking for over 6000 cars, and the INNOVA design center (1984, joint venture with design partner Cambridge Seven). The Summit (1976, associates with Kenneth Beattis) was, like the Astrodome, a prototype for the indoor sports and entertainment arena.

With Morgan's death in 1973, the firm became Lloyd & Jones until 1978. Benjamin E. Brewer, Jr. (b. 1932, B.A., Rice University, 1953), joined in 1978 to focus on business development. The corporation Lloyd Jones Brewer, which included partners Thomas Hughes and Robert Fillpot, lasted until 1983 with Brewer's departure. From 1984 to date, the firm has been Lloyd Jones Fillpot Associates. Fillpot (b.1943, B. Arch., Univ. Tech., '67) joined in 1967. Four Allen Center (1984, now called Enron Building) is his finest work, a 21-story lozenge-shaped, multiwindow glass tube, crowned with a neon halo.

Other recent work by the firm includes major sports arenas for Miami and Orlando, following the Summit precedent. The 26-story Smith Tower (1988) at the Houston Medical Center and the 32-story National Bank of Commerce in San Antonio (1988, joint venture with Cambridge Seven) continue the firm's technical expertise in tall buildings.

At nearly 80, Lloyd still participates in the practice, his presence strengthening a family atmosphere that is quite singular among Houston's large firms.

At nearly 80, Lloyd still participates in the practice, his presence strengthening a family atmosphere that is quite singular among Houston's large firms. It's a place where work responsibilities are shared, with little regard for title or rank. It is perhaps fitting that his Houston architectural corporation should occupy Kenneth Frantzheim's elegant homeoffice, where the butler who once served tea at meetings was considered to be a project expense.

Gerald Moorhead
MacKie & Kamrath

There has been no more successful follower of Frank Lloyd Wright than Karl Fred Kamrath (1911-1988). Although he neither studied nor worked with Wright, Kamrath understood the precepts of organic architecture with such depth that he was able to extend the use of the style to large, diverse building projects. For nearly 50 years, MacKie & Kamrath produced designs for Houston's major industries, institutions, and civic bodies without compromising design integrity.

Kamrath was born in Enid, Oklahoma, but grew up in Austin, where he excelled in tennis from age 10. Attending UT Austin (B.Arch., 1934), Kamrath settled on architecture because it lacked a language requirement. In addition to his studies, he played on the tennis team by special dispensation of Architecture School Dean Goldwin Goldsmith. With encouragement from design critic Walter Rolfe (later of Golemon & Rolfe), he took an interest in Wright. "The more I saw of Mr. Wright's work, the more fascinating it became. It became an obsession with me," he said. Moving to Chicago in search of opportunity, Kamrath turned down a professional tennis contract with Bill Tilden's traveling team to work for Pereira & Pereira at $30 a month, later working for the Interior Studios of Marshall Field & Co. and the Architectural Decorating Co. He socialized with fellow-UT graduate Frederick J. MacKie, Jr. (1905-84), who had been working for Graham, Anderson, Probst & White, and in 1937 they decided to open a practice together in Houston.

The pair were introduced to Oscar Holcombe, Houston's mayor, who commissioned three houses in his new Richwood development. Their first house, at 1811 Portsmouth (c.1938), still stands. Holcombe made further referrals, and in 1938 fire commissioner Frank Mann hired them to design the Fire Alarm Building on Bagby behind the new City Hall (1939, Joseph Finger). In their design for the Fire Alarm Building, a cubic pylon of ashlar stone with a vertical slot entry is countered by brick wings with horizontal window strips. A deft blending of Wrightian materials with European modernist massing, it remained one of Kamrath's favorites. It was demolished in early 1989.

Following wartime service, Kamrath made his first visit to Taliesin in June 1946; Wright's encouragement served to focus him on the organic ideology. Wrightian elements, such as sweeping roofs, a low horizontal emphasis, and irregular stonework, proved most adaptable to residential and other small-scale work. A less obvious but pervasive influence was the Dutch architect W.M. Dudock, whom Kamrath had met in Europe in 1945. Larger projects were frequently composed of contrasting horizontal and vertical masses, more European in derivation, with Wright's Larkin Building and Unity Temple providing alternate prototypes.
Ruth Young McGonigle

RUTH EUGENIA YOUNG MCGONIGLE (1902-1984), the first woman to practice architecture professionally in the Lower Rio Grande Valley, was born in Spindletop and raised in Beaumont and Houston. In 1924, she became the first female graduate of the Rice Institute’s architecture department. Ruth Young worked for the Houston architect William Ward Watkin, professor of architecture at Rice, until she was married in 1925 to her former Rice classmate, George McGonigle, Jr. She settled in Brownsville, her husband’s hometown, and began to practice architecture, working from her house, which she continued to do following her husband’s death in 1954.

McGonigle’s work consisted principally of single-family houses, although she did design a number of public buildings, including Episcopal Day School and St. Paul’s Episcopal Church, both of Brownsville. Under her supervision, one of the oldest buildings in Brownsville, the Neale House of 1850, was moved and adapted for use by the Brownsville Art League, an organization of which she was a founder and an active member. An avid painter, she occasionally incorporated her artistic production in her building projects, the major example being the now demolished Landram’s restaurant in Brownsville. During the 1950s and 1960s she frequently designed floats for the pre-Lenten Charro Days parades in Brownsville. McGonigle was one of the five jurors in the most significant architectural competition to be held in Texas in the 1950s, for the design of the Fort Brown Memorial Center in Brownsville of 1951.

Ruth McGonigle displayed a keen awareness of the 19th-century building traditions of the border country in her finest works, the Brown-Young House (c. 1955) and the Hert House (c. 1965). Her painterly instincts are evident in the sensitivity with which she reinterpreted traditional composition, proportion, and constructive detail in these romantic, regional-style houses. In the last decades of her life, McGonigle worked with the Brownsville Historical Association to document and preserve the city’s rich architectural heritage. Among the losses that the association was unable to prevent was Mi Casita del Sur, a turn-of-the-century building in the border brick style that McGonigle had converted into a delightful courtyard house in 1941; it was demolished in 1981 by Tipotex Chevrolet Co.

Ruth McGonigle was the mother of two children. She was extremely reserved and never sought recognition, or even licensure, as an architect. In 1989 her children presented what remained of her architectural collection to the Woodson Research Library at Rice University.

Stephen Fox

Lloyd Borget (University of Minnesota, B. Arch. ‘37) joined the firm in 1949, rising to associate in 1954 and partner in 1977. Each of the principals assumed responsibility for different aspects of the practice: Kamrath for design, Mackie for planning and business, and Borget for planning and production. Once a scheme had been initially set out by Kamrath, all would participate in its development.

Significant projects include San Felipe Courts (later called Allen Parkway Village, 1939-44, with Claude E. Hooten and Eugene Werlin), The Contemporary Arts Association Museum (1949, demolished), Temple Emanuel (1949), Phyllis Wheatley Senior High School (1949), Kamrath Residence (1951), St. John the Divine Episcopal Church (1951-53, with Hiram A. Salisbury), M.D. Anderson Hospital (1948-54, with Schmidt, Garden & Erickson), Schlumberger, Inc. (1951-53), Humble Research Center (1951-53), Fannsworth & Chambers (1951-53), City of Houston Public Health Dept. (1961-63), Pasadena State Bank (1963, with Doughtie & Porterfield, the only executed high-rise design), George P. Mitchell House (1963), Science and Research Building at the University of Houston (1969), Big Three Industries Building (1971-76), and Memorial Drive Presbyterian Church (1957-72).

Kamrath remained close to Wright and the Taliesin Fellowship throughout his life, and recorded the sharp gibes at Houston architecture made during Wright’s visit to Houston in 1949. Mackie served as TSA president in 1957. Both Kamrath and Mackie were AIA Fellows, as is Lloyd Borget.

Gerald Moorhead
Howard R. Meyer

Howard R. Meyer (1903–1988) was one of the pioneers of modern architecture in Texas. Born in New York City, he studied at Columbia, graduating with a Bachelor of Architecture in 1928.

Meyer's exposure to modernism came very early. In 1926 while still a student, he worked in the office of William Lescaze, then the leading representative of the international style on the East Coast. Inspired by what he saw, Meyer, accompanied by his wife Schön, embarked on a year-long trip to Europe to see the work of the leading modernists. On the trip he met Le Corbusier and visited the recently completed German Werkbund exhibition in Stuttgart.

He returned to New York in 1929 and worked briefly for Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue and Thompson and Churchill. In 1932 he opened an office with Morris B. Saunders, but with the Depression at its height, their practice was largely restricted to small renovation projects and furniture designs.

Lured by the prospect of work, Meyer moved to Dallas in 1935. In the late 1930s and early 1940s he designed a series of small modern houses including the Sanger House (1937), the Rose House (1938), the Pearlstone House (1938), and the Zale House (1939). Built in a modified international style that came to characterize most of his later work, the houses featured brick and redwood exteriors, with simple, free-flowing plans. Meyer also designed furniture for several of the houses in an effort to create a unified effect.

He came closest to realizing this vision of total design in his most important post-war houses, the Charles Storey (1949) and Ben Lipsky (1950) houses. Less formal than his earlier work, the two houses represent Meyer's attempt to synthesize Wright's organic architecture and the international style, and at the same time to develop an idiom that would respond to the Texas climate and native Texas traditions.

Meyer's work, however, was not limited to residential architecture. Over the course of his long career he designed a wide array of commercial and public buildings as well as several churches and synagogues. The Hexter Title & Abstract Building in Dallas (1953) exemplifies the hard-edged modernist style that dominated the '50s and early '60s, while the luxury high-rise apartment building at 3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard (1959) reflects a sensitivity to materials and siting. Others, like the Administrative Training Building for the Industrial Generating Corporation (1971), are much closer to Wright's organic architecture. In Meyer's best work he was able to integrate these two tendencies to produce architecture that was comfortable and yet uncompromisingly modern.

Perhaps the best example of this later style is Temple Emanuel (1953–59). Meyer worked on the building with noted West Coast architect William W. Wurster, sculptor and muralist Gyorgy Kepes, and Anni Albers to produce a work of unusual sophistication and richness.

Meyer was an AIA Fellow, and in 1959 received an AIA Award of Merit for Temple Emanuel. He continued to work until his death in 1988.

Christopher Long
Neuhaus + Taylor

Neuhaus + Taylor belongs to the third generation of Houston's commercial firms, with the same goals as progenitors Finn, Finger, and Franzheim.

J. Victor Neuhaus III (b. 1926) and Harwood Taylor (1927-88), who were acquaintances in high school and both graduated from UT Austin in 1951, combined firms in 1955 to form a classic partnership: Taylor preferred design, Neuhaus management and marketing.

From the beginning most of their work was for developers, but they managed to avoid the bland solutions often called up by an emphasis on the "bottom line." They pioneered a building type—a raised, one-story glass box that left the ground level (covered by the building) free for parking. Examples along Houston's Richmond Avenue between Kirby Avenue and Buffalo Speedway are the Pontiac Motors Division Building (1961), Pacific Mutual Life (1962), and Oil Base Venezuela (1962).

Taylor's design approach showed the influence of a sequence of contemporary styles. These range across a linear delicacy in the late '50s and early '60s (Holland Mortgage, 1961; Jefferson Chemical, 1965), Corbusian brutalism of the late '60s and early '70s (HISD Administration Building, 1969; American National Life Insurance, Galveston, 1972; Humble Building, Baytown, 1972), and the glass forms of the late '70s. Through this diversity, however, ran a pervasive attitude of abstraction and formalism. There was no symbolism or historical reference—Taylor vehemently hated postmodernism.

Taylor's design goals never conflicted with the economic restrictions set by his developer clients. He understood the rules of their business and strongly influenced the way development has come to be practiced. In 1957, Gerald Hines came to call, looking for an architect for his first project, an office and warehouse. Numerous projects were to follow, but by the early '60s the trend of using name (i.e., out-of-town) architects for the big, high image projects had already begun. In Neuhaus's view, the use of nationally known architects was determined strictly by marketing to a higher-end, more demanding market. International companies demanded buildings with international images.

Neuhaus + Taylor was one of the first of Houston's larger commercial practices to realize that the way to compete at this level was not on design, or even technical competence, but by diversifying to provide services beyond the traditional role of architects. Under the leadership of Neuhaus and Jack Rains, an insurance executive turned lawyer who joined in 1969 as business manager, Neuhaus + Taylor bought two architecture and engineering firms and became the public corporation Diversified Design Disciplines (3D) in 1972.

In the early 1970s, 3D was able to capitalize on the suddenly expanding market in the Middle East. Hotels, government complexes, palaces, shopping malls, and a $1-billion new city (the Sunrise project) were facilitated by the firm's in-house ability to provide turnkey services. 3D's project-management group was soon coordinating over $1 billion in construction annually.

Dissension among the partners led to further changes in 1975, when the partners took the company private again. A basic philosophical difference about the nature of the practice deepened, with Neuhaus and Rains committed to an interdisciplinary approach and Taylor and several other partners desiring a more traditional practice. In 1975 the company was reincorporated as 3D/International under Neuhaus (CEO) and Rains (Chairman of the Board) and by 1978 most of the dissenters had left. Charles Thomsen, FAIA, came from CRS in 1982 to manage the operations of the company, allowing Neuhaus and Rains to function in more purely marketing capacities. Rains left in 1986 to enter politics.

After leaving 3D/I in 1978, Taylor had a brief association with Golenon & Rolfe, then joined with HKS of Dallas to run a Houston-based design studio. With the HKS backup of management and production, Taylor pursued the variations in his late-modernist vocabulary of glass forms. Starting in 1980, Taylor was joined by Victor Lundy, FAIA, who had come to Houston to teach at the University of Houston.

In 1988, 3D/I reorganized again into a holding company with nine subsidiaries, each an independent profit center responsible for its own marketing and management. The autonomous groups may associate with each other for varying project needs. Thus the professional separation, especially from an architect's point of view, has been reinstated. Architectural and planning work, mostly under the subsidiary Hoover & Furr, account for 20 to 25 percent of the holding company's activity. Current projects include commercial real estate, health facilities, museums, hotels, and convention centers.

The firm's divisions are all held together by the motto that the firm has striven to live up to from its formation: "Good design is good business."  

Gerald Moorhead

The range of Neuhaus + Taylor from its beginnings to its diversified presence today as 3D/I: Eastern Regional Government (Sunrise) project, Saudi Arabia (opposite, top); Oil Base Venezuela, Houston (opposite, above); 3D/International Tower, Houston (top left); 312 Walnut, Cincinnati (top right); and the Humble Building, Baytown (above).
The Oglesby Group

Ensle O. "Bud" Oglesby, Jr. (b. 1925) and James Wiley (b. 1927) have enjoyed a practice to which many architects would aspire, with prestigious yet diverse commissions, enlightened clients, and a reputation for design excellence, all fueled by a high profile in Dallas society.

Oglesby grew up in San Angelo and was educated at Cornell and MIT. In 1948, on the recommendation of Alvar Aalto, he received a scholarship to the Royal Academy in Stockholm, Sweden. Upon his return to the United States he came to Dallas, eventually opening his own practice in 1950.

Wiley was born and raised in West Texas, graduated from Texas Tech., then worked briefly in Boston. Hoping to work for Howard Meyer, he came to Dallas, to find that Meyer usually only maintained one-man offices and had no need for an assistant. He became acquainted with Oglesby through the AIA and joined his firm in 1954.

Their early commissions were primarily residential, often for prominent families. In 1966 the scope of their practice expanded when they designed El Centro Community College. By deftly integrating the richly detailed but overlooked old Sanger Brothers department store into their design, they demonstrated the dramatic potential of adaptive reuse, securing a reputation as creative thinkers as well as skilled professionals.

Over the years, other prestigious institutional and commercial projects followed. In and around Dallas, the firm has designed the American Heart Association National Center (1977), the Carrollton City Hall (1984), the McDermott Library at the UT Dallas (1971), the renovation of the Majestic Theatre (1977), Richland College (1975), the UT Health Science Center Administration Building (1969), the Society of Petroleum Engineers World Headquarters (1981), and the renovation of First Presbyterian Church (1987).

They also designed the Cain Center in Athens (1978) and the Paragon Office Building in Midland (1980).

Unlike many other firms, the Oglesby Group did not "grow out of" residential work, but parlayed their expertise into a position as society's preferred residential architect. Homes and vacation retreats for the Marchisons, Marcuses, McDermotts, and Hunts and others of similar social standing followed. Their townhouses are less well known, but superbly designed; many are sprinkled throughout Dallas's Oak Lawn.

Oglesby Group projects show a consistent respect for site, climate, context, and materials, all in concert with modernist traditions. In testament to Aalto's influence on Oglesby, Oglesby Group buildings are rich, tactile, and inviting.

Duncan T. Fulton

Page Southerland Page

With its roots in the 1932 partnership between Louis Charles Page, Jr. (1909-1981) and Louis Southerland (b. 1906) the firm of Page Southerland Page has developed into one of Austin's most prolific and influential firms.

The son of Louis Page (who was a principal in the firm of Page Brothers), Louis C. Page, Jr., received his bachelor's degree in architecture from UT (1929) and his master's degree from MIT (1931). After studying for a summer at the architecture program in Fontainebleau, he returned to Austin to work as an intern with his father at Page Brothers.

Louis F. Southerland also studied architecture at UT but transferred to MIT, where he received his bachelor's degree in architecture (1930). In 1932, he returned to Texas to establish a firm with Louis Page, Jr., in Tyler. Despite the booming oil economy, however, Page and Southerland were forced to close the Tyler office in 1933. Page returned to Austin to teach at the School of Architecture at UT; Southerland moved to San Antonio, where he worked for the Army at Fort Sam Houston and in the office of Ralph Cameron.

Page and Southerland reopened their office in 1935 in Austin, landing several contracts for school projects across the state, including one in Southerland's hometown, Trenton. As the firm developed a close working relationship with the Public Works Administration, they received the commission to construct the Rosewood Housing Project (1938), the first such "slum clearance" project in the United States. George Matthew Page (b. 1915), Louis's younger brother, joined the firm in 1939 following his graduation from UT (1937) and an extended study tour of Europe (1937-39). The firm designed a number of buildings, including the Municipal Building for Austin (1936), Brackenridge Hospital (1940), and, in the moderne style, the Tribune Office Building (1940).

Following the Second World War, Page Southerland Page developed real-estate subdivisions to foster work after the war. The practice increasingly focused on institutional projects, including hospitals, schools, and civic buildings. As a result, the firm decided to incorporate a team of engineers to coordinate the technical aspects of their projects. This successful strategy continues to serve the firm well as Page Southerland Page has developed one of the largest practices in Texas. Among the firm's more well-known projects are Palmer Auditorium (1959), City National Bank Building (1971), Page Southerland Page Office Building (1974), and the InterFirst Bank at Oak Hill (1986).

A charter member of TSA and the organization's first secretary-treasurer, Louis C. Page, Jr., was elected a Fellow of the AIA in 1963 Louis Southerland was elected a Fellow in 1956 and served the profession in various offices, including president of the Central Texas Chapter of the AIA.

Bruce Jensen

Showing the influence of Scandinavian design, Oglesby Group projects display a consistent respect for site, climate, context, and materials.
Andrew Perez III

ANDREW PEREZ III (b. 1932) is one of San Antonio’s leading architects, preservation activists, and educators in the 1970s and 1980s.

Born in San Antonio, Perez graduated in 1961 with a bachelor’s degree in architecture from UT Austin. He studied for a graduate degree at the University of California at Berkeley, but returned to San Antonio before completing it. Perez worked for O’Neill Ford & Associates (later Ford, Powell & Carson) from 1966 to 1970, when he and fellow employee Larry J. O’Neill left to set up practice as O’Neill & Perez. The firm expanded with the addition of partners Michael Lance and John Larcade in 1971-72, but split in the recession of 1973, becoming O’Neill & Perez again. The firm designed houses, schools, office buildings, libraries, and banks throughout South Central Texas.

Major projects by O’Neill & Perez include the Mullins Ranch House in Middletown (1978), the Gilla Saviag Branch Office in Bandera (1984), the Border Patrol Station in Eagle Pass (1984), the Mccallister House in Magic Springs (1985), and the Farmers Branch Public Library in Farmers Branch (1986). In addition, the firm oversaw several adaptive-reuse and restoration projects, including the Mexican American Unity Council Center in San Antonio (1979, in the former Crockett High School by Ayres & Ayres), which won an award from the San Antonio Conservation Society.

In 1984, Perez opened his own office. Notable projects by the firm Andrew Perez Architects include the Minten House in Falfurrias (1987) and the Education Center in New Braunfels (1987), which won the Karr Award for exemplary preservation from Texas Historical Foundation in 1988.

Perez has been one of San Antonio’s most effective preservation advocates during the 1980s. He performed a survey of historic resources in downtown San Antonio in 1972. In 1982, while battle raged over the Texas Theater (see T/1 May/June 1982), he was appointed by the mayor to head a task force on historic preservation. The task force not only inventoried some 1,100 historic properties in downtown, but wrote a nationally acclaimed preservation ordinance that was adopted by the city council in 1987. It also persuaded the city to create a public-private nonprofit corporation that will work to publicize financial incentives for preservation and deal with holding and developing historic properties.

Since 1987, Perez has been the head of the architecture department at UT San Antonio; his goals include winning accreditation for the department as a school of architecture.

Architect Andrew Perez has emerged in the 1980s as one of San Antonio’s most effective preservation activists.

Joel Warren Barna
In their first collaboration, Pratt and Box proposed a plan that would have changed downtown Dallas from a grid to a series of urban squares.

In 1955, Pratt convinced Box to join him in designing a plan that would give downtown Dallas some of the softening, humane elements of mature cities. Supported by the Dallas Museum of Art, they built a scale model of their proposal in the museum basement (Pratt’s wife Joanne played a large part in the design, but on the advice of public-relations experts who said Dallas was not ready to deal with a woman advising on civic redesign, her role was left unrecognized). The resulting “Urban Design Plan for Downtown Dallas” proposed a new type of center city, in which a series of squares took the place of the existing street grid. Over the next year, the pair made presentations to over 100 different groups in hopes of raising support, which did not, however, materialize. Although they were unsuccessful, it was nonetheless a heady beginning for careers intensely engaged with the fundamental questions of architecture and urban design.

In 1957, Pratt and Box won a prize in the design competition for the Enrico Fermi Memorial for Chicago (judged by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, Pier Luigi Nervi, Gordon Bunshaft, and Jose Luis Sert). They opened an office following this success. In 1959 they won the $10,000 Grand Prize in the MATTEGO Better Living for Middle Income Families competition with their design for a new-town subdivision plan. This prize attracted more planning commissions to the office, notably for the State Fair of Texas, where their work, beginning in 1961, included alterations to the lagoon, additions to the two museums, a new design for the Midway, and new events structures.

Philip C. Henderson (b. 1930) graduated from Cornell in 1953 and, after five years with Eero Saarinen’s office, joined the firm in 1960, becoming a partner in Pratt, Box & Henderson in 1962.

In 1972, Box was appointed dean of the architecture program at UT Arlington, beginning a process of separation from the firm that culminated with the partnership’s breakup in 1984.

The firm’s architectural work has the same stamp of original thought that was evident in their earliest planning work; their best projects are notable for unique organizational concepts, technical innovation, and a sure design sense in a consistently modernist vocabulary. Among their outstanding projects are: The Children’s Development Center (1960), a cluster of wood-frame structures and the first of several projects centered on landscaped courtyards; St. Stephen’s United Methodist Church (1962), an essay in fluid massing obviously influenced by Le Corbusier and constructed of load-bearing concrete-block walls surfaced with blown cement plaster and epoxy resin; The Great Hall of the Apparel Mart (1964), the first of many commissions for Trammell Crow and the Market Center Company, as well as a logical extension of the vocabulary established at St. Stephen’s; The Quadrangle (1965, additions 1970), an open-air mixed-use center incorporating shops, galleries, offices, and restaurants scaled to match the old houses in the area; The Solarium addition to the Dallas Garden Center (1971), an elegantly scaled and detailed glass box; Olla Podrida (1972, in association with The Architects Partnership), which foreshadowed today’s “festival markets”; Brookhaven College for the Dallas Community College District (1978), building clusters with courtyards and protected outdoor spaces, surrounded by a pinwheel of parking lots interspersed with playing fields; and the restoration of Dallas pioneer John Neely Bryan’s cabin and the “Old Red” County Courthouse (1983).

Since the breakup of the partnership, the individual partners have continued in the courses they set for themselves years ago. Henderson practices in Dallas, having recently completed the new UT Arlington School of Architecture and Environmental Design. Pratt continues to practice in Dallas, concentrating on urban design. Box serves as dean of the School of Architecture at UT Austin.

James Reece Pratt (b. 1927) and John Harold Box (b. 1929) began their work together as all young idealistic architects plan to do: They would redesign their city, win national design competitions, and make important architectural statements. Unlike most, they and their partners succeeded.

Pratt and Box met as students at UT Austin; they graduated in 1950, then separated, Box to join the Navy and Pratt to attend Harvard GSD and work in Europe. Both returned to Dallas in 1954 and went to work in the office of Broad and Nelson. It was a time of radical change in the built fabric of the center city, with a freeway ring being proposed for the CBD, the Dallas Public Library by George Dahl just completed on the site of the demolished Carnegie Library, and construction of the addition to the Mercantile Bank Building.

In 1955, Pratt convinced Box to join him in designing a plan that would give downtown Dallas some of the softening, humane elements of mature cities. Supported by the Dallas Museum of Art, they built a scale model of their proposal in the museum basement (Pratt’s wife Joanne played a large part in the design, but on the advice of public-relations experts who said Dallas was not ready to deal with a woman advising on civic redesign, her role was left unrecognized). The resulting “Urban Design Plan for Downtown Dallas” proposed a new type of center city, in which a series of squares took the place of the existing street grid. Over the next year, the pair made presentations to over 100 different groups in hopes of raising support, which did not, however, materialize. Although they were unsuccessful, it was still a significant effort in the young architects’ careers.
Roland G. Roessner

ROLAND GOMME ROESSNER (b. 1911) received his bachelor of architecture degree from Miami University in 1935 and his master's from the University of Cincinnati in 1942. After serving in World War II, Roessner practiced in St. Petersburg, Fla., before joining the faculty of the UT School of Architecture in 1948. Roessner, who successfully combines teaching with a professional career, realized the importance of integrating practical experience with a strong theoretical foundation. He was responsible for establishing the school’s Professional Residency Program, which provided the students with on-the-job training within the profession before the completion of their degrees. Roessner’s early use of computers to augment teaching included a project for teaching management processes in architecture.

Roessner’s ability to create spaces that preserved the client’s privacy while maintaining an openness in plan garnered him numerous design awards. His graceful design for the George Thorne House (1953) received Newsweek’s 1955 House of the Year Award. His talent for flexible planning on restricted sites is perhaps best illustrated by The Oaks Apartments (1962) which provided each apartment, grouped around an intimate, secluded courtyard, with its own private balcony and view. This sensitive project, which carefully preserved the site’s beautiful oak trees, received an AIA Award of Merit in 1965. Roessner’s other projects include the Foster Residence (1963), the RGK Foundation Building (1980) and the Southwestern Bell Telephone Building in Corpus Christi (1981). Roessner was named professor emeritus in 1983 and an endowed Centennial Professorship was established in his name at UT. He is an AIA Fellow.

Milton A. Ryan

BORN IN ROCKDALE, San Antonio architect Milton A. Ryan (b. 1904) was largely self-taught. Armed only with his own curiosity and the practical construction experience gained by working in the late 1920s with the Harlandale Building Company of San Antonio, Ryan successfully passed the architects’ registration exam in 1938, never having attended any formal classes in architecture. His first residential designs were in a traditional colonial revival style, but by the late 1940s he had begun the bold experiments in interpreting the modernist idiom for which he is known.

Influenced by the work of Richard Neutra in his use of open, modular plans and in combining natural with industrial materials, Ryan was as interested in the economic efficiency of modernism as he was with its aesthetic philosophy. He experimented with inexpensive materials such as plastic panels and plywood and developed an innovative cooling and heating system that utilized a roof pond for his Revere House in San Antonio (1949). Ryan built some of the first modernist houses in San Antonio, many for speculative sale, such as the Lucy Dunwoody Residence (1951), the Scheir House (1951), and the Sacks Residence (1952). He also applied his designs talents to ecclesiastical architecture; projects include the First Church of Christ Scientist (1952) in Victoria, which received a 1954 AIA Merit Award; and the University Presbyterian Church in San Antonio (1954).

Lila Stillson
Harwood K. Smith

The 50-year practice of Harwood K. Smith (b. 1913) and of the firm that bears his name constitutes a remarkable history of innovative management, regional and national growth, diversity followed by specialization, and the virtual domination of commercial and institutional design in Dallas for the past two decades. Harwood K. Smith has seen the profession of architecture evolve from a cottage industry to a big business in Dallas and Texas, and has himself done much to propel that evolution. His humble start in a one-man office in 1939 belies the impressive stature and reputation enjoyed by both founder and firm today.

Smith was born in Chicago, where his father was a member of the Board of Trade. As an adolescent he attended the Chicago Art Institute and developed a strong interest in painting. In 1926, his family moved to the Lower Rio Grande Valley, settling near San Benito and establishing an orchard business there. Smith would later sell grapefruit to put himself through college. He graduated from Texas A&M in 1936 (Arch Swank was a classmate) and immediately moved to Dallas to begin his architectural career. His three-year plan was simple and astute: to gain valuable experience by working for the best firms in the city in their respective specialties. From 1936 to 1939, Smith worked for one year each with Goodwin and Tatum (residential), Mark Lemmon (institutional), and George Dahl (commercial). Soon after, he was registered and practicing under his own name.

The postwar boom was just beginning. Smith’s substantial early commissions included the high-rise Crestpark Apartments (1946), on the edge of Highland Park; the first office/manufacturing facility for the predecessor of Texas Instruments (1946); and an entirely new campus, in Georgian style, in Preston Hollow for Ursuline Academy (1948).

In 1947, Smith formed a partnership with John Mills, who had been George Dahl’s production manager during the Centennial project. Before the partnership was dissolved in 1955, Smith & Mills completed numerous industrial projects, several schools for the Dallas Independent School District, apartments and housing projects around the state, and several large shopping centers to serve the burgeoning neighborhoods throughout the city. From 1943 to 1959, Smith completed many office and industrial buildings, notable for their simple, horizontal massing and proportions, and a sensitive selection of materials. Among the projects from this period were the Combined American Insurance Company (1957); a Ford tractor and demonstration center for the Stewart Company (1955), with a major exterior mural by Miguel Covarrubias; and Core Laboratories (1959), which boasted one of the first sunscreens on a commercial structure in the city.

By the 1960s, Smith and his partners had begun to assemble an organization that was ready to respond to a rapidly expanding national economy. The firm grew to be the largest and busiest in the city—a position it has yet to relinquish—as it began to diversify and market its services outside Texas. HKS also enjoyed a strong reputation for offering services to a new breed of client, the speculative office developer. Smith had developed several of his own projects during the ’50s, and he had a technical staff capable of assembling complete mortgage packages for prospective clients. Gradually, specialized “studios” evolved within the firm to produce both the initial studies and the final projects for these clients.

Stylistically, the firm’s work during much of the 1960s bore an even stronger continuity of massing, materials, and structural expression than in any previous period. Large expanses of glass encompassing the long axis of a building typically contrasted with solid masonry walls at the short end. The Oak Cliff Bank & Trust (1964) is skinned this way both in its office tower and low-rise banking hall. On other projects, structural bays were emphasized in a variety of ways, and the buildings were usually raised above ground level by perimeter columns. These features are apparent in both the Hackaday School (1960) and the School of Architecture at Texas A&M (1964).

Capitalizing on the construction boom of the last two decades, HKS has completed projects in 140 cities in 35 states, with a total valuation approaching $15 billion. Significant among these are the U.S.A. Building in San Antonio (1985); Reunion Arena (1980), Plaza of the Americas (1980), Thanksgiving Tower (1984), and Lincoln Centre (1985), all in Dallas; the second building for the Texas A&M School of Architecture (1977); the Xerox Center (1982) and Computer Associates Tower (1988) among many large-scale projects in Las Colinas, and several buildings on the campus of UTA Dallas (1973–77). Harwood Smith retired from active daily practice in 1983, having successfully handed on his management skills to a second and even third generation of the firm’s architects.

Willis Winters
John Staub

John Staub (1892–1981) attended the University of Tennessee and subsequently studied architecture at M.I.T., receiving his master of architecture in 1916. His apprenticeship with Harrie T. Lindeberg from 1916–1923 in New York provided Staub with a thorough background in traditional design, as well as a concern for craftsmanship and fine detailing. Staub was offered a partnership with a firm in his hometown of Knoxville in 1921, but Lindeberg persuaded him to stay on in order to supervise two new commissions in the Houston subdivision of Shadyline. Upon receiving a commission of his own to design model homes in Will Hogg's new River Oaks subdivision, Staub elected to remain in Houston.

Staub's exclusive residences are imbued with grace, elegance, and refined proportions. Although he based his designs on historic sources, Staub's unique imprint reflected local climatic requirements and contemporary living patterns. While many of his earlier homes were based on European vernacular precedents, such as the George Capley House (1926) and the Harry Hanszen House (1938), Staub's development of a "romantic regionalism" allowed him to explore a diverse array of regional building traditions. "Ravenna" for Stephen Parish (1934) recalls the grand plantation past of the Gulf Coast; the Thomas Shick Residence (1940) in San Antonio pays homage to the rural Texas farmhouse; and the Dan Harrison Residence (1938) closely approximates the Greek revival. In a 1928 article entitled "Latin Colonial Architecture in the Southwest," Staub theorized that the architecture of the Gulf Coast had more in common with the traditions of Louisiana than with those of the Southwest, an idea expressed in his best-known design, Bayou Bend (1926–28). Although Staub was a master of the traditional eclectic styles, he was quite capable of designing in the more modern modes. Perhaps influenced by his work with Paul Cazet on the Texas Memorial Museum (1936) in Austin, Staub experimented with the classical moderne in the Robert Strauss House of 1937. Staub did play with elements of modernism in the second home for James Elkins (1958), though his traditional designs for homes continued to be popular in Houston even after World War II.

John T. Rather became a partner in 1936 and was responsible for managing the office. Rather was generally in charge of the firm's commercial work, including the firm's own office building (1947) and the Texas Medical Association Building (c. 1950) in Austin. The firm was renamed Staub and Rather in 1942 and subsequently became Staub, Rather, and Howze in 1952. Elected to Fellowship in 1944, the first member of the Houston Chapter to be so honored, Staub retired in 1963 and traveled extensively in Europe. Staub resumed an active role in the firm after Rather's health began to deteriorate, although he refused any new commissions for residential work. Following Rather's death, the firm was dissolved in 1971.

Lila Stillson
Henry J. Steinbomer

Henry J. Steinbomer (1902-1964) was considered the most prolific church architect in Texas during the 1940s and 1950s. Steinbomer also designed several fine residences and had a lifelong dedication to historic preservation.

Steinbomer was born in San Antonio. He graduated from UT in 1923 and worked for a year in New York before returning to San Antonio to work in the offices of Ralph Cameron and Atlee B. Ayres. He was in partnership with Ellis F. Albaugh in 1928, then began a solo practice (usually with a staff of four or six) until the appointment of Jack L. Duffin as associate in the late 1950s. Steinbomer was a charter member of TSA.

Steinbomer wrote early essays on the inherent climatic and stylistic advantages of the traditional building types found in Fredericksburg and Castroville. A cofounder of the Historic Buildings Foundation, a precursor of today’s preservation groups in San Antonio, he worked with sculptor Guadion Borgeum and arts patron Clara Driscoll in persuading San Antonio officials to protect the Alamo’s grounds and buildings.

During the Depression, Steinbomer worked in the Civilian Conservation Corps marker program and the Historic American Buildings Survey, while maintaining a limited practice designing houses, including one for the mayor of Laredo. His continued interest in preservation included reconstruction, with Fred Buentz and Bartlett Cockey, of several historic houses on the grounds of the Witte Museum in San Antonio. He worked on several additions and remodeling projects for the museum in the 1950s.

Steinbomer’s first church project was an education building for San Antonio’s Alamo Heights Methodist Church (1941), he designed a chapel and further additions for the congregation over the next 20 years.

In the two decades between World War II and his death in 1964, Steinbomer produced over 150 church projects in Texas. The majority of his designs were for protestant churches up and down the Rio Grande Valley from Bracketville to Brownsville, and from Lubbock, Midland, and Ozona to Victoria and Corpus Christi. There were at least 75 church projects in San Antonio alone. The churches were in the romanesque revival style until he embraced modernism in the ‘50s.

Steinbomer worked partly out of dedication to his faith, and he was proud of each of his designs, although among his favorites were St. Luke’s Episcopal and Jefferson Methodist in San Antonio, the Church of the Good Shepherd and Tarrytown Methodist in Austin, Parkdale Baptist Church in Corpus Christi, and First Presbyterian Church in Midland.

Stone & Pitts

Llewelyn W. "Skeet" Pitts (1906-67) an Alabaman with an architecture degree from Georgia Tech. came to Beaumont and in 1934 went into practice with Fred C. Stone (c. 1900-1958), a Tennessean who had come to Beaumont during the second Spindletop oil boom of the 1920s and who had designed the Goodhue Hotel (1925) and the U.S. Post Office in Beaumont (1926). Due partially to the mansion in which they had their offices, along with Stone’s high profile in Beaumont (he was elected mayor), and Pitts’ skill as a promoter, Stone & Pitts became known as “the Big House,” the most prominent firm in the area, through which most of the region’s architects passed over the next three decades.

Notable early projects by Stone & Pitts include the Beaumont YMCA (1928), in which the Spanish-influenced brick-and-tile vocabulary of the Goodhue Hotel is used at a smaller scale; and the moderne First National Bank of Beaumont (1938).

In 1941, the firm began a decades-long relationship with Lamar College, now the multi-campus Lamar University, based in Beaumont. In the 1950s, after Fred Stone went into private practice, partners Mike Mebane (b. 1908) and Russell R. Phelps (1903-1972) joined, forming Pitts, Mebane and Phelps, with offices in Houston and Beaumont. The firm designed the Houston Coca-Cola Bottling Plant, which won a TSA first honor award in 1951 and the U.S. Department of Labor Building in Washington, D.C. (1966-76). The firm also worked on several major joint-venture public projects, including the Texas Employment Commission Building (1959, with George L. Dahl and John Linn Scott) and the U.S. Embassy in Mexico City (1964, with Kuehne, Brooks & Barr).

Llewelyn W. Pitts, an AIA Fellow, served as TSA president in 1961. Starting in 1967, TSA named the society’s highest honor after him.

Mebane left the firm in the 1960s and Robert P. White (b. 1925) joined, forming Pitts Phelps & White. Following a merger with Houston-based Van Ness & Moore, the firm became the White Bud Van Ness Partnership in 1977, with James D. Budd (b. 1937) and John B. Van Ness (b. 1928, the first architect graduate of the University of Houston in 1946) as principals. The firm has specialized in laboratories and college buildings. Recent projects include the College of Business Administration (1985) and the Houston Science Center Addition (1988), a joint venture of WBVN with John S. Chase and Golem & Rolfe in association with James S. Walker (b. 1946) for the University of Houston. The firm also designed the recently opened Brown-Healy State Office Building in Austin.

Robert Steinbomer

Joel Warren Barria
Arch B. Swank, Jr.

The name and work of Dallas architect Arch B. Swank, Jr. (b. 1913) have been intricately linked with those of O'Neil Ford. Their collaboration spanned most of their careers—sometimes they worked as partners, sometimes in association to design specific projects. And what are arguably Ford’s best works—the Little Chapel in the Woods in Denton (1936), the San Jose Ranch House on St. Joseph’s Island (1938), and the first buildings for Texas Instruments in Dallas—were accomplished in association with Swank.

Swank was born and raised in Wills Point. He graduated from Texas A&M’s first five-year architecture program in 1936.

Swank went to Dallas to practice; the city was then abuzz with excitement over the Texas Centennial Exposition. His first job was as a docent at the Southern Pine Association House at the Exposition, handing out details drawn by O’Neil Ford for the SPA in 1933-34. Swank recalls that, on meeting Ford there, he requested employment. Ford told him he had no work, to which Swank replied, “Well, you can get some, can’t you?”

The two were partners from 1937 to 1941 in a small creative workshop, which included architect Gerald Rogers, woodworker Lynn Ford, weaver Belle Ford, sculptor and painter Percy Merrick, and other artists and craftsmen, designing mostly residential projects. Swank designed collaboratively with Ford during these years, working on all aspects of the project and the product.

Swank cites one house from this period—the 1938 San Jose Ranch House for oilman Sid W. Richardson, Jr., on St. Joseph’s Island—as a personal favorite. It was built of concrete blocks fabricated on site using crushed shell as aggregate and was designed without the usual pitched roofs and overhangs to avoid hurricane damage. Large banks of folding steel sash windows and louvered wood screens and doors let breezes through the house. Lynn Ford built floors and furniture of mahogany logs that had washed up on the shore from South America.

The result is a composition reminiscent of Richard Neutra’s work, more purely in the international style than any of Ford’s other houses and more suggestive of Swank’s work in Dallas after World War II.

Other excellent Ford and Swank projects include the Miller and Baumgarten residences in Dallas (both 1939), the Murchison Residence in San Antonio (1936), and the Little Chapel in the Woods on the campus of Texas Women’s University in Denton. Built of limestone and brick by a small army of construction trainees and art students, it was designed to highlight the importance of handicraft. The simplicity and power of the composition made it one of 20 outstanding works of Texas architecture chosen by TSA members in 1983.

The partnership dissolved when Swank was called to service as a commissioned officer in the Army during World War II. Two years after his return to Dallas, he went into business with Roscoe DeWitt. DeWitt and Swank were among the most successful firms in postwar Dallas, undertaking large and prestigious projects such as Parkland Hospital and the Neiman Marcus store at Preston Center (1952). Swank served as president of the Dallas Chapter/AIA in 1951, speaking out for important urban-design and environmental causes. It was perhaps this maverick side that led him back to individual practice in 1952.

During the ‘50s and ‘60s, Swank again collaborated frequently with O’Neil Ford. The early work for Texas Instruments was secured as a result of Swank’s initiative; he joined Ford, Richard Colley, and planner Sam Zisman to design the highly innovative semiconductor complex in Richardson (1958). This same team, with Mexican architect Felix Candela, undertook the Great Southwest Corporation’s ambitious industrial park in Arlington (1958), as well as the Club Restaurant (1957-58). Thin concrete shells in the form of hyperbolic paraboloids provided the building structure for these projects. Because no building codes addressed this new form, a test shell was erected and successfully loaded to two-and-a-half times its design load. Although the inspector was satisfied, Swank and his team filled the shell with water until it failed, probably just for the excitement of watching the event.

Throughout the later decades of his career, Swank has continued to look for projects that offer the challenge brought by innovative and collaborative pursuit. He continues his practice in Dallas; his work, as always, is marked by expression of structure, sensitivity to climate and materials, and a devotion to modern ideals. He is married to Patsy Swank, a journalist to whom TSA has given the Flowers Award for excellence in coverage of architecture.  

R. Lawrence Good, FAIA
Taft Architects

Since 1972, when it was founded under the name Architects Incahoots & Associates, the partnership now called Taft Architects has become one of the most celebrated and influential in Texas. Fame has changed their practice little. They have their pick of prestigious commissions, but they and a small staff still work out of a rundown house near downtown Houston. And, adhering to an early rule, they present themselves to the public the same way that they work: collectively.

Taft's partners are John J. Casharian (b. 1946), Danny Samuels (b. 1947), and Robert Timme (b. 1945). All have bachelor's degrees in architecture from Rice University; Casharian also holds a Master of Fine Arts degree from the California Institute of the Arts and Timme has a master's degree in architecture from Rice. Samuels is a visiting professor at Rice, where Casharian is a full professor; Timme is a professor and the director of graduate studies at the University of Houston College of Architecture.

The firm has received some 48 awards for design, including three consecutive AIA awards, a P/A award, and the Rome Prize in Architecture. They have delivered over 100 lectures, and they have acted as jurors in the AIA awards program and 20 others. They have taught as visiting critics at numerous schools and they have jointly held the Davenport distinguished professorship in architecture at Yale. Their work has been included in some 32 exhibitions, including the 1980 Venice Biennale and a government-sponsored worldwide traveling show. Their work has also appeared in publications ranging from Esquire to Domus to books by Charles Jencks and Paolo Portoghesi.

The firm's notable projects include the Peaceable Kingdom Barn, near Washington-on-the-Brazos (1973); several skillful rehabilitation projects on the Strand in Galveston, including the Rosenberg Building (1975) and the Hendley Building (1977); the YWCA Downtown Branch and Metropolitan Administrative Office Building (1979); the Quail Valley Municipal Control Building Addition (1980); the Talbot House on Nevis, West Indies (1980); River Crest Country Club in Fort Worth (1981); Hope Elementary School, Hope Indiana (1981); the Southside Place Bath House, (1983); the Williams House in Austin (1985); the Corpus Christi City Hall (1986); and the Dallas Herman Miller Showroom (1986).

Taft's early work often dealt with ways to make urban places through the use of complexly layered but thin surface details recalling historical architectural motifs and modern methods. The YWCA in Houston is a case in point: its linear front, linking offices and gymnasium spaces, both preserves a park and creates a community focus. Inside and out, it is colorful and jazzy, but unsatisfying constructionally, as in, for example, the colliding grids of stucco and tile at the main entrance, where the tile doesn't quite line up. Newer projects, like the Williams House in Austin, the River Crest Country Club, and the Corpus Christi City Hall explore single-handed sculptural variations on the pyramid-roofed, central-hall cubic volume.

Joel Warren Barna
Modernist architect and educator Alan Y. Taniguchi (b. 1922), born in Stockton, Calif., in 1922, graduated with a B.A. in architecture from the University of California at Berkeley in 1949. After working for three different firms in the San Francisco Bay area, he moved to Harlingen in 1952—"to build a house for my parents," he recalls—and went into practice handling the residential commissions that came in.

Using the thin-shell concrete architectural vocabulary that was being explored throughout the state in the late 1950s, Taniguchi designed a number of significant buildings that were recognized with TSA design awards, including the Flato Memorial Livestock Auction Pavilion in Kingsville (1961), on which he collaborated with planner Sam Zisman and landscape architect Stuart King; The House of Mo-Rose (1962), a citrus packing plant in Olmito; and the Casa Del Sol community center in Harlingen (1962).

The University of Texas at Austin, under then-dean Phillip Greer, invited Taniguchi to teach part-time in 1961. Taniguchi divided his time between Austin and Harlingen for two years, maintaining his practice in partnership with Charles Croft until he moved to Austin and began teaching full-time in 1963. Taniguchi was Dean of the School of Architecture from 1967 to 1972. "I tried to expose the students to a number of different experiences and to emphasize a sense of social engagement, even advocacy, when I was dean, and I caught a lot of flack about it," Taniguchi recalls. He was vice president, then president of the Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture from 1970 to 1972.

Taniguchi's stance as UT administrator may have sparked controversy, but his practice as senior partner of the firm Taniguchi Sheffelman Vackar Minter in Austin between 1969 and 1976 was highly regarded. Among the most significant works of the firm were the Bauxliff Lodge (1970), Tom Sheffelman, chief designer; the James Harvey Residence (1971), which won a TSA design award in 1971; the Manchaca Regional Library (1974, Walter Vackar, chief designer); and the Waller Creek Development Plan (1976, Tom Sheffelman, lead designer), a joint venture with Myrick Newman Dahlberg, which won a P/A award in 1978.

On leaving UT in 1972, Taniguchi moved to Houston, serving as director of the School of Architecture at Rice University from 1972 to 1974; the school's doctoral program was set up under his direction. He served as professor of architecture at Rice from 1974 to 1979, then returned to Austin and went into solo practice.

Among noteworthy projects by Alan Y. Taniguchi, Architect and Associates are the U.S. Embassy, Georgetown, Guyana, currently under construction; and the Fort Ringgold Campus Recycle, Rio Grande City (1979), in which migrant farm workers, learning a new, higher-paying trade, were trained to work in construction. "I take particular pride in that project," helping a community build a future, Taniguchi says. His practice in Austin, uniting a lifelong connection between modernism and social consciousness, continues. He is an AIA Fellow.

Joel Warren Barna
Samuel Vosper

LONG UNRECOGNIZED, the role of Samuel Charles Phelps Vosper (1887-1958) in shaping the urban landscape of central Texas was hidden behind the names of firms for whom he worked as chief designer.

Vosper's capricious education included formal training, albeit incomplete, at Pratt Institute, Columbia University, and the independent atelier of Wiley Corbett; apprenticeship with Crow, Lewis, and Wick of New York; and the study of architectural rendering under Birch Burdette Long. He joined the Famous Players Lasky Corporation in 1913 and spent seven years designing theaters across the U.S., before arriving in Dallas around 1920. He joined the faculty of the UT School of Architecture in 1922, where he was credited with raising the abilities of the advanced design studios to such an extent that UT was finally granted membership in the Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture. During this period, he also worked as chief designer for Ralph Cameron on the Medical Arts Building (1926) and the Scottish Rite Temple (1924) in San Antonio, and Central Christian Church (1928) in Austin. Fired from UT in 1928 for hiring a nude female model, Vosper was hired at Texas A&M, where he was also chief designer for the College Architect's Office.

Vosper was fascinated by Texas history and traveled extensively throughout South Texas to photograph examples of the Spanish vernacular. He had difficulty keeping a job after the tragic death of his son. Between 1933 and 1935 Vosper worked for the CWA in San Antonio and Austin, the UT Supervising Architect's Office, and the National Parks Service. In the spring of 1935, he was commissioned to restore Mission Espiritu Santo outside Goliad by the National Parks Service. Vosper spent the next six years as chief architect for the project, heading a team of architects and archaeologists that included Stripling, Richard Colley, Roland Beard, and historian Charles Ramsdell. He also worked on the reconstruction of Presidio la Bahia and designed the Goliad Memorial Auditorium (1936) and the Fannin Battlefield Memorial (1937).

During World War II Vosper moved to Washington, designing post offices for the Treasury Department. Returning to Texas in 1945, he worked in Pampa, San Antonio, and Bryan until his death in 1958. Lila Stillson

R. Newell Waters

ROSCIOUS NEWELL WATERS (1899-1969) was an architect who practiced in the Lower Rio Grande Valley from the 1920s through the 1960s. He was born in San Angelo and attended UT Austin and MIT, graduating with a B.S. Arch. in 1923. Waters worked for the Boston architects Maginnis & Walsh before returning to Texas. In 1924, he settled in the newly established town of Weslaco, in Hidalgo County, where his parents had moved. The building boom of the late 1920s provided Waters with numerous commissions throughout the Valley, and he was one of the few architects in the region able to maintain his practice during the Great Depression. Waters's office produced work in the Mediterranean style during the 1920s and early 1930s, much of it designed with his associate, Anton Heisler, Jr. During the later 1930s and into the 1940s, his work tended to be in one of the American regional or modernist styles. By the 1950s, he and his associates Merle A. Simpson and James Ingraham Clark were producing modern buildings.

Waters's outstanding works include the Weslaco City Hall and Fire Station (1928), the Los Fresnos State Bank Building, Los Fresnos (1928), the Llano Grande Country Club, Mercedes (1928), the refacing of two blocks of retail buildings in downtown Weslaco (1936), and large houses for Larry E. Lightner (1936) and Dean A. Porter (1941) in Brownsville and for E.E. Knapp and J.A. Knapp in Weslaco. Waters designed auto show-rooms for the Knapp interests in the Valley and in Houston from the 1920s through the 1950s. His firm also was responsible for the Hidalgo County Courthouse, Edinburg (1954), the State Tuberculosis Hospital, Harlingen (1935), and the Knapp Memorial Methodist Hospital, Weslaco (1962). Waters is remembered by former associates as an exacting taskmaster, an intransigent critic, and a gifted colorist. He joined the AIA in 1923, R. Newell Waters retired from practice in 1962, seven years before his death.

Stephen Fox
Frank Welch

HAVING WORKED FOR 25 YEARS of his 30-year practice in Midland, Frank Welch (b. 1927) ranks as West Texas' most-celebrated architect, known for the elegance of his residences and his search for the grail sought by many since the 20s—a regionalist architecture.

Welch was born in Sherman; he says the town's narrowness created a hunger for travel and learning that has lasted his whole life. After Army service he earned a bachelor's degree in architecture from Texas A&M in 1951. On a Fulbright fellowship in 1952-53, he bought a camera and began taking photographs of Paris.

In 1955 Welch moved to Houston, working in the offices of Hamilton Brown and Thompson McCleary until he met O'Neil Ford. He worked briefly on the Houston Texas Instruments Building (1956, Ford Colley & Tamminga), then worked in Richard Colley's Corpus Christi office on the design of the landmark Texas Instruments Building then planned for Richardson. As construction began, he moved to Richardson with his wife and three small children and lived within walking distance of the job site for over a year.

"I was happy to be working for such a vital firm, but I saw Colley and Ford rarely," Welch says. "Perhaps that's why Ford was such an influence: he was a conscience, the artist-architect who was there to inspire and encourage me, but I never worked at his elbow."

In 1959, with Ford's blessing, Welch took a commission to remodel the house of John and B. Lee Dorn in Midland. He set up practice in the basement of his brother-in-law's clothing store in Odessa for over a year before moving to Midland. The Dorns proved to be Welch's most important early clients, bringing commissions for the Forest Oil Building in Midland (1974), the Forest Oil Field Headquarters Building in Odessa (1976), and several residential commissions, including The Birthday on Dorn's ranch in Sterling County (1966)—with its sliding walls and stark rockwork piers, it is iconic Welch. Projects for clients statewide followed.

In a career that has included 180 residences (with many renovations and remodelings), schools, country clubs, office buildings, a planetarium, and other projects—a large output for what has always been a small office—Welch has maintained high standards. "Being a small-town architect, you accepted the tasks that were expected of you," he says. "But I always wanted the work we did to be important." Among the best-known of Welch's projects are the Sarofim Residence in Houston (1973), Los Patios in San Antonio (1971, 1976), and the Shannan Residence in Dallas (1985). Unbuilt projects include the U.S. Embassy in Djibouti (1980) and the 1988 design for Pershing Square in Los Angeles, a finalist in an international competition.

Like earlier regionalist architects, Welch has sought to examine the connections between "the lack of cant in vernacular buildings," and the original aims of modernism—to create architecture free of the spurious and the unnecessary. His houses, though spare, are never confrontational; their exteriors are understated to heighten the generosity of their unfolding private spaces. A Fellow of the AIA, Welch opened a Dallas office in 1980, and moved there in 1985.
David R. Williams

David Rechard Williams (1890-1962) is perhaps best remembered as the leading proponent of the regionalist movement among Texas architects during the late 1920s and 1930s, although he also made enormous contributions as an administrator of public programs during the Depression and World War II.

Born in the prairie community of Childress in 1890, Williams had early interests in art and photography that led him to seek a career in architecture. In the first of many adventures, Williams abruptly left UT in 1916 and traveled to Mexico (the country was then undergoing a revolution) to work for American oil companies. Williams then traveled to Europe for a two-year tour, but the stay failed to inspire him to adopt the eclectic models then in vogue. Rather, upon his return to Dallas in 1923, he began to explore the vernacular (he called it "indigenous") architectural vocabulary of Texas as the basis of his own unique style.

Williams was actively involved with a group of artists and artisans, including Jerry Bywaters, Tom Stell, and Lynn Ford, who were then exploring the ideology of regionalism. This intellectual movement found a forum for its ideas in the pages of The Southwest Review for which Williams served as associate editor in 1927. William's now-legendary travels across the state in search of a vocabulary of forms unique to Texas culminated in a series of articles in The Southwest Review. In them he argued that a true Southwestern style could evolve only through the study—not the slavish imitation—of the state's own regional building patterns.

Williams's extensive travels through Texas provided him with a wealth of images from which to draw inspiration—not unlike the pattern books available to architects working in the fashionable revival modes. The F.N. Drake House in Corsicana (1929), one of Williams's earliest houses, has strong horizontal lines tying it to the ground, and it contains a complex series of cloistered spaces with open courtyards and loggias, reminiscent of Mexican architecture. Subsequent designs became increasingly simplified as Williams incorporated elements of vernacular architecture and native materials in his houses, for example for F.B. McKie (1929) and Warner Clark (1930), both in Dallas. The Elbert Williams House (1932) combines the regional response to climatic conditions—internal plan oriented toward the prevailing breezes, shaded porches and patios, shuttered windows, ample fireplaces, and a standing-seam roof—with a specifically Texan iconography in its decoration, furnishings, and articulation of space.

Williams's entrance into public service in 1933 allowed him to apply his ideas of a regional response to design on a much broader scale and with greater social significance. During the next three years, Williams planned and organized new rural communities across the country for the Federal Emergency Relief Administration, including the Matanuska Valley project in Alaska and the Woodlake community outside Houston. Williams was appointed the Director of the Division of Works Projects for the National Youth Administration in 1936, eventually being named Deputy Executive Director of the entire organization. Although his project for La Villita in San Antonio is well-known, his other projects included such diverse educational and employment opportunities for youth as the All American Youth Orchestra. As the nation's attention turned to the defense industry, Williams's genius at problem-solving was demonstrated in his designs for on-site prefabricated housing at Avion Village in Grand Prairie (1940-41, with Richard Neutra and Roscoe DeWitt), as well as his innovative "dismountable housing" at Multitax in Beaumont (1941).

Williams was assigned to the Institute of Inter-American Affairs in 1942, providing a broad range of technical assistance in Latin America, such as building roads, establishing health programs, and developing postwar rehabilitation plans. Injuries from a 1944 plane crash forced him to return to the U.S. although he later worked in Venezuela from 1947-1948, implementing rural and industrial development programs. Williams retired in 1952 to Lafayette, La., where he continued to study indigenous housing. It was during his travels in the South that he discovered Louis Sullivan's library in Biloxi, Miss., in 1954, thus ensuring its future preservation in the AIAs collections in Washington D.C.

Dave Williams had a profound effect upon architecture in Texas as well as the implementation of public policy on a national level. His designs have continued to inspire the architects of our state and his photographs of our vernacular architecture captured images of our past that would otherwise have vanished.

Lila Stillson
George Willis

George Willis (1879-1960) arrived in San Antonio at the age of 31 equipped with an academic background rarely found in Texas at that time. Born and raised in Chicago, Willis had studied architecture at the Armour Institute and then, at the turn of the century, begun as a draftsman in the studio of Frank Lloyd Wright in Oak Park, Ill. There he worked with a number of important later practitioners of the Prairie School. In about 1903, Willis left Wright's office and moved to California and then to Dallas, where he was a partner in Overbeck & Willis. In 1910, he came to San Antonio to work for Aylee Ayres, for whom he worked for seven years until he founded his own firm.

One of his first projects after leaving the Ayres firm was the L.T. Wright house (1917), near downtown, a regional variant of the Prairie School mode. Willis’s houses in Alamo Heights and Monte Vista, such as the John Kuntz Residence (c. 1913), provide other excellent examples of the Wrightian vocabulary adapted to Texas.

Willis's Milam Office Building in downtown San Antonio (1928) was the tallest reinforced concrete building in the world and the first to be air-conditioned. Willis associated with Emmett T. Jackson on the design of the Builders' Exchange Building. He also designed an addition to the Bexar County Courthouse and worked with Jackson and Ayres & Ayres on the San Antonio Municipal Auditorium in 1926. He designed the Palace Theater (1923), the San Antonio Country Club's original building (with Aylee Ayres, c. 1920), the Standard Manufacturing Co. (1923), and the El Conquistador Tourist Hotel (1927), now all demolished. He also designed the Brackenridge Park Amphitheater (1936).

Willis maintained his office in the Smith-Young Tower until his death, although his practice slowed after World War II.

Stephanie Hetos Cocks

Top: the San Antonio Municipal Auditorium (1928), by George Willis with Emmett T. Jackson and Ayres & Ayres

Above: Aerial view of Avion Village in Grand Prairie (1940-41), a housing development by David Williams, Richard Neutra, and Roscoe DeWitt
Wilson Morris
Crain & Anderson

Fred Talbot Wilson (1912-88, B.Arch., Rice Institute, 1935) and Seth I. “Si” Morris (b. 1914, B.A., Rice Institute, 1935) founded a practice in 1938 that pursued a broad range of project types, with a steady mix of civic and government facilities, clubs, banks, churches, schools, and housing, along with medical, retail industrial, and recreational projects.

Wilson and Morris were working for architect M.B. Roensch doing FHA apartments (River Oaks Gardens, 1937; Park Lane Apartments, 1938) before they formed their partnership in 1938. Wilson was the designer and Morris managed the business and wrote specifications. They subsisted on FHA houses—"little gems," as Ralph Anderson called them—and party decorations. The partnership revived after Wilson's military service ended and got a boost when B.W. Crain, Jr. (b. 1914, B.A., Arch., University of Texas, 1937, M.A. Arch., Harvard 1939) joined in 1946. Crain's uncle was developing Garden Oaks in north Houston and the firm did houses and the Garden Oaks Elementary School. This connection led to similar work with Frank Sharp, who was developing nearby Oak Forest.

Crain soon left Houston to establish a branch office in Longview, where his family was prominent in business. The firm's early diversity came, in fact, from the Longview office, where schools, churches, banks, medical, and industrial buildings were designed by Crain and produced in the Houston office. The practice was Wilson Morris & Crain from 1946 to 1952.


Although the Longview work had been steady, the big break in Houston came in 1955 with the project for the Houston Club interiors, which, though not itself a substantial job, provided valuable contacts in the business and development community. School work was actively sought, too, and the firm became associated locally with the development of open-concept schools.

Major commissions include Houston Main Post Office, 1962; H.L&P Building, 1968; Southwestern Bell Telephone Headquarters, 1963 (with Pierce & Pierce); Astrodome, 1965 (with Lloyd Morgan & Jones); River Oaks Bank and Trust, 1970; Houston Country Club, 1957; Central Presbyterian Church, 1962 (all designed by Talbot Wilson); The Houston Post, 1969; Seybold Clinic, 1963; KIOUT-TV, 1960; World Trade Center, 1962; Western National Bank, 1967; Heights Bank, 1965; and Lamar Fleming and Abraham Lincoln High Schools (all designed by Ralph Anderson).

The big disappointment of this period, of course, was when the first of the large downtown office buildings, First City National Bank, was given to the out-of-town architect Gordon Bunshaft of SOM. Although WMCA was close to the bank's president James Elkins, Jr., it was the financing bank, Manufacturers Trust Co., that decided that an architect with national prestige and more highrise experience be used. Wilson Morris Crain & Anderson were associate architects for this and numerous other large projects (Great Southern Life Ins., SOM, 1965; One Shell Plaza, SOM, 1971; Two Shell Plaza, SOM, 1972).

In 1972, the practice split. Morris started a new office, S. I. Morris Associates (1972-80) and the other partners continued in Houston as Wilson Crain & Anderson (1972-75).


The crush of work in these years created the internal stresses associated with fast growth. An increasing number of partners, fast production schedules, and a lost sense of control spun some of the partners out into smaller practices. Aubry left in 1986 to open an office in Sarasota, Florida.

In the meantime, Morris phased into retirement; in 1986 the firm became Morris Architects with John H. Wiegman (b. 1928, B.Arch., Iowa State, 1951, M.Arch., Rice University, 1971) as president. In addition to continuing with commercial work (One duPont Center, Orlando, Fla., 1988), Morris' Architects has developed a significant specialty in healthcare facilities (Methodist Hospital Dunn Tower, 1989).

Wilson Crain & Anderson added John C. Reynolds as partner to become Wilson Crain Crain & Reynolds in 1975, but the group soon disagreed on goals for the practice and Wilson and Reynolds left.

C/A Architects was incorporated in 1978 by Crain and Anderson. The completion of the Frank Erwin Special Events Center at UT Austin in 1972 led to the development of a new specialty, the indoor sports arena, for C/A Architects. Similar facilities in El Paso, at Kansas State University, Western Carolina University, and Baylor have built experience within the C/A Architects that has also allowed the firm to serve as consultants to other architects doing arenas.

Si Morris recently came out of retirement to be an advisor to Cannady, Jackson & Ryan. Crain is still practicing in Longview.

Gerald Moorhead

Fred Wilson and S. I. Morris, in their practice and in their successor firms, pursued a broad range of project types from housing to office towers.
John G. York

John Garth York (1914-1980), the foremost modernist architect to practice in the Lower Rio Grande Valley, was born in Gainesville, Ala. York attended North Texas Agricultural College and UT Austin, earning a B.S. Arch. degree in 1940. On graduating he worked for the Texas Parks Board and in the architectural department of the National Youth Administration. York served in the U.S. Air Force between 1943 and 1946. He worked for Olin G. Boese in Fort Worth in 1940 and 1941, and for G. Meredith and James Roger Musick in Denver from 1946 to 1948. In 1948, York moved to Harlingen. There he was associated from 1949 to 1955 with the Harlingen architect Walter C. Bowman and the San Antonio architect Bartlett Coxe in the firm of Coxe, Bowman & York. From 1955 until 1960 he practiced under his own name in Harlingen and Corpus Christi.

York swiftly attracted national attention with the inventive modern buildings that he designed. These responded lyrically to the climatic conditions of the Lower Rio Grande Valley and zestfully displayed their lightweight construction and technologically produced building components. Coxe, Bowman & York's most publicized buildings included a series of elementary schools in Harlingen and Brownsville, the Lon C. Hill Memorial Library in Harlingen of 1951, the Little Creek Magnolia service station in Harlingen of 1953, and Klee Square in Corpus Christi, an office and retail center dating from 1954. York laid out the Harlingen subdivision of Laurel Park along the Arroyo Colorado, where he designed a number of dramatic modern houses, among them the McKelvey (1948), Ulhorn (1949), and Thise (1950) houses, as well as a celebrated house for his own family (1954). In 1951, the Ulhorn House became the first building in the Lower Rio Grande Valley to win an AIA design award. Coxe, Bowman & York and its work were profiled in the June 1955 issue of Progressive Architecture.

After the dissolution of Coxe, Bowman & York, John York continued to design distinctive modern buildings, notably houses in the Brownsville subdivision of Rio Viejo for Antonio Cisneros and Bernard Whitman (1955), the Fairway Motor Hotel in McAllen (1957), and the Narro-Sanchez Clinic in McAllen (1958). He left Texas in 1960 upon being appointed to the faculty of the School of Architecture at the University of Oklahoma, where he eventually became professor of architecture and dean. York was married three times by his second wife, Tacia Catsinas, he had three children. York joined the AIA in 1951 and served as president of the Lower Rio Grande Valley Chapter in 1953. During the 1950s his firms were frequent recipients of TSA design awards. Unfortunately, many of his Texas buildings have suffered from abusive alteration or demolition.


Stephen Fox
The renovation and expansion of Goldsmith Hall at UT Austin respects the original and gives it new life.

The school now has an improved and enlarged facility, but is it an environment that will inspire and challenge students and faculty?

Photography by Dana Norman, University of Texas at Austin School of Architecture

The school of architecture at the University of Texas at Austin last year completed renovation of Goldsmith Hall, the second of three architecturally significant buildings that it decided in 1977 to refurbish as its permanent home. By renovating a venerated and handsome complex near the center of the campus, it has made an important statement about historical context and set an example for contemporary design that, by blending with and enhancing the style and details of the original, can respect and renew good historic architecture.

The school did achieve an improved and enlarged facility; nevertheless, the question arises whether the school has made the best choice in an environment for students and faculty that will inspire and challenge them. “Fine architecture and academic excellence” were two goals the school set for itself when it began this renewal program.

Historical Choice and Chance

The three buildings that compose the architecture school were all designed over 50 years ago, by two well-known architects. New York architect Cass Gilbert designed Battle Hall and Sutton Hall in 1911 and 1918, respectively, both executed in an ornate Spanish Mediterranean style that set the predominant architectural character of the campus. Later, as part of a campus master plan in 1930, the leading Beaux-Arts architect and teacher at the University of Pennsylvania, Paul Philippe Cret, was asked to design 10 buildings, including the Architecture Building, which was finished in 1933 (it was rededicated Goldsmith Hall in 1976). Goldsmith was the main office for the school until a newly renovated Sutton Hall temporarily took its place in 1982. It served as classroom space until it again became the school’s headquarters this year.
Cret noted in a 1933 report to UT Regents that his new designs for the campus should allow an "elastic formal plan," one that he understood would someday be modified in future interaction that he welcomed.

In 1977, Dean Hal Box, FAIA, responding to overcrowding, deterioration, increased enrollment, and new technologies, began promoting a major improvement program, and the school commissioned the Dallas firm Thomas, Booziots and Associates (now Booziots & Company and Downing Thomas Architect), along with Austin architect Charter Newton and Associates (now part of Jessen, Inc.), to conduct a feasibility study. The architects' recommendations for improving Goldsmith, Sutton, and Battle halls were sensitive to three important areas: the seminal nature of the buildings' designs, their exquisite yet richly different detailing, and the planning required to make the complex function more cohesively and efficiently.

**Architectural Renovation and Expansion**

**ARCHITECT BILL BOOZIOTS**, working with a faculty committee headed by Dean Box and Assistant Dean Richard Dodge, decided in the renovation to remove a small wing on the south facade and add a three-story addition to accommodate the space needs of the program. Interestingly, Cret had noted in his 1933 report to the Regents that his designs should "allow for an organic extension," just as was being suggested.

The architectural problem was to work in a style that would be sympathetic to the original Cret building, an understated, informal, and picturesque revival. Booziots blended elements and materials from the old building, adding contemporary window and metalwork details, and used a masonry vocabulary that borrows more from postmodernism than from 1930s Beaux-Arts.

A measure of its aesthetic success must be that a person who was unfamiliar with the original building would have a hard time distinguishing addition from original. As a clue, the architects used a dark green-black granite stripe detail to delineate and decorate the new areas.

The building abounds with handsome and sensitive details. On the exterior, metal doors, grilles, and railings achieve delicacy and solidity at the same time. Proportions and divisions are visually pleasing. Massing of the addition and the introduction of discreet balconies enrich the vocabulary and enliven the facades.
The first-floor exhibit hall typifies an imaginative range of interior finishes.

Booziotis resurrected and restored some of the nicer spaces and details that had been poorly remodeled over the years.

Inside, equally handsome details derive from the imaginative and sensitive use of materials that are not often seen today in buildings. The exhibit hall, for instance, is detailed in an abundance of white oak and sweet gum, giving it a spacious and fresh feeling. Oak also shows up at faculty-office doors and in many original “pin-up” panels at offices and student areas. The use of contrasting materials, such as fossilized limestone and dark granite, is effective. In fact, the addition is an example for students of unrestricted, imaginative detailing. The lesson to be learned, however, is sensitivity to the existing vocabulary. These details should not be inappropriately copied in some future project.

Booziotis resurrected and restored some of the nicer spaces and details that had been poorly remodeled over the years. The ceiling vaults of the main north-south corridor on the first floor were restored, and new arched windows were added carefully to the interior of the exhibit hall’s entrance vestibule. The experience of the courtyard, hallway, and exhibit hall is now a clear sequence, each space contributing to the next. Another important restoration was the fifth-floor Tower Room, with its beautiful original black stone fireplace, the precedent Booziotis cites for the addition’s stripe details.

New facilities were carefully crafted into the volume of the addition. An 8,000-square-foot shop and materials laboratory was added in the new lower level, its roof forming a deck at ground level. New jury rooms, a seminar room with the latest audio-visual equipment, and a reading and study room provide needed functions. Studios were enlarged and remodeled, and the old library was converted to an additional large studio.

Unfortunately, occasional lapses occurred in spite of all the attention to detail. Suspended lighting, in studios and offices, seems aggressive, too contemporary, and out of place with the feeling of the original building and the spirit of the renovation. The white-oak details, due to their light color, often seem uncomfortable and less permanent next to gray limestone or plaster finishes.

On the exterior, circulation has been improved with a new entrance into Sutton Hall and new stairs from...
Goldsmith to the walkway system. The east facade, however, lacks cohesion and seems to be an unresolved accumulation of projections, fenestration, and details that fail to define this as a major entrance.

The Goal of Excellence

THE STATED GOAL of the School of Architecture when it undertook this renovation and expansion program was to end up with a shining example of fine architecture and a quality environment for academic excellence. The amount of money spent to date is more than that spent by the University of Houston on its new architecture building, designed by Philip Johnson.

It's an interesting comparison. The UH school is a large, centrally focused building. The UT facility is a smaller-scaled complex of buildings, with dispersed studios and classrooms. In Johnson's building, the experience is more one of sharing, of learning from others' work. The large, open studio model has been successful at Yale and Harvard as well. As a by-product, the spaces within these buildings are dramatic and inspiring. The architects, Johnson, Paul Rudolph, and John Andrews, also lectured or taught at the respective institutions.

Paul Cret's most famous student at Penn was Louis I. Kahn. It was Kahn who later reminded architects, in words and buildings, of the importance of the "immeasurable" qualities of a design: the poetry of the concept. "The institutions are the houses of the inspirations."

When Cret designed Goldsmith Hall, he planned to inscribe the words *aspiration ambition ability achievement* on the beams over the first-floor stage. (As built, *aspiration reads Inspiration*, an unauthorized change.) The UT School of Architecture has built a comfortable, functional teaching facility for itself inside the bones of the old Cret building. But the report card may not deserve these four As if aspiration for generations of future students is considered. By choosing to respect and honor the work of the early 20th century design talents, Cret and Gilbert, it has perhaps lost a more important opportunity to make a strong statement to today's architectural talent and establish itself as a leading national, rather than regional, architecture school.

**Ready Kilowatts**

A 1929 electrical substation in Dallas is reborn as a power residence.

**Serene pool-side companion**

A restrained main house receives a deferential addition with a flair for pattern and color.

**The dock's animated anchor**

Perched on a pier across the bay from South Padre Island is a quirky red box to live in.

---

**INTERIORS**

It took months of jack-hammering to remove a maze of concrete conduit boxes built into the second and third floors of the abandoned 1929 electrical switching station in Dallas’s Oak Lawn area that Cunningham Architects converted to a single-family house in 1988. The toughness of the building gained the respect of partners Cary Cunningham and Sharon Olum, and they decided to let the original materials speak for themselves.

So (with encouragement from the clients) an industrial palette was adopted. The steel brick walls, sandblasted, were sealed with a clear finish; the first floor was given a new topping coat of concrete; the second floor bedrooms were built as separate pavilions of limestone-aggregate concrete block and glass; doors and stair treads were made of industrial-grade wood; stair rails were constructed of steel pipe and off-the-shelf connectors with bolted-on wire-glass; the plumbing and wiring and the works of a new elevator were left exposed; and a 20-ton crane downstairs (which had come in handy during construction) stayed. Alterations were highlighted: thus, when doors were punched through brick walls, the openings between wall and door frame were glazed, exposing jagged brick and reinforcing bars.

New, clearly separate elements were added, in a parti derived from the neoclassical houses of the era—a parlor off the stairs on the first floor, with a dining room, kitchen (of glass and Finnform plywood), and library beyond, bedrooms on the second floor, and a grand ballroom on the top floor.

The architects developed a theme in the house, recapitulating the odyssey of electricity through the building with backlit copper wiring, set into a glazed trough that used to house industrial bus bars in the house’s former life, that goes into every room. JWB
Facing page: Copper clad wires, in a glazed case, establish the theme.

Top left: Signs and constructional elements maintain an industrial look inside and out.

Top right: A third-floor ballroom

Far left: Second-floor pavilions are set off from the original structure.

Left: Holes left by earlier conduit boxes were filled with opaque glass, filtering light from downstairs into the bedrooms.

Left: first-floor plan

Right: second-floor plan

PROJECT A house in Dallas
ARCHITECT Cunningham Architects (Gary Cunningham, principal-in-charge; Sharon Olm, project architect)
CONSULTANTS Raymond T. Unis subc, inc., landscape; Ellison & Saumer, structural; Pam Wilson, lighting
The pool-house addition shares an axis of symmetry with the existing main house and offers a warm view across the pool (above). In form and orientation, the addition acknowledges the original house (far right), but retains its own identity.

Right: pool-house plan

Serene pool-side companion

GIVEN THE CHANCE to add a pool house to a residence designed by Frank Welch, FAIA, Midland architect Lawrence Connolly produced a respectful structure that captured the spirit of its predecessor without stooping to mere recapitulation. Connolly's response was natural, since he enjoyed a tenure in Welch's Midland office, during which he gained deep admiration for Welch's simple, planar work.

Connolly's portfolio shows a lasting influence from Welch, nowhere more noticeable than in the project shown here. The pool house echoes the "spirit" of the existing house, says Connolly, using similar materials, sharing the same axis of symmetry across the site, and taking care to match important details such as brick treatment, roof slope, and construction simplicity.

Connolly, however, has injected additional warmth and color in the exterior cladding and interior wall-tile patterning in all spaces. He successfully adheres to the fine line that separates repressing an original idea and diminishing a fine original.

RDT
The dock’s animated anchor

TO MOST PEOPLE who happen upon it, Hundere House is likely most memorable as “that big red box with the funky lighting rod.” But inside this bold and somewhat irreverent exterior, San Antonio architect Davis Sprinkle has pulled together a remarkably complementary composition of furniture and interior elements that vary widely in color and texture.

Sprinkle and his associates designed the 1,200-square-foot house for a bachelor with a modest budget as a weekend home that would afford privacy and a tie to the Laguna Madre off Port Isabel. Built on a minimal 22-by-22-foot lot, the three-level house nevertheless provides an 18-foot-high main living and dining space into which a bedroom loft projects from above. The architect prevented this narrow volume from seeming confined by opening two sides of the living area to views of the bay and by assembling a seating group of overstuffed, richly colored chairs and a sofa. The interaction among the furniture’s colors creates not an uncomfortable busy feeling but an energetic, expansive appropriation of the visual field. Arrow-shaped stair-railing connections and a vertically proportioned window placed at the stair’s intermediate landing amplify the openness and verticality of the space.

Off the living space an ample balcony creates the “chin” or “mouth” of an anthropomorphic facade, complete with flanking wall fixtures, a curved, corrugated “eyebrow” sunshade, and an aluminum lightning rod intended as a reference to ship-mast imagery.

Hundere House contains a great deal within a small space and a restrained palette of materials, keeping a sure sense of balance. RDT
Among the burgeoning collection of computer-aided design and drafting products, some of the useful production tools are available free of charge from building-material suppliers, including Andersen, a leading residential and commercial window and door manufacturer with distributors across the country. Andersen offers an electronic window-and-door detail collection for AutoCAD users called CADD-1. The detail collection contains precise drawings in plan, elevation, and large-scale detail for use in any applicable building project.

According to Austin architect Glen Crow, who currently works in a group of firms performing energy analyses on new construction for Texas school districts, Andersen's collection allows him to significantly speed up the process of drawing windows and doors and creating their accompanying schedule. "With the Andersen package," says Crow, "I can take a finished floor plan and easily output a schedule. The [size, material, finish, and other] information is stored in the detail as hidden attributes that allow you to use a scheduling tool, which goes in and generates a schedule of the quantities, sizes, and all other information necessary for a project."

As with any helpful tool, the scheduling utility is only as good as its operator. According to Crow, architects using the Andersen details should be careful to make sure all windows in plan have the correct vertical dimensions and other information. A manual check of the computer-generated scheduling information is prudent.

In operation, says Crow, Andersen's AutoCAD add-on package is simple to use because it assimilates itself into AutoCAD's on-screen menu.

"Within AutoCAD," Crow says, "you load the Andersen package, then it takes over the on-screen menu. Then you just pick and choose from the menu whether you want a plan, elevation, or detail. From that point you go into, say, a plan menu that lists windows with their styles and sizes. You pick the one you want and then AutoCAD draws it on-screen using AutoCAD's AutoLISP programming language. This can take a little time, but once one copy of a particular window is drawn, you can copy it and place it in other locations, or in another drawing and that goes a lot faster."

CAD User Reports, continued on page 94
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FACILITIES

MicroAge provides "CAD SOLUTIONS" with ARRIS.

ARRIS FEATURES:
- Production and Presentation drawings
- Read & Write Autocad drawings
- Simultaneous plotting while drawing
- Runs on 386 PC's such as COMPAQ 386 and other 386 systems
- From basic schematic design to 3-D detailed models
- Shading & shadowing with a color pallet of 16.7 million colors
- Provides cost estimation, door & window schedules
- Completely menu driven
- In use by architects for over 10 years

MicroAge is authorized: COMPAQ, AT&T, CALCOMP, HEWLETT PACKARD, NEC, AST, ARRIS, AUTOCAD, SCHLUMBERGER, NOVELL, SCO, and EXCELAN.

MicroAge also offers:
- SITE DESIGN
- MODELING & RENDERING
- FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
- DETAILS
- PLUMBING & PIPING
- ELECTRICAL

For information, demonstration & pricing on the above products, please call DAVID GLORIA.

MicroAge Computer Stores, 11601 Plano Road, Suite 108, Dallas, TX 75243
Phone: 214/348-1523 Fax: 214/348-3544
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VersaCAD On The Macintosh—A Winning Performance

VersaCAD/Macintosh Edition — Under $2000
- 2D drafting
- 3D visualization
- CAD translators
- HyperCard bill of materials, database, parametric design, etc.

VersaCAD Drafter — Under $1000
Full production drafting capabilities

“VersaCAD’s ease of use makes it an excellent tool for both the professional and the amateur.”
—MacWeek

“A full-featured drafting tool that is well suited for a broad range of applications.”
—Byte

“The standard of comparison for Macintosh CAD programs... the clear leader.”
—Architecture

“Software powerful enough to really push the limits of the hardware it runs on.”
—PC Week
HOW WE'RE HELPING ARCHITECTS

Thanks to Andersen CADD-I* technology, architects are suddenly able to express themselves like never before. With more elaborate and detailed designs, 3-D perspectives, and comprehensive window details.

You see, the Andersen CADD-I* program is IBM PC compatible and now runs with dozens of different computer-aided design packages. What's more, parametric programs are available for use with AutoCAD** and DataCAD* software. And the DXF symbol library allows Andersen CADD-I* to run with most other CAD packages.

Whether you use AutoCAD*, DataCAD*, software, or any program which can import a DXF file, you'll find that the more complicated the project, the more you'll really appreciate the power and
EXPRESSION THEMSELVES. BRILLIANTLY.

speed of the Andersen CADD-J™ program.

After all, it allows you to draw, move and
duplicate window elevations, plans and details.
All with the use of a few simple keystrokes.

You can choose options instantly, too.
Because virtually every Andersen® product and
option (over 200,000 windows and patio door
variations) are on 3½" or 5½" diskettes.

To find out how you can be brilliantly expres-
sive, call 1-800-635-7500 for the name of your Andersen
commercial
representative.
He can qualify
you for your
free Andersen
CADD-J™ software.

For more information, visit us at booth #721 in Fort Worth, or circle #93 on the Reader Inquiry Card.

Contact Your Nearest Texas Distributor:

RHW Industries, Inc.
Dallas/Fort Worth
800/444-7494

Dea Window & Door Co.
Lubbock, Texas
806/763-7078

RHW Industries, Inc.
Austin, Texas
800/444-7494
Apple Computer, Inc., has proven itself a useful "platform" for computer-aided design and drafting in the five years since the first Macintosh was introduced. For Ken Kroger, a principal in the six-person Tampa, Fla., architecture firm Constantine & Kroger, five Macintoshes-two Macintosh IIs, two Macintosh IICx's, and one Macintosh Plus—connected to one another by a local-area network, handle all the firm's drawing and business-management needs. "We do all different sizes of projects," says Kroger, "from large-scale residential to larger institutional projects—a pretty diverse portfolio."

The firm has used Macintosh-based Archtrition CAD software for one-and-a-half years now and, according to Kroger, "it has really opened a lot of doors for us. We use it in our marketing, and when we bring in clients and show them the [three-dimensional modeling] work that we can do, we stand alone compared to other firms."

Kroger says the firm does a majority of its work on the Macintosh now, "bouncing back and forth" between the computer and the indispensable sketch pad. Kroger compliments the Macintosh for its simplicity of use and graphic interface. "It allows me to maintain an 'architectural integrity,'" he says, never forcing him to assume the role of computer programmer.

MicroGraphics, Inc., is a distributor of VersaCAD software, a DOS-based CAD package that was released two years ago in a version for Macintosh computers. Dallas architect Jess Epps heads an architecture and automation business, The Epps Group. He has been a VersaCAD user for eight years; he switched to the Macintosh version when it was released.

"A lot of our work is on supermarkets," Epps says. "Eighty percent of a given store can be reused on the next project. Much of the work involves site adaptation or meeting specific local codes." Epps is able to redraw with VersaCAD only those parts of a project that change from existing files stored on his computer.

"I've compared VersaCAD to other products a number of times," Epps says, "but it still seems easier to learn and easier to use than the others, and it requires less typing than other products; you work mostly with menus." Although Epps uses the program's two-dimensional features almost exclusively, he is familiar with its three-dimensional capabilities and considers them superior. 3D once was available only on DOS VersaCAD, but a recent agreement between VersaCAD and Super3D modeling software means Macintosh users will soon have a solid 3D package, says Epps, "and 3D makes a big splash."

Richard LaSalle, a CAD specialist with Compro Computer Centers in Dallas and Irving, is an architect who gave up traditional practice to respond to "a lack of knowledge" in the use of CAD he saw among fellow architects. With Compro, LaSalle is part of a team of 30 experts in various fields who also have a handle on the best ways to make use of Macintosh computers. "We offer architects a place to go where everything can be
RISK

YOU DEAL WITH IT EVERY DAY

• **COMPRO** PROVIDES SOLUTIONS THAT HELP ELIMINATE YOUR RISK WHEN IMPLEMENTING ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING COMPUTER SYSTEMS.

• WITH AN ARCHITECT ON STAFF, WE UNDERSTAND YOUR NEEDS.

• **COMPRO** IS THE MOST ADVANCED AUTHORIZED APPLE® DEALER AND CERTIFIED APPLE ENGINEERING RESELLER IN TEXAS.

• CALL US. WE CAN HELP. 214/717-1006.

For more information, visit us at booth #115 in Fort Worth, or circle #85 on the Reader Inquiry Card.

COMPRO Computer Centers • 122 W. Carpenter Freeway • Suite 400 • Irving, Texas 75039

Apple and the Apple logo are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
Micro Age provides CAD hardware and software products and support across the country. David Long, senior systems analyst for Vista Wall Architectural Corp.’s headquarters in Dallas, manages a system of 20 DOS-based computers that run ArriscAD software in the production of drawings for extrusion press dies used to make their curtain-wall products. “We have a standardized company,” says Long. “ArriscAD is convenient for writing our own menus. We have even written programs in ArriscAD for moment-of-inertia calculations.” It also offers scriptwriting. Long says, to automate repetitive work. Vista Wall’s entire national network runs on ArriscAD.

Bill Kendall, a partner in the high-rise design firm Kendall/Heaton Architects in Houston, relies on CADVANCE software and support from Total Cad. “When we started, we used the computer for floor plans only,” says Kendall, “but over time...we’ve found an almost unlimited number of uses for the CAD drawings. From one drawing, we can produce lease plans, working drawings, and presentation materials, all by manipulating the layers of the drawing that print.”

The firm began using CADVANCE simply as part of their evolution along with the CAD industry. “We have grown up with CADVANCE,” says Kendall. “We started long ago with CADPLAN, and stayed with them.”

Power Draw is the enticing name of a CAD package offered by Computer Shoppe. Bob Sprague of Sprankle Lynd & Sprague, a San Francisco architectural firm, has just finished drawings for a $600 million mixed-use center in Melbourne, Australia, using Power Draw. In addition to the program’s versatility and power, Sprague says it has an often overlooked but valuable feature in its text-handling capabilities. “Power Draw does everything Adobe Illustrator does with type,” he says, “but in a CAD package.” In operation, Sprague says, Power Draw is fast. He uses it to work out geometric relationships in schematic design since, he says, “much of design is done with straight lines.”

CAD Concepts works closely with Moj Haddad, principal of CHS Architects, Inc., in Fort Worth. His commercial architecture firm uses CAD minimally on a day-to-day basis, calling on the CAD Concepts staff to produce drawings in a crunch and to provide training and service. “We’ve been working with them for four or five years,” says Haddad. “CAD is their specialty; we’re architects. We have also used them to prepare cost estimates and proposals.” At other times, he says, CAD Concepts has made prototype drawings for CHS to work from and translated files from other CAD programs for CHS’s use. “We have only one station,” he says. “But if we need drawings we know CAD Concepts can do them.”

CAD Concepts, Inc.
Arlington, Texas • 817/640-9116

WE OFFER:
• Professional CAD consultation.
• Complete line of hardware.
• AEC expertise.
• Highly competitive pricing.
• Three levels of CAD training.
• Support before, during and after.

CAD Concepts, Inc.
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How many architects does it take to change a light bulb?

Would you like to change it to a spotlight? A low-voltage can? A chandelier? Or would you rather change it to a window or a skylight?

We'd like to show you how an Apple Macintosh computer can help you design, draw, redraw, edit, revise, and change floors, walls, and, yes, even light bulbs.

And with a Macintosh, you can do all that easily, and by yourself.

Because there's now a wide range of software products for conceptual drawing, two- and three-dimensional design, and drafting that offer sophisticated architectural tools to take advantage of the now-legendary Macintosh ease of use.

But Macintosh doesn't just make drawing easy. It makes the work of showing, explaining, and selling your work a lot easier, too. With publishing and presentation software that'll help turn your ideas into clear, attractive, professional-looking plans, presentations, and proposals.

So please call to arrange a Macintosh demonstration.

It just could change the way you change a lot of things.

To receive your free brochure on the Macintosh in Architecture and Engineering, please call Howard Bruck at (404) 668-2011.
DOWNTOWN FORT WORTH—the fabled Cowtown—is marketed as if it were still a livestock and mercantile center, but its real face reflects the advances, pitfalls, and struggles of a typical urban center in the late 20th century. Fort Worth is still “Cowtown at the Crossroads,” as David Dillon described it in these pages (see T 1 Sep/Oct 1982); its transition to urbanity is still evolving.

Two groups are most active in this evolution. On the one hand, architects and planners have proposed, but had only minor success implementing, a number of changes. At the same time, a determined group of local patrons has promoted restoration and development in the central business district. But designer and developer are often at odds. And even individual developers harbor strikingly different ideas about protecting and promoting the heart of the city.

Of Planning and Futility

The planning for downtown Fort Worth has evolved from a visionary but unrealistic ville radieuse scheme in 1955 to today’s less-lofty but effective tax-incentive plan, designed to win minor victories, slowly creating a downtown that respects the street and the pedestrian.

In the 1950s, the southern CBD was an active business and financial district, while to the north retail thrived. A 1955 plan by Victor Gruen and Associates of Los Angeles sought to restrict traffic downtown, concentrating parking on the periphery, providing subsurface freight handling, and ringing the area with a highway. New buildings would be superblocks. The plan, supported by the local AIA, was rejected in a bond election.

In 1962, the local AIA and the city planning department developed a new plan, which achieved the construction of the convention center and nearby Worth Park, the connection of Texas and 13th streets, and the designation of another park, which became the Water Gardens (designed by Philip Johnson) in 1974.

The most recent CBD planning revision is a public/private effort completed in 1983, which promotes mixed-use projects and attempts to relate buildings to the pedestrian level. It encourages downtown housing through tax incentives and historic renovation through transfers of development rights. The transfers allow the owner of a historic building to raise money for a restoration by selling the right to build 10 stories higher on his or her site to a developer building a high rise. These transfers effectively solve the financial burden of restoration—a planning idea translated into results—yet they may also compound scale disparities downtown.

Planning and the Profit Margin

For all the minor victories of downtown planners, the real city shapers were, and are, developers, the ones who believe in downtown enough to invest capital in significant projects. Their approaches are not unified, however. In fact, the difference between Charles Tandy and the Bass brothers illustrates the danger of leaving developers somewhat unrestrained to paint the downtown canvas.

Sid Bass has believed in the restoration of downtown and in past years has renovated and developed an area along the north end of Main Street. In addition, although many CBD plans have suggested
Under construction are the new jail on the left and courts facility to its right; the technology center will go up between the courts facility and the low-slung library in the foreground. A library addition will be added across the street.

housing, Ed Bass was first to bring it downtown, with apartments in the Caravan of Dreams and now Sundance West (see "News," July/Aug 1989).

Sundance West exemplifies the positive potential of the 1985 plan. The planning department used the tax incentives to insist that the complex be 80 percent transparent at street level with retail opening to the street for a more active pedestrian experience.

Charles Tandy has chosen a different city-making stance. He and a partner developed Tandy Center in the 1970s, a three-block supermarket that was an instant de facto wall against northwest downtown. Architect Martin Growald originally included windows to the street in his design, but the developers demanded their deletion: the center would simulate a suburban mall.

Tandy Corp. has extended the suburban metaphor with its new Technology Center, designed by HKS Inc. of Dallas, to go immediately west of Tandy Center. While its infusion of people into downtown is commendable, the new center brings a suburban office building downtown as well. It is walled off to passers-by for security reasons, says the architect, and makes little public connection at street level. Sited as it is, with a 45-degree twist away from established axes, it acts as an object-building in a square, perhaps suggesting that the church or courthouse as built expression of power has been replaced by the "cathedral" of today's mighty research lab.

Civic Architecture: For the People?

In many downtowns—Washington, D.C., Seattle, and Portland, to name a few—major publicly funded projects have set a responsible civic tone for other development. In Fort Worth, several large public projects have recently been completed or are under way, and the report card, while hopeful, is still mixed.

The largest of these projects is the Tarrant County Jail, designed by The Parker/Croston Partnership, Inc., Fort Worth, with Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, Inc., Dallas. Its materials, details, and ornament derive from nearby historical buildings, including the courthouse four blocks to the east, a response to city planners' desire for a building that would have a civic, not prison-like, face.

The Tarrant County Courts Facility, designed by FRJ Design Group, Inc., Fort Worth, with Williams + Tanaka, San Francisco, for a site adjacent to the new jail, provides much-needed court space, but its complicated exterior, spine cap, and cantilevered upper floors present a disconcerting urban expression.

An as-yet-unfunded downtown public library addition, designed by The O'Brien Partnership of Arlington, represents a failed planning department attempt to keep public spaces at the pedestrian level. Instead, it suspends trays of parking for 200 cars above street level and two 36,000-square-foot floors of library space above that for its business-and-technology collection and archives.

Finally, a finished project is the re-facing of the Wyatt C. Hedrick-designed Tarrant County Civil Courts Building of 1958. A Richard Haas-designed trompe-l'oeil mural now covers an appended stucco curtain wall designed by George C.T. Woo and Partners, Dallas. The powerful illusion of a contextual addition to the adjacent 1895 courthouse even has precedents in two earlier Haas murals included as part of Sundance Square to the south; it is certainly better than the previous facade, but detractors argue that it competes with, rather than compliments, the original courthouse.

Restoring Urban Graces

One Gem Amid the Sea of private parking downtown is the recent preservation of ruins from an 1870 Methodist church. Workmen removing a warehouse to open up surface parking uncovered the church's remains. On the advice of architect Martin Growald, the owners gave up four parking spaces to preserve the historic reminder. It does not stimulate retail sales or increase leasing rates, but it is a rare gesture that contributes respectfully to a sense of urban heritage.

The success of the downtown depends on the continued efforts of developers who believe in downtown Fort Worth, on local groups who organize events that bring people into the area, on tax incentives which encourage downtown housing and restoration of old buildings, and on small victories for the pedestrians, but it also takes the continued realization that buildings have both a private and a public role. They are the background, the facade for the city's streets and public spaces. Recognizing the importance of the street, the need for well-defined public spaces, and the city's history and fabric is equally necessary if the city is to retain its urban quality. Craig Kuhner

Craig Kuhner is an associate professor at the UT-Arlington School of Architecture and a free-lance architectural photographer.
Bill Boecker envisions new inner-city vigor

William T. Boecker, general manager of Sundance Square Properties, is heading the development of Sundance West (see "News," Ed July/Aug 1989). The 12-story mixed-use center will include street-level retail shops, an 11-screen cinema, and seven residential floors comprising 70 luxury apartments.

Prescription for Tough Times: Liability Advice from a Specialist

Professional liability insurance is a major cost of doing business; second only to personnel expense for most Architects.

In difficult economic times, your firm's professional liability insurance needs should be attended to by a specialist, informed about the possibilities for the most effective treatment possible.

Assurance Services, Inc. has specialized in professional liability insurance for the past eleven years, and continually monitors developments in the dynamic professional liability market. We have access to major professional liability underwriters, and since 1981 have administered the TSA Endorsed Professional Liability Program, now written through United National Insurance Company.

Please allow us to assist you or your insurance agent. Contact Steve Sowards or Connie Hatch at Assurance Services, Inc. for details.

Sundance West is the cornerstone of a residential presence downtown.

What effect will these new projects have on downtown Fort Worth?

They all complement each other very well. These projects will contribute to a critical-mass appeal, bringing in more daytime activity and more people working downtown. Our projects will benefit from the activity and convenience.

Sundance West is the first project to take advantage of new tax abatements for residential use downtown. The abatements are a tremendous advantage, since our project has a very low yield and a very high risk. The abatements could amount to $40,000, equal to the current property value. From the city's standpoint, increased sales-tax revenues will cover any tax losses.

Besides the tax abatements, what will make Sundance West succeed when downtown residential efforts have failed in many other cities?

The biggest factor is our willingness to have the market dictate the type of project it has become. The architect (David M. Schwartz of New York) had originally designed a mini-mall, but potential retailers said they wanted to face the street. That complements what we have done architecturally in the area. Tandy Center is of a different size and scope; it's definitely more suburban.

Sundance West captures a turn-of-the-century feel, but translates that in more modern terms. There was a sensitivity to massing and how it steps down to the street—reconciling the presence of Tandy Center with the small scale of Sundance Square—and care taken to keep sidewalks and encourage people to be a part of downtown.

What do you see happening downtown over the next 10 to 20 years?

In 10 years we'll definitely see viable downtown housing, with a critical mass of retail and entertainment space. Commercial and office space will increase.

Twenty years from now, we'll see the full pendulum swing from the suburbs to the inner-city core. When I was with The Rouse Company, I was a part of the swing toward the suburbs around 1970. Now Rouse has been a big part of movement back to the inner core. I think we will definitely see that continue.
Every few years, nature conducts her own wind-driven rain test... Recent research at a major Texas university demonstrated that mortars made with portland cement and Type S lime have only 1/25th the leakage of most prepackaged cements. Why? Because Type S lime makes mortar “grab” brick and block. It helps seal microscopic voids and small cracks in the mortar. Result: a tougher, watertight bond.

Specify Chemstar Type S Lime for mortar to help your masonry pass the Gilbert Test and help weather Texas’ regular rambunctious visitors.

INSTANT RESPONSE For fast information, Chemstar offers instant FAX response. Simply fill in and FAX this ad to: CHEMSTAR (817) 732-3048. You’ll receive product information by return FAX and the Texas university study by mail.

Would Your Masonry Pass the Gilbert Test?

Company Name ___________________________
Your Name ______________________________
City ___________________________
Your FAX # ___________________________

Circle 101 on Reader Inquiry Card
Now you can earn premium credits for loyalty & loss prevention.

Now there are even more ways to save money under the CNA/Schinnerer professional liability insurance program* for architects and engineers. We give

- A 5% credit for firms with acceptable claims experience that have been CNA/Schinnerer policyholders for three to four years

or,

- A 10% credit for firms with acceptable claims experience that have been CNA/Schinnerer policyholders for five or more years

plus,

- A 5% credit for firms with acceptable claims experience that implement loss prevention programs.

All this is in addition to our traditional underwriting credits for firms with acceptable claims experience.

You work hard to manage your risks—both professional and financial. Let CNA/Schinnerer support your efforts. These new credits join our many loss prevention programs to help you where it counts—on your bottom line.

*CNA/Schinnerer is proud to have earned the commendation of the AIA and NSPE/PEPP.

Note: Credits apply to limits up to $1,000,000 and are subject to approval by your state insurance department.

Coverage for this program is provided by Continental Casualty Company, one of the CNA Insurance Companies/CNA Plaza/Chicago, IL 60685
Fluid in the metal

Architecture almost always betrays a split between the architect's intentions (as influenced by the means of presentation) and the finished project. The deconstructivist movement of the 1980s derives its considerable force from exploring the way that the architectural object-as-drawn lurks as an accusing vestige within the object-as-built and its veil of cutbacks and compromises.

The solid, direct metalworking projects of Austin architect and artisan Lars Stanley are a great psychological distance from the spidery negations of Zaha Hadid and Daniel Liebeskind, but they examine an analogous process. Stanley makes objects that reevaluate the nature of steel as it is shaped for use.

"Metals, especially steel, connote rigidity and strength," says Stanley. But, he says, when heated to 2,500 degrees F. for metal working, steel becomes "a fluid [expressing] a wide range of qualities."

Says Stanley, "Sometimes designs will instinctively magnify what I think the effect of gravity would be if it were truly malleable." For others, like the gates and door hardware, he plays on the material's propensity to "record every touch of the hand required to express an idea."

The result is more than pleasing handicraft; it is a kind of architectural microcosm.  

Joel Warren Barna

In Stanley's entry gate (left) steel stock sizes are hierarchically arranged and joined with robust collars.

The punched log carrier (above) bends under the weight of gravity.

Andirons (top) use both form and texture in response to the imagery of fire.

Stanley's "Z" chair creates a form from steel's sinuous side, as revealed in hand-forging.
Big sky at Sunland

SUNLAND PARK MALL, a new 1.1-million-square-foot shopping center in northwest El Paso, exemplifies an encouraging trend nationwide to make the best of an architectural type whose priority must be to sell. Once introverted, bland boxes, malls are being opened up and allowed to express the culture of their “targeted market segments.”

Sunland Park, designed by the Dallas firm Win. Graves, Inc., Architects for an 87-acre site along IH-10, borrows from Mexican building materials and traditions as well as space-age construction assemblies to create an efficient, marketable center that also embodies local Mexican influences and the arid climate. The exterior is clad in a cantera stone veneer, the same salmon-color material traditionally used for hand-carved fountains and bearing masonry construction in Mexico. Inside, similarly tinted marble-tile walls and floors are interrupted by fountains, glass-block pavers, greenery, and a collection of white horse sculptures meant, says project designer Eduardo Vidargas, to express the mall’s marketed “new breed” image.

The mall is open to sun with a continuous skylight over the main public areas, punctuated by atria at circulation nodes. Impressive as these volumes may be, the real dynamism comes at the elbow of the L-shape plan. Here, curving fabric-covered tent structures loom overhead, dispersing sunlight in a gentle glow that is especially pleasing at the second-level food court. The tents, visible for miles as graceful lanterns at night, present an image that, as Vidargas says, is “not a cathedral to the mall itself,” but a dramatic presence at home in its landscape.

Ray Don Tilley
Survey, continued on page 106
Cowtown Moderne documents the period when Fort Worth outgrew its “Cowtown” nickname and became a regional center for oil, aviation, and agribusiness.

For the many years when the writing of architectural history was dominated by modernists, few styles were considered as lowly as art deco. In the dyed-in-the-wool modernist, full of utopian dreams and functionalist dogma, art deco seemed so superficial, so vulgar, so jazzed-up, so . . . popular.

Needless to say, all that has changed. Now, the abundant and exuberant ornamentation of the ’30s and ’40s fits comfortably into today’s architectural scene.

The decline of dogmatism in architecture has seen a corresponding decline of dogmatism in architectural history. As a result, we have Judith Singer Cohen’s Cowtown Moderne: Art Deco Architecture of Fort Worth, Texas from Texas A&M University Press.

Cowtown Moderne documents a crucial period in the growth of Fort Worth, during the 1920s and 1930s, when the city outgrew its “Cowtown” nickname, becoming a regional center for oil, aviation, and the storage, processing, and distribution of agricultural products. Many new buildings, especially in the growing suburbs, were still traditional, but an increasing number were art deco.

While books devoted to the architecture of a single city can be perfectly parochial, Cohen does an outstanding job of setting the art deco work of Fort Worth in its regional, national, and even international context. She duly notes the importance of the Exposition Internationale des Arts Decoratifs et Industriels Modernes in Paris, Elijah Sullivan’s second-place entry in the 1922 Chicago Tribune competition (which even Louis Sullivan liked), and New York skyscrapers such as the Chrysler Building and the Empire State Building.

Following the lead of such architectural historians as David Gebhard, Cohen distinguishes between the early and late phases of art deco. The early phase, the zigzag moderne, was characterized by non-traditional ornament incorporating “flat, faceted, hard-edged forms such as triangles, zigzags, chevrons, and zigzags in combination with rounded shapes and animal and plant forms—gazelles, stags, foliage, clouds, sun rays, cascading fountains, and rainbows.” The zigzag moderne is usually associated with the Roaring ’20s, but the style was not much seen in Fort Worth before 1929, and most of its major monuments were built in the two years after the stockmarket crash of October 1929.

The latter phase of art deco, the streamline moderne or PWA moderne, is associated with the Great Depression. The streamline moderne was less ornamental and more sculptural than the zigzag, using curved surfaces and horizontal lines to express speed and power. PWA moderne, also known as stripped classicism, is essentially beaux-arts classicism with minimal ornamentation. While PWA moderne is a much narrower and less descriptive phrase, it does remind the reader that the only way the Will Rogers Coliseum and Auditorium were built in the middle of the Depression was through Franklin Roosevelt’s Public Works Administration.

Two local firms emerged as the most important art deco designers in Fort Worth: Wyatt C. Hedrick and Wyley G. Clarkson. (Both are profiled in this issue of Texas Architect.) Cohen provides ample recognition for the chief designers of these two firms, Herman Paul Knepp for Hedrick and Charles Osborne Chromester for Clarkson.

Cowtown Moderne is handsomely designed in a sort of neodeco style. It features many vintage photographs that show the buildings when they were new, supplemented by excellent shots of details and interiors by Donald M. Cohen, the author’s husband. The historic photos of the old Municipal Airport, also known as Meacham Field, are particularly interesting. One shows the airport lobby, in which a stuffed Texas longhorn was prominently displayed, encircled by tubular chrome easy chairs. The other photo shows the building at night, glowing, with a prop plane waiting to be boarded—straight out of “Casablanca.”

A few more floor plans would have been welcome, especially for more complicated projects such as the Texas and Pacific Passenger Terminal, which was both train station and office building. Moreover, readers from outside Texas might have benefited from a view of the 1936 Centennial Exposition in Dallas, which, Cohen notes, influenced the design of the Will Rogers complex.

This book also is likely to attract many Texas readers who know little or nothing about the Paris Exposition or Saarinen’s Chicago Tribune design.

Such caveats, however, are minor. Cowtown Moderne is an outstanding contribution to Texas’ architectural history, set in its cultural context; it deserves a wide readership. Kenneth Hufeterpe

Austin architectural historian Kenneth Hufeterpe is completing the book Ahmert Cook: Master Builder on the Texas Frontier.

For an Architecture of Reality

By Michael Benedikt

Lumen Books,

New York, 1987

74 pages, $9.95

The text is hard to read, the pictures are not pretty, many of the projects illustrated—from vernacular buildings in Central Texas to the Disney-Falk baseball stadium in Austin—may strike the reader as horrid in the extreme, and, almost two years after its publication, it’s hard to find. But Michael Benedikt’s For an Architecture of Reality is the book of the decade in Texas architectural circles.

In a discursive but passionate presentation, Benedikt argues that by importing the modes of thought of linguistics and literary theory in the last two decades, architecture has lost its moorings in “a reality neither potential nor ideal, but
Before you put your pencil to the plan, measure the advantages of natural gas.

Specifying gas in your architectural plan can make a huge difference. Clients know that for heating, water heating and large-tonnage air conditioning, gas is the most economical choice. Efficient gas not only reduces fuel usage, it lowers maintenance costs through longer equipment life. And its proven abundance makes gas the reliable energy source for the future. No other fuel goes such a long way to building client acceptance.
Architects, says Benedikt, have been reenacting or preenacting or joking about architecture, wanting so much to communicate that buildings have no opportunity to simply "be." Benedikt recognizes that such message-mongering is not unique to architecture, and that it arises out of deep feeling in all humans—"fear that we will be overcome by the dread muteness of objects and the heedlessness of nature." The problem, Benedikt persuasively argues, is that architecture is becoming little more than another manifestation of the ever-growing world of multi-media infotainment technology, which already promises to create convincing holographically projected experiences of buildings.

Architects should focus on the numerous quality of buildings, Benedikt says, creating architecture with four qualities: the presence to assert itself or defer as architecture without being coy, garbled, or nervous; materiality, achieved by using materials that look and behave like what they are, without fakery or indeterminacy; an emptiness that both bespeaks an internal order and implies a purposeless inevitability; and an emptiness that is unfinished, pointing to the openness of living experience.

Such a bold restatement misses all the pleasure of Benedikt's prose: as Benedikt points out, sometimes there is no substitute for the real thing. For An Architecture of Reality is available at museum bookstores in Dallas, Fort Worth, and Houston, and will repay the reader many times for the short time it takes to read.

MILFORD STREET HOUSE, soon to begin construction in a 1920s suburban neighborhood near the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, realizes the potential inherent in a residence designed by its owner. William F. Stern has made best use of the sometimes dangerous opportunity to design a work that answers to no client, only its architect.

The two-bedroom, 3,200-square-foot house Stern has designed for himself begins by honoring the original but no longer enforceable covenants that established a 25-foot front yard setback and other restrictions and created a varied but consistent spatial neighborhood experience. The three-story ephes-ideal structure presents a jagged facade derived from a deliberately manipulative plan that turns and directs inhabitants toward views to the outside and toward the pieces of a growing contemporary-art collection inside. Rooms open outward to the north and south and are contained to the east and west, adapting traditional ventilation patterns.

The house's main elevation shows a delight in placing a diverse but proportionally related assortment of windows within a clearly ordered visual framework that expresses the relative importance of the internal spaces. Slatted wood awnings attach to their structural frame in a signature tensile manner above operable awning windows.

Living and dining spaces make up the first floor, proceeding up a demising staircase to a library and study/second bedroom on the second floor, then the master bedroom, gallery, storage, and mechanical equipment on the third floor. This master bedroom in turn connects back to the entry hall, with a mezzanine that overlooks the second floor.
NOW AVAILABLE FREE TO ARCHITECTS
RADIANT BARRIER DETAILS FOR INCLUSION IN YOUR PLANS
IN THE NEW
PARSEC MATERIAL INSTALLATION BOOK

Let Parsec help you with our Thermo-Brite System of heat, air infiltration, and moisture control and technical assistance in design and implementation.

We've done the preliminary work for you — over 130 easy-to-read illustrated details separated into 8 individual categories in a loose-leaf binder. It’s the Parsec Material Installation Book, and it has been enthusiastically received by Architects all over Texas. Our DOE-2 computer program support and technical consultation are added benefits with its use.

Of the 3,500 architects who have been offered the book 62% responded positively. Many were enthusiastic about the help for jobs in planning, and many others wanted the details for future use. Our statistics on this mailing were phenomenal. Only 31% did not respond; 3% declined the offer, and 4% of the mail-outs were returned because of wrong addresses.

One prominent Dallas architect wrote us as follows: "Although we have not used this type of technology before, and may or may not in the future, we are interested in reviewing the details and possible applications."

Another architect told us that these details are a tool that has been needed for a long time. Many expressed appreciation for the time saved because clients are now asking for inclusion of radiant barriers in their plans.

Because we feel so strongly that the use of radiant barriers will gain more and more acceptance in the future as people experience and understand the benefits they offer, we are continuing in our way to spread this new technology to the architects responsible for planning the structure.

Parsec representatives will be in Booth 714/716 at the TSA Products Exhibition in Fort Worth October 27-28. Drop by and visit with us. We would like to meet you. If you haven’t already signed up for a book, you can do so there. If you are not attending the show, for more information call Nickey Naumovich, Sr., or Mike Rouse at (214) 341-6700 or toll free (800) 527-3454.

PARSEC, INCORPORATED, P. O. Box 551477, Dallas, Texas 75355-1477
For more information, visit us at booth #714 in Fort Worth, or circle #109 on the Reader Inquiry Card.
Texas A&M initiates development chair

A four-person advisory committee of real estate professionals has pledged its support to a fundraising drive that would create a $1-million endowed chair in land-development graduate studies at Texas A&M University. The chair would be part of a program leading to a Master of Science in Land Development through the College of Architecture. Despite the weakened Texas economy, college officials say, the academic program in land development is strong, due in part to its link to the industry.

The UT Austin School of Architecture is currently conducting a Mexican studio, composed of 12 advanced design students who are working with Mexican architects and with a group of Mexican students to design upper-income housing in Mexico City. Jorge Alesio Robles Landa of Legorreta Arquitectos and Mario Schjetnan Garduno of Grupo de Diseño Urbano are leading the studio, with visits from Ricardo Legorreta himself as his schedule permits.

Renovate today with 21st Century technology using Tech 21 panel systems. For more information call:

Construction Exteriors
3510 Dalworth • Arlington, TX 76011
800/442-1578
817/640-1644

Congratulations TSA on 50 great years!

For more information visit us at booth #226 in Fort Worth, or circle #108 on the Reader Inquiry Card.

Master Distributor of American-Made PC GlassBlock®

New Products from the Industry Leader

We provide design and technical guidance . . . PC GlassBlock® products and accessory samples . . . and project quotations.

Our years of glass block experience mean we can help you build with confidence . . . with one of today's most versatile construction materials.

PC GlassBlock® is a registered trademark of Pittsburgh Corning Corporation.

For more information, visit us at booth #226 in Fort Worth, or circle #108 on the Reader Inquiry Card.
Special Acknowledgement

**TSA at**

For event sponsorships, the Texas Society of Architects would like to thank:

**Hugh M. Cunningham, Inc.**, for its sponsorship of the reception for newly registered architects.

**PRAN, Inc., and Southwestern Bell Telephone Company**, for the audio/visual presentation at the Presidents’ Gala.

**Featherlite Corporation**, for its annual golf and tennis tournaments.

**Acme Brick and Ceramic Cooling Tower**, for its annual breakfast.

**Kelly-Moore Paint Co., Inc.**, for its sponsorship of the TAC Century Club Reception.

And for co-sponsorship of the Opening Night Welcome Reception: **Carpet Services, Lightolier, Metro Blind & Shade, and Neal Associates—Structural Engineers.**

For donating prizes for TSA’s Annual Products Exhibition, our thanks to:

**GRAND PRIZE:**
**American Airlines**

*Two tickets to any U.S., Hawaii or Caribbean destination*

**Southwestern Bell** - Cordless “Freedom” phone

**Coronado Paint Company/Negley Division** - Battery/AC-power portable b/w television

**U.S.G. Interiors, Inc.** - Two infrared room measuring devices

**Southern Building Code Congress** - Complete set of Standard Building Codes

**Dallas AIA Bookstore** - $175 in selected books

**American Institute of Architects** - Two registrants to the 1990 AIA convention in Houston

**Simpson Strong Tie** - Leather aviator jacket

**Pavestone Company** - 200 square feet of patio pavers

**Dean Lumber Company** - 10 end table/step stool/sitting bench combinations

**RHW Industries** - Software template with door/window detailing

**CADworks** - Transistor 15-amp SL-IV surge protector

**Southwest Terrazzo Assoc.** - Three black terrazzo table tops

**Long-McMichael, Inc.** - Brass lever passage set, assorted hardware

**Houston Chapter/AIA** - 1990 Host Chapter Party tickets

**Fort Worth Chapter/AIA** - Autographed copy of *Courtyard Modern*, and 50th Anniversary T-shirt and mug

**Roppe Rubber Corporation** - Desk clock

**Devoc Paint Company** - Six gallons exterior paint

**The Roof Tile & Slate Co.** - Slate desk pen set and paperweight
The manufacturers and products listed in this issue will be exhibitors in TSA's 50th Annual Products Exhibition, Oct. 27 and 28, at the Tarrant County Convention Center in Fort Worth.

The Fort Worth Chapter/AIA, host of the TSA Annual Meeting, will offer 50th Anniversary TSA coffee mugs and T-shirts, autographed copies of Courvoisier Modern, posters, and other items.

Visit booth 934 or circle 33.

Timber Tech concentrates on the sales, engineering, manufacturing, delivery, and service of wood building components, principally roof trusses, floor trusses, and wall panels.

Visit booth 650 or circle reader inquiry 34.

Among the products of Southwestern Bell Telephone are building distribution systems, local area networks, local area video networks, and campuses area networks. Services will also be exhibited.

Visit booth 505 or circle reader inquiry 35.

IBM Personal System/2® computers include six models that respond to the bidding, billing, accounting, word-processing, and other needs of companies.

Visit booths 214, 215, 216, and 217 or circle 36.

Liberty Forge offers custom-designed metalwork, using historic European techniques and high-tech tooling in a wide variety of metals.

Visit booth 620 or circle 47.

Stucco Stone Products, Inc., has introduced the Pro-Flo™ system of manufactured stone veneers, designed to achieve a look of craftsmanship in an economical and modular stone system.

Visit booths 905 and 907 or circle inquiry 38.

Formicia brand 2000X building products are surface materials with color and pattern that run through their entire thickness. 2000X is sold as a practical material that is tough and easily maintained.

Visit booth 1214 or circle reader inquiry 39.

Construction Exteriors, Inc., has recently acquired Texas distribution rights for Stanor doors built from furniture-grade mahogany and featuring tempered beveled glass and precise points.

Visit booth 226 or circle reader inquiry 40.

Tech 21, a subsidiary of Dryvit Systems, Inc., has announced its new lightweight panel systems, Fedderlite and Metalite, both designed for retrofit applications.

Visit booth 228 or circle 41.

Corindo, a Fiandre Ceramic Granite™ from Bowman Tile, resembles granite and comes in 10 natural colors in either polished or slightly textured finishes. Two tile sizes and five trims are available.

Visit booth 727 or circle reader inquiry 42.

Association Administrators & Consultants, Inc.: TSA Group Insurance Service Organization for the TSA-sponsored Group Life and Health Insurance

If you calculate in feet-inches-sixteenths, this printing calculator will eliminate costly errors.

New Dimension Printer, Feet-Inches-Sixteenths calculator uses patented 0-15 keyboard for quick, error-free data entry. Only three keystrokes required to enter 3ft - 11in. - 13/16. Features five functions, four memories, thermal printing.

$274.95

Two week trial period, money back guarantee

VISA, MC, COD

Boyd Calculator Co.
6611 Burkett St.
Houston, Texas 77021
(800) 231-9920

Circle 111 on Reader Inquiry Card

We buy fine, old wristwatches.

Patek Philippe, Cartier, Rolex, Vacheron & Constantin, and others.

Moon phase and chronograph functions more valuable!

CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-284-4042
Burt Finger / IT'S TIME!
207 W. Hickory, Ste. 107
Denton, Texas 76201

Circle 112 on Reader Inquiry Card
Program and the endorsed TSA Group Workers' Compensation plan.
Visit booth 1116 or circle reader inquiry 43.

Insulation Express, Inc., is a multi-state distributor of fiberglass insulation. These products are available for residential, commercial, and industrial uses.
Visit booth 1509 or circle reader inquiry 44.

Dev sos & Raynolds Co.'s Tru-Glaze-WB Water Base Epoxy is a two-package, chemically cured, water-thinnable epoxy coating for use as a hard, durable coating in a variety of high-use building types.
Visit booth 319 in circle reader inquiry 45.

Secure Inc. manufactures job-tested products for concrete performance. The Secure line includes curing compounds, acrylic, epoxies, polyurethane sealers, textured coatings, and water repellents.
Visit booths 615 and 617 or circle inquiry 46.

American Olean manufactures quality glazed tile, ceramic mosaics, and quarry tile, and is also a distributor of foreign tiles and installation products.
Visit booth 416 or circle reader inquiry 47.

Marvin Windows manufactures wood- and aluminum-clad wood windows and doors, available in 8,000 standard sizes and a virtually unlimited number of custom shapes and sizes.
Visit booths 229, 211, 328, and 330 or circle reader inquiry 48.

S.A. Maxwell Co.'s line of contract wallcoverings features the Essex brand, with an extensive selection of residential papers and vinyls as well as a collection of moldings and medallions.
Visit booth 418 or circle reader inquiry 49.

ProSoCo, Inc., is a manufacturer of chemical products for construction, with an emphasis on cleaning and protecting all types of masonry and concrete substrates. New coatings have been added.
Visit booth 511 or circle reader inquiry 50.

For over 35 years, Peerless Products has designed and produced thermally efficient window systems for both commercial and residential applications.
Visit booth 1406 or circle reader inquiry 51.

Isolite Corporation manufactures self-luminous, non-electric exit and safety signs, including the Decorator Series, designed expressly for use by architects.
Visit booth 912 or circle reader inquiry 52.

Secure Then Could Have Helped Acropolis Now.

The Erechtheum on the Acropolis is a monument to mankind. However, if Secure products were available to architects in 407 B.C. the temple may have better weathered the sands of time.

Secure products protect, waterproof, seal, bond, dustproof, cure, harden and coat concrete and many other materials used in construction. Secure's reputation for quality protection of buildings and bridges to walls and warehouse floors is time tested tough.

For your next Greek temple, or any other concrete construction project, contact Secure today.

1000 Lofland Drive, Waxahachie, Texas 75165
214/937-0800

For more information, visit us at booth #615 in Fort Worth, or circle #113 on the Reader Inquiry Card.
Domtar Gypsum's quality gypsum board and commercial partition systems are produced in 13 gypsum-board plants, which are located so as to service projects in a timely manner.

Visit booth 507 or circle reader inquiry 53.

Pioneer Plastics Corp., manufacturers Pionite Decorative Laminates, with high-pressure laminates in grades that include general purpose, post-forming, vertical grade, Melcor II (color-through), and Strata II (custom laminates).

Visit booth 315 or circle 54.

Carlisle SynTec Systems has provided single-ply roofing systems for over 30 years. They include EPDM Sure-Seal (black) and Brite-Ply (white) membranes and the new Hypalon-based HyChoice.

Visit booth 519 or circle reader inquiry 55.

Laticrete International provides installation systems for ceramic tile and natural stone, with single-source responsibility for stain-proof grouts, exterior veneer systems, and acoustical underlayments.

Visit booth 131 or circle reader inquiry 56.

Allwaste Asbestos Abatement of Houston, Inc., provides asbestos removal for commercial and industrial sites, drawing on 75 years of construction and engineering experience.

Visit booths 827 and 926 or circle inquiry 57.

Expeditor Systems of Texas' microprocessor-based electronic signal systems for medical and dental practices handle patient flow, staff communications, assistance/emergency calls, and more.

Visit booth 825 or circle reader inquiry 58.

Carter Holt Harvey USA Inc. manufactures Decrabond® stone-chip-coated steel roofing tile and ColorTite acrylic-color-coated steel roofing tile, both new to the U.S. but long-used worldwide.

Visit booth 125 or circle reader inquiry 59.

The International Conference of Building Officials publishes the Uniform Building Code, the Uniform Mechanical Code, the Uniform Code for the Abatement of Dangerous Buildings, and more.

Visit booth 833 or circle reader inquiry 60.

The Texas Aggregates and Concrete Association provides assistance to archi-

tects on the many uses of ready-mixed concrete for buildings, walks, drives, and parking areas.

Visit booth 616 or circle reader inquiry 61.

The Cavallini Co., Inc., in business since 1953, designs, manufactures, and installs faceted, leaded, and beveled glass for churches. It also offers full restoration services.

Visit booth 119 or circle 62.

R.D. Sunshine Co. designs and installs shading systems for windows, atriums, and skylights. The systems are designed to maximize energy-efficiency while allowing excellent visibility.

Visit booth 1130 or circle reader inquiry 63.

Fry Reglet products offered by Doug Harper & Co., Inc., and Maniscalco & Associates include plaster, drywall, and acoustical mouldings. Fry also assists architects with site-specific adaptations.

Visit booth 618 or circle reader inquiry 64.

Southwest Terrazzo Association, Inc., is an organization of contractors and suppliers serving the construction industry with quality terrazzo installations and other seamless flooring systems.

Visit booth 1115 or circle reader inquiry 65.

Unibind North Texas' desk-top thermal-binding and document-finishing machines offer one-step, one-piece covers for bound presentations without the usual cumbersome fasteners.

Visit booth 830 or circle reader inquiry 66.

Texas Art Supply stocks a full range of supplies for architects, designers, engineers, and craftsmen, including Kroy digital lettering systems, model supplies, and Mont Blanc writing instruments.

Visit booth 1125 or circle reader inquiry 67.

Custom Building Products manufactures a complete line of mortars, mastics, cleaners, sealers, and finishes for the installation of ceramic tile, along with 47 colors of Polystyrene™ tile grout.

Visit booth 725 or circle reader inquiry 68.


Visit booth 1012 or circle reader inquiry 69.

Visit booth 314 or circle reader inquiry 70.

U.S. Intec, Inc., offers BRAI roofing and waterproofing systems, along with complete line of APP/SBS-system membranes and accessories.

Visit booth 1112 or circle 71.

Brekke Distributors handle Gyp-Crete floor underlayments used for fire control, sound control, and floor leveling, as well as Hubbellite seamless flooring for use in all food-preparation areas.

Visit booth 817 or circle reader inquiry 116.

Carpenter Insulation & Coatings Company’s Carpenter Roofing System is a fully warranted polyurethane system to protect and insulate residential work.

Visit booth 320 or circle reader inquiry 89.

Dean Lumber Co. has marketed specialty lumber products for over 50 years. It produces DRICON fire-retardant treated lumber and plywood that meet codes for noncombustible materials.

Visit booth 1216 or circle reader inquiry 74.

Seal Manufacturing, Inc., has manufactured custom store fixtures and commercial case goods since 1954. Its plant handles wood, applied finishes, glass, laminates, metal, and installation.

Visit booth 529 or circle reader inquiry 73.

FibreCem Corporation has introduced new non-asbestos, fiber-cement architectural building panels for interior and exterior applications. They are non-toxic and have high impact resistance.

Visit booth 321 or circle reader inquiry 75.

USG Interiors, Inc., is a manufacturer of interior systems, including acoustical tile and panels, ceiling suspension systems, relocatable wall systems, and access floor systems.

Visit booths 717 and 719 or circle inquiry 76.

Kreonite, Inc., designs and manufactures a complete line of products for photographic and graphic-art facilities. Its installations, services, and products are offered nationwide.

Visit booth 913 or circle reader inquiry 77.

Thoro System Products offers architectural coatings and cementitious coatings for above- and below-grade waterproofing. In its line are patching products, bonding agents, and clear sealers.

Visit booth 903 or circle reader inquiry 78.

Carpenter Insulation & Coatings Co. provides polyurethane foam insulation and elastomeric coating systems.

Visit booth 320 or circle reader inquiry 79.

Allied Marketing Services represents several brick and ceramic-tile manufacturers in the Southwest, including Stark Ceramics, Seneca Tile, St. Joe Brick Works, and Watkins Brick & Tile.

Visit booth 823 or circle reader inquiry 80.

---

**NEW PRODUCTS AND LITERATURE**

---

**TAHDA!**

**1990 TEXAS ARCHITECTURE FOR HEALTH DESIGN AWARDS**

**PURPOSE** This program has been created to promote public interest in health-related architecture, and to recognize excellence in design.

**ELIGIBILITY AND AUTHORSHIP** Any completed architectural or interior architecture project with a major health-related component located in Texas, or designed by a Texas firm is eligible. Projects must have been completed with an occupancy permit dated prior to November 1, 1989 and cannot have been completed prior to January 1, 1985. All entries shall be projects designed by TASA members. Entries are eligible even though the submitting architect or interior designers may not be the sole participant in the design.

**CATEGORIES** Awards may be given in any or all of the following categories:

- **HOSPITAL DESIGN:** to include any type of acute care or equivalent care projects located in a hospital, or the design of a hospital.
- **MEDICAL SPECIALTY DESIGN:** to include projects with a very specialized focus, such as pediatric, psychiatric, research, or medical technology designs.
- **LONG TERM CARE:** to include nursing homes, skilled or handicapped, extended care facilities, housing for the retarded and the like.
- **OUTPATIENT CARE:** to include projects with no overnight stays, such as physician’s offices, surgicenters, imaging centers, clinics, HMO’s, and suburban primary care centers.
- **INTERIORS:** to include any health related project whose principal focus is the design of interior space, graphics and furnishings.
- **HEALTH AND WELLNESS:** to include any preventive medicine facility, health clubs, athletics centers, athletic clubs and other projects whose principal focus is the maintenance of health.
- **SUBMISSION** Upon payment of an entry fee ($100/project/category) postmarked no later than November 20, 1989, each entrant will receive a packet with the submission requirements and a data sheet to be returned with the submission. All necessary forms will be provided.
- **AWARDS AND AWARD WINNERS** The winners will be notified in March 1990. Certificates will be presented to the designers and owners of the winning projects at a banquet during the 1990 Texas Hospital Association Convention in San Antonio. To defray display and publicity costs, the winners will be assessed $250 for each award winning project and must submit 8 copies of an 8” x 10” black and white glossy photo of the project, no later than March 20, 1990.

The **TEXAS SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS** in cooperation with the **TEXAS HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION** is issuing a

**CALL FOR ENTRIES**

**ENTRY FEES** An entry fee of $100 is required for each project submitted. Submission of one project in more than one category requires an entry fee for each category in which the project is submitted. Fees must be postmarked no later than November 20, 1989. Checks or money orders should be made payable to the Texas Society of Architects, 1400 Norwood Tower, Austin, Texas 78701. No entry fee will be refunded.

**SCHEDULE**

- **March 20, 1990** Publicity photos and assessment check due at TASA.
- **June 1990** Announcement of winners to coincide with TASA Convention.
NEW PRODUCTS AND LITERATURE

CADworks, Inc., distributes solid-state surge-protectors from Transcensor Systems to protect sensitive electronics.
Visit booth 1124 or circle reader inquiry 81.

American Marazzi Tile, Inc., manufactures and imports an extensive, diverse line of quality ceramic tile.
Visit booth 324 or circle reader inquiry 72.

Wood-Mode custom kitchen cabinetry features hand-rubbed finishes, special storage cabinets, and craftsmanship, with a wide range of styles, all built to order and backed by 50 years of experience.
Visit booth 1010 or circle reader inquiry 82.

Automatic Door Systems provides sales, installation, and servicing of Horton Automatics sliding, swinging, and revolving doors, including an automatic stainless steel sliding door.
Visit booth 929 or circle reader inquiry 84.

ASC Pacific, Inc., supplies steel roll-formed architectural panels, structural standing-seam roof systems, cladding panels, and structural subframing to the construction market.
Visit booth 513 or circle reader inquiry 85.

GAF Building Materials Corp., an integrated roofing manufacturer, whose GAF roofing products are available throughout the U.S., employs approximately 2,500 people in 13 plants.
Visit booth 426 or circle reader inquiry 86.

The Roof Tile and Slate Company, the largest slate distributor in the South and Southwest, distributes slate flooring direct from quarries, including Pizarra Samaca S/A tile from Spain.
Visit booth 416 or circle reader inquiry 87.

Connor Flooring, Inc., carries Mondo studded floor coverings in rubber, slate, and smooth-finish varieties, all for high-use areas and all with a wide range of colors available.
Visit booth 855 or circle reader inquiry 88.

Taliq's Vardite Vision Panels create interior windows that change from clear to an opaque creamy white at the touch of a button by utilizing liquid-crystal technology for selective privacy and security.
Visit booth 531 or circle reader inquiry 120.

Visit booths 714 and 716 or circle reader inquiry 121.

Pavestone Co., manufacturer of concrete interlocking pavers, offers architects a wide variety of paving options suitable for residential, commercial, and

INVESTOR-OWNED ELECTRIC UTILITY SERVICE AREAS IN TEXAS

OPERATING COMPANIES

1. Central Power & Light Co. (CSW)
Corpus Christi, Tx. (512) 881-5300
2. El Paso Electric Co.
El Paso, Tx. (915) 543-5711
Beaumont, Tx. (409) 838-6631
Houston, Tx. (713) 228-9211
5. Southwestern Electric Power Co. (CSW)
Shreveport, La. (318) 222-2141
Jacksonville, Tx. (214) 586-9851
7. Southwestern Public Service Co.
Amarillo, Tx. (806) 378-2121
8. Texas-New Mexico Power Co.
Fort Worth, Tx. (817) 731-0099
9. TU Electric
DP&L Division, Dallas, Tx. (214) 698-7000
TFS Division, Ft. Worth, Tx. (817) 336-9411
TPL Division, Dallas, Tx. (214) 954-5500
10. West Texas Utilities (CSW)
Abilene, Tx. (915) 674-7000
industrial applications.
Visit booth 525 or circle reader inquiry 122.

Roppe Rubber Corp. manufactures rubber and vinyl wall base, raised-design floor tile, stair treads, nosings and accessories, adhesives, and Rop-cord tire tile.
Visit booth 1024 or circle reader inquiry 123.

"That Exceptional One" commemorates the 100th anniversary of the election of the first woman, Louise Bethune of Buffalo, N.Y., to membership in the American Institute of Architects.
Visit booths 801, 805, 807, 902, 904, and 906 or circle reader inquiry 124.

Therma Foam, Inc., offers roof insulation for single-ply systems, insulation board for exterior insulation systems, architectural shapes and signs, and energy-efficient R-control insulated panels.
Visit booth 317 or circle reader inquiry 125.

TAMKO manufactures a complete line of residential and commercial asphalt roofing products. TAM-CADD, its interactive roof-specifying software, has just been released.
Visit booth 624 or circle reader inquiry 126.

Maxim Engineers, Inc., provides construction-materials testing, geotechnical investigation, and environmental services including asbestos consulting, analytical testing, electron microscopy, and more.
Visit booth 1033 or circle reader inquiry 127.

Cold Spring Granite Co. is a fabricator of granite products for structural and landscape applications, operating 29 quarries throughout North America and producing 26 colors in 7 distinct finishes.
Visit booth 1114 or circle reader inquiry 128.

Southwest Research Institute has been engaged in fire research for over 30 years. SwRI provides third-party certification, listing, and labeling with follow-up inspections for safety compliance.
Visit booth 629 or circle reader inquiry 129.

Thermalite® from American Construction Products, Inc., is a polystyrene forming system that promises considerable cost savings over conventional methods or block construction.
Visit booth 1119 or circle reader inquiry 130.

Assurance Services, Inc., specializes in professional liability insurance for design professionals, including the TSA-endorsed program. It has provided counsel to architects since 1981.
Visit booth 1128 or circle reader inquiry 131.

Resdoor Co., Inc., supplier of Weather Shield wood windows and doors, now offers the QUIK-CAD computer product specification system, which operates under AutoCAD Release 10.
Visit booth 1013 or circle reader inquiry 132.

Lanier Worldwide Business Systems, Inc., provides A/E project-management and accounting solutions utilizing ACCI software, along with support for desktop publishing and PC networking.
Visit booth 831 or circle reader inquiry 133.

RHW Industries demonstrates CAD programs for specifying Andersen Windows and Patio Doors, available in High Performance Sun Glaze, designed for Texas to maximize energy savings.
Visit booth 721 or circle reader inquiry 134.

Visit booth 911 or circle reader inquiry 135.
The Last Effort

By Dave Braden, FAIA

When Jerry Jones "retired" Tom Landry, I began to get the picture. It became clearer in June when I got an invitation from Louis Rosseti, FAIA, of Detroit to join a group of distinguished architects on a trip to Beijing about the same time everybody else was leaving. Nobody has to tell Braden how to handle a hot horseshoe; someone was telling me, "You’re staying on too long!"

While I have been known to get that same communication from audiences everywhere, and yet stand up there deliberately and do another 20 minutes, I think it is best not to abuse the kind and gentle readers of TAJ any longer. It is always wise to stop before the stretch marks begin to show.

Ten years ago this column wandered to the back pages of Texas Architect, and it is an understatement to say it has been fun to have been selected to seriously probe the soft underbelly of the species architectus humanus for humor. Our profession is a goldmine of trials, tribulations, inequities, and absurdities for anyone with a satirical eye. The mission here has simply been to isolate the architectural funny bone.

The small slings and arrows of this column have been designed only to let architects enjoy their station in life more. While architecture is unquestionably one of the world's omnipotent forces, it does have its lighter side. In all probability, Musings' modicum of success is best measured by the enormous quantity of respondent mail I've received. I am pleased that over the years I have been able to acknowledge each letter with a heartfelt personal note and, on occasion, even a small gift!

There is more than a little doubt that Musings has become a major critical force in shaping America's future and its built environment, at least when compared to the commentary of Paul Goldberger in The New York Times, and our own David Dillon in the Dallas Morning News. Constrained only by the mores of social decency, however, we have had the temerity, the audacity, and the courage to tell it like it is. A quick review of columns past indicates only that all opinions and factual errors published in Musings have been, of course, intentional, and represent a personal artistic choice.

Thus it is in all probability appropriate on the occasion of the Texas Society of Architects' golden anniversary and this special issue of Texas Architect that I retire Musings, while celebrating and reflecting on society's glorious dubious achievements of the past decade. Retrospection is to a certain degree pleasurable, especially if you have absolutely no idea where the future is taking you.

The '80s have been a decade whose only architectural constant has been change: in philosophy, in design, and in practice. Architects have been introduced simultaneously to an obsession with marketing as a route to survival and to a liability and litigation crisis that assures their untimely demise. We have seen the phasing out of the good-old-boy network and the introduction of qualifications-based selection processes that exclude the new, small, or unique practitioner from any possibility of acquiring a project of significant size. Design teams today are usually required to include minority- and woman-owned firms, and if you don't have a CAD system you might as well be an Amish in Manhattan. Good? Bad? I don't know. Just change.

Many of us in these times of rampant social ills, misappropriation, imminent ecological disaster, and economic catastrophe are having a tough time finding a hero. We don't know whether to lavish our admiration on Michael Graves or Yasser Arafat (although choosing the latter indicates a complete contradiction of everything you've ever been told about the value of good grounding). In design some have grasped for glitz, while others have retreated to historic preservation. We have wallowed through pomos to neo-trad and are now dipping into deconstructivism. As for me, I have become convinced at last that more is more. I'm still wondering what contextualism really means and why art deco ever made a comeback. At least the past 10 years have established that beauty and ugliness come in all styles. Even frozen music can suffer a meltdown.

There was a temptation in this last literary missile to dredge previous attempts for little nuggets of wisdom, if any could be found, and reprint them as a small anthology, but that thought was cast aside to remind you only of our purpose in being here in the first place. Garrison Keillor once said, "Humor is a knife, and what it cuts off doesn't grow back right away." When it does grow back, the hope here is that it will be in a newer, better, and more beautiful form.

Perhaps you are asking why Braden has elected to fade away. Is he out of soap now that the architects of Texas have a practice act and may lose the "fear glue" that has held TSA together for 50 years?

Doesn't he care to editorialize about the environmental danger of the '80s that is sure to arise when all those beanbag chairs we bought in the '60s and cast off into sanitary landfills in the '80s erupt into a giant cloud of methane?

Isn't he worried that dogs may take over the legislature and elect a governor of their own?

Is he leaving for commercial reasons, perhaps to become a clean-up humorist for the National Enquirer, the Green Sheet, or "Bigger" Homes & Gardens?

Has TAJ cast him aside for the services of a proctor who is younger, more articulate, photogenic, and forceful, but not nearly as strident?

The answer is "none of the above." However, you might look for his continuing efforts in your grocer's dairy case under "Grade A Large."

It's been fun. And please keep those cards and letters comin'.

Farewell, so long, auf wiedersehen, au revoir, adios, ciao, arrivederci bello, and goodnight.

Dave Braden, FAIA, is principal of the Dallas firm Debl/Braden/PTM, Inc.
A Designer's Dream. With these four NEW colors, you now have 10 Corian stone look-alikes to create with. Specify Corian... the Original Solid Miracle. Backed by a 10-year Warranty from DuPont.

1-800-392-5131
Now Available from Carter Holt Harvey—COLORTILE
Gives you the same benefits of Decrabond without the stone surface, at a reduced cost. Choose from several baked acrylic color coats or ask about our custom color service. Color-tile also carries a 30-year warranty.

With its new Decrabond roofing system, this congregation can believe in no leaks—ever.

Decrabond® Permanent. Maintenance-free. The ideal design alternative for commercial, institutional or residential applications.

Decrabond features a tile profile, complimentary to many architectural styles, and an acrylic bonded granulated stone surface in natural colors that maintains its good looks under any environmental condition.

Engineered from 26-gauge galvanized steel, Decrabond has a low weight factor (150 lbs./100 sq. ft.) It delivers maximum strength and durability, and in new construction, reduces the need for costly additional roof framing. In rehab work, a cost-effective truss system is usually all that is needed to accommodate flat roof sections, and most existing pitched roofs need not be torn off.

Decrabond installs quickly and cleanly, and will meet all your design and performance criteria. Believe it. Call today for your free technical data and sample package.

Check these benefits
✓ Minimum 3:12 pitch up to a vertical aspect and 20 tiles/100 sq. ft.
✓ Hurricane/cyclone wind-tested
✓ Effectively withstands hail and is impervious to fire
✓ Overlapping, interlocking, and leak-proof even in wind-driven rain.
✓ Won't chip, peel, crack or fade
✓ Maximum corrosion and mildew resistance
✓ Approved by Southern Building Congress, ICBO, UL and ASTM
✓ Manufactured and warranted by CHH, a multi-million dollar international corporation and used world-wide.

CARTER HOLT HARVEY USA INC.
7198 Mykawa Road
Houston, TX 77033
713/645-6074
FAX 713/645-2414

Decrabond and Color-tile are sold directly to and installed by manufacturer-certified, licensed dealers.